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(see page 50)

ANTENNAS
AND COLOR TV
RECEPTION
(see page 16)

CONVERTING TO
INTERCARRIER

SOUND
(see page 38)
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NEW

Resist -O -Cards now
Type BTB resistors in
two balanced
assortments
meeting 2 -watt replacement
needs. See your RC distributor
... save time and money!

C

offer

RC

I

I

COMPLETE

.,33.

from

coverage

through 2 watts is now
available the convenient Resist
0 -Card way. Six BT assortments
to choose from, all with factory fresh resistors!
'/2

-

HANDY
.,

he.

e

USUAL PRICE

SAVE ON ALL 6 RESIST -O -CARDS

YOUR PRICE

purchased singly,

Resist -O -Card #15A 1001/2 watt BTS's in 20 most popular values
Resist-O=Card #16A 100

Resist -O -Cards

hang on wall or bench where
you can see ... identify ... and
find resistors in a flash. Every
resistor identified two ways!

$10.00

$5.95

1/2

watt BTS's in 57 often needed values

$10.00

$5.95

Resist -O -Card 417A

67

1

watt BTA's in 20 most popular values

$10.05

$5.95

Resist-O -Card #18A

67

1

watt BTA's in 45 often needed values

$10.05

$5.95

Resist -O -Card =30

50 2 watt BTB's in 20 most popular values

$10.00

$5.95

Resist -O -Card =31

50 2 watt BTB's in 45 often needed values

$10.00.

$5.95

POWER RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS TOO!
Two pre -selected stocks of IRC PW resistors featuring full -rated operation, compact rectangular case,
and axial leads for easier soldering.
Resist -O -Card

=19-Twenty

7

watt resistors for only

$6.60
Resist -O -Card

=20-Twenty 10 watt resistors for only
$7.20

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
Dept. 366, 401 N. Broad St.,
Philadelphia 8, Pa.
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the capacitor you DREAMED about is HERE!

this ONE new ceramic capacitor
does the work of FIFTEEN
...

NOW
you can handle a big percentage of special
value and standard value ceramic replacements with a
few Sprague "Universals". Just four of these remarkable
new capacitors take the place of forty-two regular
capacitors, with capacitance values from 400 µµF to
.015µF. You can also use them to replace molded mica,
ceramic tubular, and paper tubular capacitors in many
bypass and coupling applications.
Sprague "Universals" are easy to use! No complex
arithmetic involved. One look at the handy reference
card packed with each capacitor tells the complete
story ... which "Universal" to use ... how to wire the
leads for the capacitance required.
Type UHK-1, with seven needed values from .001 to
.004µF, is a High -K capacitor for use where rated
capacitance is the lowest value permissible. Type UGA-1,
with twelve values from .0004 to .0013 µF, is a general
application unit with a capacitance tolerance of ±20%.
UHK-2, covering eight values from .0025 to .015 µF,
is a High -K capacitor like UHK-1. Type UGA-2 covers
fifteen values from .0006 to .0027 µF, and is a general
application unit with a ±20% capacitance tolerance.
Put Sprague "Universal" ceramic capacitors on your
"want" list now. Ask for the handy sized kit that fits
your pocket or tool box. Your customers won't ever
have to spend another night without television for lack
of a simple ceramic replacement.

A FEW EXAMPLES OF HOW FOUR

"UNIVERSAL" CAPACITORS

MEET 90% OF ALL CERAMIC REPLACEMENT NEEDS

For .0004 µF
Cut leads 2 and 3 from a UGA-I "Universal" Use
leads and 4 as terminals.
I

For .005 µF
Cut leads 2 and 4 from a UGA-I "Universal". Use
leads and 3 as terminals.
1

UGA-I

(1,

l'I
;

For .001 µF
Cut lead 2 from a UGA-2 "Universal". Solder lead
to lead 4. Use leads I and 4 as terminals.

3

l'

For .002 µF
Cut lead 4 from a UGA-2 "Universal". Solder lead 2
to lead I. Use leads I and 3 as terminals.

For .0033 µF
Cut lead 4 from a UHK-I "Universal". Solder lead
to lead I. Use leads I and 2 as terminals.

,

P

For .01 µF
Cut lead! from a UHK-2 "Universal". Solder lead 4
to lead 2. Use leads 2 and 3 as terminals.

For .015 µF
Solder lead 3 to lead I on a UHK-2 "Universal"
Solder lead 4 to lead 2. Use leads I and 2 as terminals.

Sprague Products Company Distributors' Division of the
Sprague Electric Company North Adams, Massachusetts.

world's largest capacitor manufacturer

2

I

3

SPRAGUE®

. . .

I

UGA-2

insist on

don't be vague

'
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Give to your Electronic Parts Distributor or mail, with remittance,
fo PF REPORTER, 2201 East 46th Street, Indianapolis 5, Indiana.
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it keeps you up-to-the-minute
on receiver coverage
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PHOTOFACT Folders give you the world's finest Service
data on TV anu radio models just as soon as they hit
the market. Now-with the new INDEX SYSTEM to
PHOTOFACT, you locate the latest PHOTOFACT cover-
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age immediately.
If you're a Service Technician, you can get the new
Sams Index FREE. Here's how it keeps you up-to-date
on receiver coverage: The Master Index (36 pagesissued twice yearly) is the complete reference to all
PHOTOFACT Folders produced up to the date of its
issue. In addition, you get an Index Supplement each
month covering that month's releases of PHOTOFACT
Folders. Thus, the Master Index plus the supplements keep you right up with current PHOTOFACT
coverage. (The Index Supplements also appear each

month in "PF Reporter" Magazine.)
It's easy to get your complete Index service to
PHOTOFACT at NO COST TO YOU. If you're a Service
Technician, just fill in the coupon and mail to us
today. It will bring the Master Index direct to your
shop, and monthly supplements will be mailed to you
regularly thereafter. YOU'LL KEEP RIGHT UP-TO-THEMINUTE ON PHOTOFACT COVERAGE-you'll be able to
locate the data you need on over 30,000 models, as
well as on CURRENT MODEL RELEASES.
Mail coupon today for your free subscription
to the Sams Photofact Index

C

TAKE THE RIGHT STEP TO TIME -SAVING
PROFIT -BUILDING BUSINESS: Sign up with
your Parts Distributor to get PHOTOFACT
Folder Sets automatically each month.

I
I
I

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana

2201

Send me your FREE Master Index to PHOTOFACT Folders (twice yearly),
and put me on your mailing list to receive all Index Supplements. My letterhead and/or business card is attached.
I

am a Service Technician:

full time;

part time.

My Distributor is:

Shop Nome
Attn:

DO IT NOW!

Address

L
4

City

Zone

State
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Just what
you're
looking for...
(,.
9

It's the

A47

CLAROSTAT
1/2 watt

composition -element control
that you need for so many service calls.
Whether it's television, radio (portable,
communications or audio as well), test
equipment and sound systems-you're
"in" with the A47!
A

choice of 13 shafts;

5

different

switches; linear, taper, plain or tapped
elements; in a range of from 500 ohms
to 10 megohms-meeting your servicing needs for this type control.

Don't look any further: you've found IT
when you ask your distributor for
Clarostat A47 controls.

for erformance...

t
CLAROSTAT

uality

CONTROLS and RESISTORS
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC. Dover, New Hampshire
In Canada:

November, 1956
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Canadian Marconi Co., Ltd. Toronto 17, Ont.
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LETTERS

to

the EDITOR

p\C

M

HENo

coupler

Dear Editor:
I was very much interested in
"Quicker Servicing" in your August
1956 issue. Cleaning the dust from a
TV chassis with a soft paint brush
has been in use here for some time.
A piece of canvas about 4' square is
spread on the floor when servicing
in the home. Placing a removed
chassis and tools thereon protects the
rugs and floors and catches dust and
dirt when the chassis is cleaned. It
always makes a big hit with the
housewife to see that her furnishings
are cared for.
Another technique (acquired back
in the radio days and carried over to
TV servicing) which likewise improves customer relations is that of
polishing the cabinet. This little effort is greatly repaid in customer
satisfaction and good will. Radio and
TV receivers serviced in the shop are
also touched up and with the same
results.
LEONARD J. SLUYTER
Los Angeles, Calif.

Capitalize on the growing two -set
television market with this
beautiful 5 color Telecoupler
display.
Cash -in on the increased
Christmas sales of both black &
white and color tv sets by displaying
and selling AMPHENOL'S popular
two -set coupler.

Mr. Sluyter's comments on cabinet
polishing seem to coincide with ours.
By the time this letter was received,
a photo story entitled "Cabinet
Touch -Up" was already on the
presses. See pages 24 and 25 of the
September PF REPORTER.

-Editor

Dear Editor:
I would like to see a good service
article on selenium rectifiers. Do
they fail because of overheating or
what? Many servicemen say they are
very much overrated-replace with
the largest ones you can get into the
space. How about a real intelligent
and practical article on this subject?
JOHN B. MORRIS

MBC Radio & TV Service
Washington, Pa.
An article on selenium rectifiers
appeared in the October PF REPORTER. Future issues will contain

TELECOUPLER
by AMPHENOL

see your

coverage on power rectifiers which
use other substances for the semi-

conductor.-Editor

Dear Editor:
A question has arisen which interests me very much, and not know PF REPORTER

November, 1956

ing to whom in your organization I
should address it specifically, I am
turning to you with the hope that
you know, or will obtain, the answer.
The question is, how is the static
alignment procedure for a television
receiver IF strip developed? It seems
apparent that a desirable swept response could be obtained by hit-andrun methods, but the resonant
points of interstage networks could
not. My co-workers and I have
thought of a number of ways by
which the unknown frequencies of
individual tuned circuits could be
determined, but none of them seem
entirely satisfactory from the standpoint of accuracy. Can you tell me
what method can be used to determine these frequencies.
Since I have been a fairly constant reader of the PF REPORTER
and other publications for a number
of years and have not yet seen any
information of this sort, it occurs to
me than an article on this subject
might be of interest.
GORDON S. MORRISON

Emeryville, Calif.
We don't know about hit-and-run
methods, but a trial -and -error method seems to be the only way to determine these frequencies with absolute accuracy. In this respect, the
individual pre -tuned frequencies are
not determined after the over-all response curve has been obtained. Instead, pre -tuned frequencies are
chosen (by a trial -and -error method)
to produce the desired response
curve.
Your suggestion is appreciated
and may be incorporated in a series
of articles which are now in the production stages. Editor

Dear Editor:
In your March 1951 issue of the
PF INDEX (former name of PF REPORTER), there is an article about
keyed AGC operation. It was stated
that the circuit shown was adaptable
to the 630 type chassis and that instructions for doing so would be in
cluded in a subsequent issue.
I have converted a 10" Air King
630 chassis to 20" and would like to
incorporate keyed AGC. I would like
to obtain the issue outlining these instructions.

a

winning sales combination

TELE COUPLER
PERFORMANCE effective isolation between sets, extremely low insertion loss for better tv pictures
on both sets

INSTALLATION easiest of all couplers
to install; weatherproof case for outdoor mounting where
necessary; positive, visible twin lead connections
APPEARANCE attractive design makes
Telecouplers easy to sell, soft gray color blends with any
interior decoration
PROFITS top value at a fair price for your
customers, full profit for you

New York, N.Y.

Only AMPHENOL Telecouplers provide the winning sales
combination of Top Performance, Easy Installation, Attractive
Appearance and Full Profit!

This information appeared in the
May 1951 issue, a copy of which has
been forwarded to Mr. Hetherington. A limited quantity of some of
our back issues are available at 35¢
per copy. Editor

AMPHENOL

ROBERT HETHERINGTON

November, 1956
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ANALYZE YOUR WAY

Bigger Profits!

TO

NEW! INTERMITTENT
CONDITION ANALYZER

Model 828

Unique principle lo-

cates intermittents,
detects borderline

i,

.yr;.

d'-

.r

components Fast

-

Locate intermittent capacitors, resistors, coils, chokes, tubes,
and other component and hidden wiring failures in minutes
-without waiting. Exclusive Wintronix circuit using modulated special r -f test signal, immediately makes any radio or
TV receiver super -sensitive to intermittents-gives both audible and visible indication so you can pin -point trouble right
away. Reduces callbacks by detecting borderline components
before they fail.

No bells,
s

No buzzers,
NO WAITING!

$89.95 Net
SYNC

Dynamic SWEEP CIRCUIT ANALYZER
Model 820

complete sweep circuit tester. Simplifies sweep circuit
troubleshooting by signal substitution and component
testing. Supplies 60 cps sawtooth and 15,734 cps saw tooth or square wave signals to TV deflection circuits.
Restores raster to normal by substituting for defective
stage. Tests all flybacks and yokes right in the set for continuity and shorts
Even tests -turn shorts. Completely
self-calibrating-no chance for error.
A

...

1

PULSE

ADAPTER
.

Model 915/960 Troubleshoot sync circuits by

MANIC

...ii

signal substitution. This
unit with Model 820 injects 1+) or
pulse
voltages into vertical and

I-)

horizontal

sync

SWEEP CIRCUIT
ANALYZER

e":":1

...

stages.

Locates defective sync
separators, sync amplifiers, AFC, and vertical

integrator circuits.

$14.95 Net

$69.95 Net

Dynamic AGC CIRCUIT ANALYZER
NEW!

Model 825

Here's all you need to test, analyze, service any television
AGC circuit
all in one compact instruineat. Saves you
hours by quickly detecting obscure AGC faults before you
look further. Requires only two test connections and a flick
of a switch to: 1) Furnish standard, adjustable r -f test signal
to antenna terminals; 2) Monitor AGC action; 3) Check
for shorts and opens in AGC buss; 4) Measure action of
gated pulse systems; 5) Clamp and supply AGC bias to
correct AGC action and restore operation by substitution.
.

Takes

$79.95 Net

the

guessout of AGC

work
troubleshooting for
faster,
far more
profitable color and
black -and -white TV
servicing.

HERE'S ALL YOU NEED FOR COLOR SERVICING
COLOR CONVERGENCE DOT GENERATOR

RAINBOW GENERATOR

Model 250
Model 150

Align, adjust, troubleshoot complicated
color TV circuits this easy way. Produces
vertical color bars of all possible hues representing 360 degrees of phase sweep. Furnished with detailed instructions and illustrations to simplify color TV servicing in
the home and in the shop.

$49.95 Net

$129.95 Net
FLYBACK and
YOKE TESTER

Dynamic SELENIUM
RECTIFIER TESTER

Model 810
foolproof GO/
tests of all color
and black and white
Itybacks and yokes right
in the circuit. Checks
-turn shorts
self
calibrating.
Makes

NO-GO

$29.95 Net

Here's a complete ultra -stable signal
source for color convergence. Contains complete standard sync chain
with AFC. Produces optimum white
dots, cross hatch, vertical or horizontal bars for color or black -and white servicing. Absolutely "jitter free" regardless of picture tube size.
Preset r -f frequency, variable 30 db.
Highly portable, only 101/2" x 7" x 6".

NEW!

1

-

-

See your loco! ports

New

ppañ
(

Wide -Band FIELD
nEañ. it.

1
.

STRENGTH METER

Model 610
dynamic

Model 330

pulsing

Reads true microvolts
.
Tests antennas and
community systems

principle tests rectifiers

under actual surge loads

for quality, opens, shorts,
leakage.

.

$129.95 Net

Checks color reception
in absence of color transmission.

distributor or write for free literature

WINSTON ELECTRONICS, INC., 4312 Main Street, Phila. 27, Pa.
8
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MILTON

S.

KIVER

Author of .. .
Servicing and Calibrating Test Equipment;
How to Understand and Use TV Test Instruments

nal level is low or where a number
of ghosts are present and have to
be discriminated against.
Another factor working in favor of individual antennas is the
latitude they supply for signal
equalization-in any system, it is
always desirable to maintain all
the signals at approximately the
same level to avoid picture distortions.

Materials Required for Master
Antenna Systems
One of the many allied branches
of television to which a number of

servicemen are applying themselves is the field of master antenna systems. These systems receive
station signals in the VHF and
UHF bands, amplify them, and
then distribute them to a variety
of receivers located at various
points throughout one or more
closely -situated buildings. Note
that we are excluding community

television antenna systems

through which received signals are
distributed over a wide area. It is
true that both types of signal distribution systems have many features in common, but the community distribution system is a
much more extensive undertaking,
generally requiring considerable
financial backing. Master antenna systems, on the other hand, are
more modest in cost, with each
complete system restricted usually to a single building. Of course,
in a large city, one firm may have
a number of such installations so
that total investment is high; however, individual systems can be installed frequently for less than
$1,000.00, and this brings them
well within the means of a small
business.

In this and subsequent columns, some of the considerations
and problems which enter into the
successful installation and operation of a master antenna system
will be discussed. All of the information presented is the result
of extensive experience with master antenna systems operating in
well over 100 buildings and serving over 5,000 receivers. Some of
the smaller installations serve 10
or less apartments; some of the
November, 1956
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Boosters and Converters
Fig. 1. Antenna -Mounted Booster.

larger buildings have several hundred receivers. The range of operation, then, is wide enough to
encompass both the smallest and
'the largest master antenna systems that any service organization is likely to encounter.
The amount of equipment required for any one installation
will vary with the number of receivers that must be supplied with
signals. Irrespective of their individual sizes, however, most master systems possess a number of
basic features in common and
these are briefly outlined below.
Antennas

The first item is the antenna.

Just how elaborate this

is will de-

pend on the number of stations to
be received, their operating frequencies, and the directions from
which they are best received. If
good reception is possible from
two or more stations with a single
antenna, then only one array may
be used. Useful antennas for this
purpose are folded dipoles or coni cals. Consistently better results,
however, will be achieved with individual, single -channel Yagi antennas. These possess high gain
and sharp directivity and are
especially desirable where the sig-

The next step, after the various
station signals have been received,
is to bring them, usually via coax-

ial transmission lines, into the
building. If the received signals
are especially weak, it may be desirable to amplify them immediately on reception, for which purpose a booster (Fig. 1) mounted
on the antenna mast is used.
These boosters are broadband amplifiers, possessing a fairly flat response over the desired range of
frequencies. After the signal has
been strengthened sufficiently,
usually on the order of around 25
db (18 times) , it is sent down in-

to the building where the amplifiers and distribution components
of the master antenna system are
located.
In areas where UHF signals are
present, it is common practice to
install a converter directly at the
antenna so that the UHF signals
may be converted to an unused
VHF channel, and thereafter the
signal is treated as a VHF signal.
This practice is encouraged by the
fact that most master amplifiers
are designed for VHF operation
because of the greater gain available at these lower frequencies
and, production -wise, because of
the greater number of VHF stations.
9

Here's why
Fig. 2. VHF Converter -Amplifier Which
Changes Specified High -Band Signal to
a Specific Low -Band Channel. This Unit
Provides 33 -db Gain.

tubular capacitors
give you better
performance
and longer life!
All Aerovox P88N molded tubular capacitors are
manufactured by a unique low-pressure, low -temperature
molding process that insures perfectly centered sections
with uniform wall thickness on every single unit. Only Aerovox
gives you round, uniform, undistorted, coaxially-centered
sections solidly imbedded in the right plastic for superb
mechanical, electrical and climatic characteristics.

NOT

THIS

BUT

Off -centered

section

NOR

THIS

AND
NEVER

THIS

0

Distorted
section

Compressed

/wars
THIS
Perfectly centered, undistorted, unimpaired section protected by uniform
and adequate plastic wall thickness.

section

That's the inside story why Aerovox Duranite capactiors are recognized
for their top performance and utmost reliability and extra generous service life. Your local Aerovox Distributor carries a
complete stock of Aerovox capacitors to meet ALL your service needs.
Drop in soon and ask for a copy of the latest Aerovox catalog or write

The choice of a suitable VHF
channel to use for a converted
UHF signal is governed by two
considerations. First, the channel
must be free of any strong local
signals and there should be no
possibility of its being used for
broadcasting purposes in the foreseeable future. Second, it must not
be adjacent to any active VHF
channel. Master antenna amplifiers or television receivers are
seldom selective enough to prevent spillover of signal between
adjacent channels. (Note that
channels 4 and 5 are not considered adjacent because of the 4 mc guard band separating them.
By the same token, channels 6
and 7 are likewise not adjacent in
frequency.) Apropos of this, it is
interesting to note that there are
converters available ( see example
in Fig. 2) which will transform a
high -band VHF signal into a low band signal. This is useful on long
line runs between antenna and
master amplifier and where there
is perhaps only one high -band
VHF signal. Such use, however, is
less widespread than UHF -to VHF conversion.
Master Amplifiers

Signals are next brought to a
master amplifier. If this unit possesses separate strips for each received channel, then the signals
are fed into their associated sections. When several stations are
picked up by a single antenna, it

AEROVOX CORPORATION
DISTRIBUTOR SALES DIVISION
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
In Canada: AEROVOX

CANADA, LTD., Hamilton, Ont.

Export: Ad. Auriema., 89 Brood St., New York, N. Y.

10

Coble: Auriemo, N. Y.

Fig. 3. All -Channel TV Amplifier on the
Left and an Automatic Gain Control Unit
on the Right.
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is necessary to first separate the
signals from each other. This is

done by passive tuned circuits
which accomplish the separation
without reducing the signal level
more than 5 or 6 db.
The output from the master
amplifier will depend on the
amount of signal fed to it; however, with a good input signal, it
is possible to obtain output signal voltages on the order of 1.0 to

Fig. 4. Single -Channel Amplifier With
Gain Between 35 and 38 db and With

High Rejection of Adjacent Channels.

1.25 volts or even more. If these
values are converted to the more
familiar microvolt notation (for
broadcast signals), then we have
between one million and 1.25 million microvolts. Signals this powerful can readily be sent over distances of 500 feet of coaxial transmission line.
Incidentally, there are generally maximum and minimum input
signal values specified for master
amplifiers. The maximum value is
frequently in the neighborhood of
10-12,000- microvolts, while for
an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio, the minimum should generally
exceed 500 microvolts. If the signal is too strong, it may be necessary to bring it down to an acceptable level by attenuation
pads. (When strong signals are
present and the number of operating receivers is 10 or less, it frequently is possible to dispense
with the master amplifier and distribute the signals directly to the
receivers via splitting pads. Signal loss due to such division runs
between 6 and 12 db.)
It is also possible to employ a
single all -channel TV amplifier
( Fig. 3) to which all signals are
fed and from which all strengthened signals are obtained. If separate antennas are employed, a
mixer can be used to combine the
signals before feeding them to the
amplifier. In all these units, it is
Please turn to page 85
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EST
FOR COLOR TEST:
There's just one way to test
the new color TV sets...
WITH NTSC COLOR PATTERN

Another f/ycon
test help ...

That's what Hycon's Model
616 Color Bar/Dot Genera-

tor offers...all standard
colors, sequences and pat
terns easily selected and
graphically shown in actual
color right on the control
panel. For color TV,

ready... GET HYCON
MODEL 622 5" SCOPE

4"Where Accuracy Counts"

with automatic trig-

eOn ELECTRONICS, INC.

gered sweep, first really
new scope development
in years. Fewer adjustments, no sync problems.

A Subsidiary of Hycon Mfg. Company

1030 SOUTH ARROYO PARKWAY
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

r

MA/l,

I

P

11

Please send me the new model 616 and 622 catalogs..

please,

Name

for Catalogs
616 and 622

HYCON ELECTRONICS, INC. Dept.
P.O. BIN D Pasadena, California

Address
I

t

City

State
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LOOKIìN( OVER
THE N1:11'
COLOR RECEIVERS
LATEST CHANGES IN MOTOROLA

AND RCA COMPONENTS
by Thomas A. Lesh
Motorola Dynamic Convergence
Circuits

The new Motorola TS -905 color
TV chassis features improved
methods of achieving dynamic
convergence in a three -gun picture
tube. These new methods are the
results of considerable research on
the problems of obtaining three
rasters of equal size for the primary colors and making these rasters coincide with each other over
the entire area of the picture tube.

alters the relative strengths of the
magnetic fields in the vicinity of
the red and green beams so that
the widths of the red and green
rasters become as closely matched
as possible.

Size Correction

Designers run into complications when trying to produce three
equal -sized color rasters because
the beams of a three-gun tube do
not pass through the exact center
of the yoke's magnetic field. Being
slightly offset from each other, the
beams are affected unequally by
the sweep currents in the yoke at
any given instant and thus require
compensation.
In the new Motorola deflection
yoke, the two horizontal windings
are wired in parallel and are connected at one end through a hori-

BALANCING
COIL

(A) Horizontal Yoke Balancing Coil.
LEVER FOR
BLUE LATERAL

SIZE SWITCH
BLUE LATERAL

SIZE COIL
IH

BLUE REAM

POSITIONING
MAGNET

/i

zontal yoke balancing coil

mounted on the yoke assembly.
(See Fig. 1A.) The coil can be
slug -tuned to vary the proportions of total yoke current going
to the different halves of the horizontal winding. This adjustment
12

The width of the blue raster is
controlled independently. A special coil mounted on the bracket
of the blue lateral -correction magnet is connected in series with the
horizontal deflection coils and receives yoke current. This coil is
visible in Fig. 1B. A blue lateral
size switch having six positions is
used to cut portions of the special
coil in and out of the circuit. In
four of the switch positions, various sections of the coil are connected in the circuit so that the
magnetic field of the coil will deflect the blue beam in the same direction toward which it is being deflected by the main yoke. The
result is a series of small incremental increases in the width of
the blue raster. In a fifth switch
position, yoke current bypasses
the coil and there is no effect upon
the blue beam. In the sixth position, current is passed through a
small segment of the special coil in
the reverse direction to reduce the
blue raster slightly in size. A simplified schematic diagram of the
circuits involved in width correction of the color rasters is shown
in Fig. 2A.

(B)

Blue Lateral Size Coil and Switch.

Fig. 1. Width Adjustments for Color
Rasters in Motorola Chassis TS -905.

Another circuit, shown schematically in Fig. 2B, is used to
equalize the heights of the red and
green rasters. The two halves of
PF REPORTER
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CONTROL HANDLES

MOVABLE PLATE

Fig. 3. Adjustable Plates in Deflection
Yoke of Motorola Chassis TS -905.

the vertical yoke are wired in
parallel and connected through a
2 -ohm balancing potentiometer.
This circuit is needed because
manufacturing tolerances do not
permit precise alignment of the
red and green guns, and the beams
for these colors are not in exactly
the same horizontal plane.
Convergence Correction

Small plates of magnetic material, adjustable in position, are
located at the top and bottom of
the deflection yoke. One of these
is pointed out in Fig. 3. Movement
of these plates modifies the magnetic field of the horizontal deflection coils so that the deflection of
the red and green beams is more
nearly uniform.
Horizontal dynamic convergence between the red and green
rasters is somewhat improved by
the movable plates, but an additional device-the convergence
yoke used in all three -gun color
receivers-must be employed to
obtain more exact convergence.
The reader should recall that a
typical convergence yoke receives
a current derived from a sine wave
and varying at the horizontal
frequency, as well as parabolic and
sawtooth waveshapes of current
varying at the vertical frequency.
November, 1956
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These currents are combined to
produce a magnetic field which
compensates for the varying distance which each of the electron
beams must travel as it is swept
across the face of the picture tube.
The convergence yoke in the
TS -905 chassis has a single winding for each electron beam. The
red and green windings are in
parallel and linked at one end by a
dynamic balancing potentiometer
which regulates the proportions of
current received by the two windings. The blue winding is separate.
The circuit that supplies a horizontal input to the red and green
convergence windings is shown in
simplified form in Fig. 4A. Another
HORIZ YOKE

HORIZ YOKE
BAL COIL

BLUE LAT

SIZE SW

FROM HORIZ
OUTPUT TRANS

COIL ON BLUE
BEAM POSITIONING
MAGNET ASSY.

(A) Horizontal Circuit.
VERT
YOKE BAL

FROM VERT
OUTPUT TRANS

(B)

Vertical Circuit.

Fig. 2. Simplified Schematic Diagrams of

Raster -Size -Correction Circuits.

very similar circuit is used for the
blue winding. The arrangement
used in the new Motorola color
sets is a refinement of a type of circuit that has been widely used in
previous color receivers. In the
original circuit, the parabolic -type
wave required for horizontal dynamic convergence was in reality
a portion of a 15,750 -cps sine wave
generated by a tuned circuit which
was in turn pulsed by a voltage
taken from the horizontal output
transformer. The phase and amplitude of the wave were both adjustable in order to compensate for
conditions found in individual
sets.
It was thought that this system
needed to be improved upon for
two reasons. For one thing, distortion has occurred under certain
conditions because a portion of a
sine wave is not a true parabola.
In addition, a symmetrical waveform such as a parabola cannot
fully compensate for the small, irregular imperfections in picture
tubes which affect convergence.
Motorola is therefore using a new
system in which a sine wave at the
second harmonic of the horizontal
sweep frequency (31,500 cps) is
generated in addition to the 15,750 -cps wave. The amplitudes of
both signals are adjustable by
means of potentiometers, and the
phases can be changed by the slug
tuning of coils. The two frequencies can be combined into a complex waveform which is "tailormade" for any picture tube having
characteristics within the limits of
specifications.
The vertical dynamic convergence circuit for the red and green
beams appears in Fig. 4B. Once
Please turn to page 77
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EQUIPPING THE

With the ever-growing number of TV receivers and radios in
izse, many service technicians are
finding it to their advantage to
complete as many repair jobs as
possible in the homes of their
customers. The variety and
amount of equipment and parts
needed to do in-the-home servicing has, however, grown to be

quite extensive. As a matter of
fact, the point has been reached
where two service cases are required by some technicians. You
may be interested in comparing
your own stock with that shown
in this picture.
In addition to a complete stock
of tubes, these two service cases
contain the following items:

SERViCE SASE

Multimeter ( sensitivity, at
least 20,000 ohms per volt).
2. Drop cloth.
3. Fuses.
1.

4. Solder.
5. Flashlight.
6. Mirror.
7. Adjustment tools.
8. Hand tools.
9. Dial lamps.

10. Cheater cord.
11. Solder gun.
12. Pencil soldering iron.
13. Cabinet polish.
14. Polishing cloth.
15. Contact cleaner.
16. Glass -cleaning fluid and

cloth.
Scratch stick.
a8. Invoice pad.
17.

ANTENNAS and THEIR RELATION to
COLOR TV RECEPTION
by J.

F.

One of the most popular subjects being discussed throughout
the country, in both technical and
non -technical circles, is the growth
of color television. This growth
was made possible because every
phase of the color development
program has been evaluated just
as completely as the design of the
receiver itself. Not the least of
these engineering phases was the
investigation of antennas.
The purpose of this article is to
acquaint service technicians with
the fact that in some cases the existing antenna installation will
probably suffice in meeting the requirements for both monochrome
and color TV reception-provid-

ing:

The existing antenna is still
in good shape physically,
properly located, and properly oriented.
2. The strength of the signal
developed by the antenna is
sufficient to be divided equally among the two or three receivers placed on the system.
Another purpose of this article
is to frankly appraise the present
situation regarding TV antennas.
It has been gratifying to note that
in recent years, several antenna
manufacturers have recognized
the need for setting up antenna
1.
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Masterson
testing sites of their own. Such
facilities will no doubt contribute
very valuably toward closer agreement between theoretical and
actual performance figures of TV
antennas appearing on the market.
The continued sincere effort and
cooperation of the antenna industry will do much to dispel the
concern the technician may have
as he tries to diagnose his own antenna requirements, and attempts
to interpret the calculations,
charts and figures he sees. It is
here that the television technician
can be of immeasurable help to his
customers-and the industry. His
technical training and experience
qualify him to offer counsel on this
subject with enviable authority
and dignity. In such counselling,
it is urged that he employ the same
codes of professional ethics and
diplomacy that he uses in all the
other phases of his business.
The process of testing a TV antenna is not as simple as it sounds.
One cannot merely stick an antenna on a roof, turn it around and
observe the picture he gets, and
say "this is this, and that is that."
Even the more modern and semiautomatic processes used at present are time-consuming and expensive. Calculations, naturally,
are always of interest, and in many
architectural and domestic applications such information contributes largely to the design of the
final product. Not so in antennas.
Calculations and blackboard work
are only the starting point of a design which may be altered many
times as the antenna is field tested
and put through its paces.
This was our conclusion many
years ago, when our Advanced Development TV Engineering Section selected a suitable outdoor
site-the first of its kind-for such
comprehensive tests. At that time
it was well known that antenna
* Mr. Masterson is a member of the
Engineering Department of RCA Service Company, Inc.

Sample Antenna Under Test.
(Rotatable and Tiltable Platform.)

Setting Up the Transmitter.

SCENES AT THE

MOORESTOWN

TEST SITE.

performance, with particular reference to gain, flatness of response
across a channel, and polar characteristics, would be a vital factor
in determining ultimate picture
quality.
A tremendous amount of preliminary work had to be done after
the site was chosen in order to insure that all types and sizes of antennas to be evaluated would be
measured under the same conditions with respect to height, position, and uniformity of the electromagnetic field around the antenna. Stability of the receiving and

transmitting equipment was

equally important. All of these requirements were met in establishing the present testing facilities
which hold all possible variations
to within ± 1 db at VHF, and within ±2dbatUHF.
As all the antennas used by the
RCA Service Company, Inc. are
designed to work into a nominal
280 -ohm load, resonant folded
dipoles are used as test standards
to determine the zero db level to
which the gain of all experimental
PF REPORTER
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ARE YOU COLOR-BLIND?

NOT IF YOU CAN READ THIS ... BUT THE ANTENNAS YOU INSTALL COULD BE ...
THE age of color ushers in your greatest challenge as well as your greatest antenna selling
opportunity since the advent of television. For even the finest color TV receiver cannot
deliver a satisfactory picture if the eye of the receiver-the television antenna-is "color-blind."
Exhaustive tests by leading color receiver manufacturers have proved that an antenna must possess
the following electrical characteristics to render true
color reception:
1. Sufficiently high gain to override set noise and

provide

a

clear color picture.

variation of not more than db
within 1.5 mc. below and .5 mc. above 'he color

2. Flat response. Gain

1

sub carrier.

Narrow unidirectional polar pattern.
4. Close impedance match to help effect a low V.S.W.R.
to eliminate line reflections.
3.

months ago, the JFD engineering staff undertook
an intensive antenna research program. Their objective: to develop a select group of antennas that more
than satisfied these stringent color requirements.
The results: 8 outstanding antennas, so color-perfect
in performance, that we have designated them as
the NCB* Colortenna line, signifying Non Color
11

R11nr1

norfnrma nor.

_

8 COLORTENNA models to choose from assure
you of the right antenna answer for every location
or reception problem. They spell out a great new
profit opportunity for you ... in replacement antenna
sales ... in new set sales, in trade-in sales-black
and white, or color. Because now, for the first time,
you can guarantee your prospects and customers
both the finest black and white TV today, as well as
the truest color performance possible in the future
when they decide to buy.
Spearheading your antenna sales break-through
will be the most spectacular sales promotion in

antenna history-the NCB* COLORTENNA
Sell -A-Bration!

Every COLORTENNA you sell earns you merit
points for all-expense paid trips to Europe, America
or any place you want to go-and a host of free
valuable gifts from minks to Chris Craft cruisers.
Plus newspaper advertisements, displays, streamers,
direct mail, TV -radio spots, and give-aways selling
you and your JFD NCB* COLORTENNA performance euarantee.

'fa
'NON COLOR -BUND

- 141_
1 -

SHUT -OUT HELIX
Model SX992-SX996

Write your own ticket
to exotic faraway places
... fabulous prizes
... or even both!

WONDER-HELIX

Win an MG Sports Car!

Model WX811

JFD

putting its promotion dollars where they count
in your pocket not just for 3 months but for the next
6 months, yes, the entire selling season longer than any
other similar program. It's our way of saying thanks for
every NCB* COLORTENNA® you sell. You not only
help yourself to fabulous free trips and prizes but you
cash in on the big antenna replacement market that

-

POWER-HELIX
Model PX911

STAR -HELIX
Model SX71I

is

-

-

nation-wide COLORTENNA® advertising will crack
wide open for you.
Every COLORTENNA® you sell earns merit points for
American Express all -expense paid trips to Paris, Rome,
Switzerland, Hawaii, Mexico, Bermuda, Havana, Miami,
Las Vegas or any place you name. You go when you
want to go, where you want to go, how you want to go or ...

-

SUPER -HELIX
Model RX511

JUNIOR HELIX
Model JX311

4 -BOW HELIX
Model UX21I

UHF

If you prefer merchandise prizes, take your pick from
over 900 of America's most wanted products-mink coats,
MG sports cars, diamond rings, living room suites, Chris
Craft cruisers, power mowers, and other wonderful gifts.
You can't miss. Every point counts. Everybody wins.

LAS VEGAS

Your JFD distributor has your NCB* COLORTENNA
SELL -A -BRATION portfolio waiting for you. It doesn't
cost you a cent-no entry blanks-no red tape. Get started
now and write your own ticket in the greatest give-away
in antenna history.

CHRIS CRAFT

SALES PROMOTION EXCITEMENT FOR YOUR STORE!
window streamers
displays

newspaper mats

TV slide commercials

TV film commercials

radio commercials

cards

mailers, stickers

bumper signs

c->a
LIVING ROOM
SUITES

UHF CORNER-HELIX
Model UX411

JFD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC., BROOKLYN 4, N. Y.
world's largest manufacturer of TV antennas and accessories
International Div.: 15 Moore St., N.

Y. C.

Canadian Div.:

51

McCormack St., Toronto 14, Ont.
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the elimination of reflected or
multipath signals.
For fringe areas, representing a
relatively small percentage of the
total installations, multi -element
arrays are quite commonly used
for all -channel reception. Five element yagis (Fig. 5) have also
proved popular, since they provide
high gain and good directivity for
single -channel reception. Yagis
likewise find use in specialized applications, such as community TV
systems, and range from three -element to ten -element arrays.
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Mallet Antenna With Wings and
High -Frequency Reflector.

Fig. 3. Mallet Antenna With Separate

antennas are referred. Thus, there

eliminated by the use of a polar
recorder, which automatically records the pattern as the receiving
antenna is rotated 360 degrees.

Fig. 2.

is a special folded dipole designed

for every ten megacycles throughout the VHF spectrum (50-220
mc), and one for each fifty megacycles in the UHF spectrum (450900 mc). The measured response
of these standards at their respective frequencies then provides
points through which smooth
curves can be drawn for the VHF
and UHF spectrums, providing
reference zero db levels at all frequencies for comparison with the
antennas to be measured. It has
been found that the calibrations
thus obtained do not change appreciably over long periods of time
at VHF. At UHF, however, weather changes do affect the calibra-

tion, so that calibration at these
frequencies is done immediately
before or after each UHF antenna
is measured. Measurements are
normally made at 2.5 -mc intervals
at VHF, and 50 -mc intervals at
UHF. On antennas where suck outs or departures from a smooth
curve are suspected, additional
readings are taken-as many as
may be necessary to closely define
the curve. As an added precaution
to eliminate the possibility of overlooking a sharp suckout in the
over-all response, all antennas are
swept throughout the VHF range.
The long and laborious task of
plotting polar responses by the
"point -by -point" method was
November, 1956
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High Frequency Folded Dipole.

VHF Antennas

The antennas we currently use
range from the indoor types-of
which the well-known "rabbit
ears" is typical-to large multi element arrays for fringe area use.
Of these types, the "mallet" antenna ( Fig. 1) -so named because
of its appearance-might well be
called the "work horse," as it is
used in many TV installations in
strong signal metropolitan areas.
Basically, it consists of a dipole
and reflector, designed for use on
all VHF channels. The addition of
"wings" and a high -channel reflector (Fig. 2) will improve the alignment of polar patterns on the low
and high VHF channels. A separate high-frequency folded dipole and reflector can be added to
the mallet antenna-as shown in
Fig. 3. This permits separate orientations for the high and low
channels.
Next in usage-so we have
found in our work-is the conical
antenna (Fig. 4) . Very popular in
some areas, this antenna has a
multi -lobed polar pattern on the
high channels, and a lack of nulls
on the low channels, which can be
an important factor in preventing

UHF Antennas

Much research work has been
done by the RCA Service Co. at
the Moorestown test site, resulting
in improved antenna design for
UHF reception. Several of these
antennas are shown in Fig. 6. Of
these, the dipole with sheet reflector-single or stacked-and the
corner reflector, are most popular
and provide high gain and good
directivity. The "V" beams (primarily UHF antennas) can also be
used as combination VHF/UHF
antennas in some areas where multi -lobed UHF and practically
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Fig. 4. Conical Antenna.

omni-directional VHF polar patterns are not objectionable.
Factors Affecting Color Reception

One of the most important factors affecting color reception, and
which we always take into consideration in the process of evaluating each of the antennas decribed above, is the variation in
gain across any particular channel.
Please tulT, to page 73
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THOUSANDS OF SERVICE DEALERS

CUSTOMERS

SAVSATISFY
REPEAT

CALLS

MAKE MONEY EVERY DAY Withß&K

DYNA-QWK sóó
DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TUBE TESTER

TcMô auen 95x

OF 'ALL POPULAR TV TUBES*- IN SECONDS

NET

$10995

Dyna-Qulk 500. Easily portable In luggage -style carrying case. Size: 15y x 14'/, x 53/. In. Weighs only 12 lbs.
Has 7 -pin and 9 -pin straighteners on panel.

It's easy and profitable to check all the tubes in a
TV set with DYNA-QuIH-on every service call.
Cuts servicing time. Creates more on -the -spot
tube sales. Saves repeat calls, protects service
guarantee.
DYNA-QUIH 500 measures true dynamic mutual
conductance, completely checks tubes with laboratory accuracy under actual operating conditions
right in the home.
Tests each tube for shorts, grid emission, gas content, leakage, dynamic mutual conductance and
life expectancy. One switch tests everything. No
roll charts. No multiple switching. Makes complete tube test in as little as 12 seconds. Large
4 2 -inch plastic meter shows tube condition on
"Good -Bad" scale or in micromhos on scales calibrated 0-6,000 and 0-18,000. Used in home or
shop, DYNA-QUIK is a proved money-maker!
'Including new

Quickly spots and corrects picture tube troubles
right in the home, without removing tube from
set. Restores emission, stops leakage, repairs inter element shorts and open circuits. Life test checks
gas content and predicts remaining useful life.
Grid cut-off reading indicates picture quality customer can expect. Eliminates tube transportation,
cuts service -operating costs. Also saves money on
TV set trade-in reconditioning. Earns dollars in
minutes-pays for itself over and over again.

NET

1100

mil series tubes.

$5495

Deluxe CRT 400. With 4'/,-in. plastic
meter. Weighs only 5 lbs. Luggage style
carrying case. Size: 11 x 7'/, x 5".

Proved in Use by Servicemen Everywhere.

86 K Distributor or send for facts
on "Profitable TV Servicing in the Home"
and informative Bulletins 500-104-R
See your
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B & K MANUFACTURING CO.
3726 N. Southport Ave. Chicago 13, Illinois
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COFFEE

BREAK
by Verne M. Ray

Even though the weather was
bitter outside, Tony felt like he
was sitting on top of the world.
This was a little unusual for a
Monday morning. While the percolator bubbled away on the end
of the bench, he merrily hummed
a popular tune as he replaced a flyback transformer in a customer's
set.
When Bud walked into the
shop, he immediately sensed
Tony's unusually good mood and
began to feel better himself. The
flat tire he had been confronted
with on the way to work hadn't
left him in good spirits. "Mornin'
Tony," he said. "Sorry I'm latehad a flat tire on the way down."
"Don't let it worry you, Bud,"
said Tony consolingly. "Those
things happen. Hope you had a
pleasant weekend, otherwise."
"Oh, nothing unusual," Bud
replied casually, "but what I'd like
to know is why you're in such excellent spirits today. Not that
your usual mood isn't good-there
just seems to be an extra spring
in your step this morning."
"Yes, I do feel extra good today.
In fact-" Just then the phone
rang. "Hey Bud, why don't you
pour the coffee while I answer the

phone."
By the time Tony had finished
talking, Bud had the coffee and
donuts waiting.
"Ah," said Tony, "a cup of coffee sure will taste good right now.
There's nothing like hot coffee on
a nippy day."
For a moment, neither man
spoke as they proceeded with their
mid -morning snack. Bud broke the
silence. "You were going to tell
me something before the phone in-

terrupted," he said.
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Tony looked him straight in the
eye with a squint that denoted
seriousness. "Bud," he said, "have
you ever done something for someone without expecting compensation or recognition for it?"
Bud was puzzled. "I don't quite
get what you mean," he replied.
"I've done a lot of favors for various persons, if that's what you're
asking."
"Well, that's part of it," said
Tony. "There's a good feeling that
swells up inside a person when he's
done some good for others."
Now Bud was beginning to
understand. "O.K., Mr. Benefactor, let me in on it. What .is it
you've done that will go down in

the annals of history?"
This hurt Tony's feelings a little. "Alright, wise guy," he said.
"It isn't so much what I did, anyhow. I only had a small part in it.
The boss is the one who really deserves the praise."
"You mean Mr. Ryan?" said
Bud, quite surprised. "What have
you two guys been up to?"
"Well, Joe came to me a couple
of weeks ago and told me that he
thought the church should have a
P.A. system. I heartily agreed.
One word led to another and then
he said, `Tony, would you like to
donate a few hours time to help
me install a system? We could do
the job in a couple of evenings.'
Naturally, I wanted to help, so I
told him I would."
"So that's what it's all about!"
Bud exclaimed. "Is that where you
were so late Friday night?"
"Yep-finished up about one
o'clock. The system really works
swell, too," said Tony proudly.
"Yeah," said Bud, "and I'll bet
it set Mr. Ryan back a pretty pen-

ny. Of course, it's good business.
We should get several new customers now that the congregation
knows that we donated and installed it for them."
"I wouldn't be too sure about
that, Bud. Joe made it perfectly
clear that he didn't want any
special announcements to be
made. He sort of feels that it was
something that had to be done and
that he and I should do it as members of the church."
"That was a nice gesture," Bud
praised. "But surely people will
come to find out who was responsible-and more likely than not,
they'll be calling Ryan's for their
needs."
"Maybe so," said Tony, "but it
wasn't our intention to use this as
an advertising scheme. If we get
new business as a result, well and
good-but if we don't, I'm sure
that Mr. Ryan will be just as happy with the thought that we were
able to help out in our own way."
"You know, Bud, I had the

grandest feeling as I sat in church
yesterday-sort of an inner satisfaction."
"Yeah, I'll bet you. did," Bud
added. "How did the system
sound when the place was full of
people?"
"Just wonderful, Bud. I know
old Grandpa Jamison thought so,
too."
"Why," Bud asked, "did he say
something to you?"
"No-he didn't have to. But
you know how hard of hearing he
is-always cupping his hand behind his ear and straining to catch
a word here and there. It just so
happened that he sat right near
one of the loudspeakers. It was
pretty obvious that he was able to
hear everything with little trouble.
The smile on his face was all the
thanks I needed for the time I
spent those two evenings."
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TECT YOUR REPUTATION!
Cut price TV tuners are surplus from a special run of a special
design for one particular model of one particular manufacturer. Chances are overwhelmingly against your ever being
able to use a surplus tuner properly-in the set for which it
was designed. PROTECT YOUR REPUTATION-don't force
match a "bargain" tuner to your customer's set-use only
STANDARD APPROVED REPLACEMENT TUNERS (which
are furnished you complete with schematic). These will
cover over 90% of your service replacement needs. Designed
exclusively for service by the manufacturer of more than
19,000,000 TV tuners in use today.

TGTj 111G
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You should have a STANDARD APPROVED REPLACEMENT

TUNER FOR UHF (ultra -high frequency) STATIONS. Often
the older and larger stations known as VHF STATIONS
(very high frequency) are too far away to give top quality
pictures. The STANDARD APPROVED REPLACEMENT
TUNER is the tuner specially built for UHF conversion. It
will accommodate any of the 70 UHF TV Channels! UHF
strips can be put into your tuner any time, and because it iss
so easy for the serviceman, it w cost
service charges.//
At your jobbers in factory -sealed

pas

nlj.

3

CHICAGO-LOS ANGELES-BANGOR, MICH,-NO. DIGHTON, MASS.
Export Agent: Scheel International, Inc., Chicago

,tacdttaG

ORIGINATORS of the Turret Style Tuner
COIL PRODUCTS CO., INC.

ORIGINATORS of the Standard Cascode Tuner
ORIGINATORS of the Standard Pentode Tuner
ORIGINATORS of the New Neutrode Tuner
Master Specialists in Tuned Circuits
World's Largest Manufacturer of Electronic Components
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by Milton
Oscilloscopes present a varied
picture in the matter of maintenance. There are some which possess no internal controls of any
sort. Every control shown in their

schematic diagrams is positioned
on the front panel of the instrument and is thus in the category of
an operating control; consequently, the only maintenance associated with such oscilloscopes is
that of checking the tubes. This
should be done when your periodic
inspection tests reveal that sufficient change in operating characteristics has occurred or when
the instrument ceases to function
normally in the course of your
work. If the tubes check OK, but
the poor behavior persists, a defect
is indicated.
Attenuator Networks

In most oscilloscopes, particularly those possessing wide -band
EDITOR'S NOTE: The material in
this article was taken from the book
Servicing and Calibrating Test Equipment, by Milton S. Kiver, a recent publication of Howard W. Sams & Co.,
Inc.

SI

1:1

AC

10:1

VERTICAL

V

characteristics, several internal
adjustments will be found. One of
the most common of these, for example, lies in the attenuator system found at the input to the vertical amplifier system. See Fig. 1.
When the vertical attenuator
switch is in its most sensitive position (1 to 1) , any signal applied to
the vertical input terminal is fed
directly to the vertical input amplifier, usually a cathode follower.
In the 10 -to -1 position, the applied
signal is (or should be) reduced by
a factor of 10 before it is brought
to the cathode follower. With DC
or low -frequency voltages, Rl and
R4 merely need to be in the ratio
of 9 to 1 to produce the desired result; however, as the signal frequencies go higher and higher,
stray capacities across Rl and R4
will tend to divert some of the applied signal, and the desired one tenth reduction will not prevail.
To get around this difficulty, Cl
and C4 are added, with Cl being
adjustable. Whatever stray capacitances are present will combine
with these inserted capacitances,
and then Cl is adjusted to pro-

{INPUT

1000:1

500V

IMFD

o

600V

GROUND

Fig. 1. Typical Attenuator System (with Compensating Adjustments). Found at Input
to Vertical Amplifier of Some Oscilloscopes.
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Fig. 2. Square -Wave Presentation Which

Was Obtained by Applying Square
Wave to Horizontal Input System of
Oscilloscope.

vide ratio balance in the circuit.
Similar compensation networks
are employed for the 100 -to -1 and
the 1,000 -to -1 attenuator positions also. In each instance, there
is a variable capacitor which will
permit the circuit to be adjusted
so that the reduction ratio will be
maintained in equal measure for
signals of both low and high frequencies.
A square -wave generator is re-

quired to adjust these various
trimmer capacitors. Square waves
are chosen because they consist of
a large number of frequencies, and
if the attenuator system fails to
treat all frequencies alike, the
shape of the square pulse is modified. This is immediately apparent
on the oscilloscope screen. The
method is therefore simple, quick,
and accurate. The frequency of
the test square wave will vary from
instrument to instrument, and
where instructions are given for
adjusting this portion of the oscilloscope, a specific frequency will
be recommended. The reason for
using different test frequencies
stems from the fact that, although
the attenuator may be capable of
Please turn to page 68
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OFIT COMES BACK I
to phono cartridge and needle market with

(THE CARTRIDGE WITH
JEWELED* PLAYING TIPS)

REPLACE CARTRIDGE
AND NEEDLE IN SECONDS

CUT INVENTORY COSTS
Power -Point Replaces over 90%
of All Popular Phono Cartridges

(Just Slip

-V Power -Point actually gives you more working
capital by cutting, drastically, the number of different cartridges and different needles you need in stock
to do an adequate replacement business. Power Point alone replaces over 90% of all popular phono
cartridges. You save valuable time, troublesome
service calls ... you can replace Power -Point in less
time than it takes to read this sentence Remember
too, almost a million Power -Points are now in use,
and the number is growing fast. Additional millions will be demanded by the replacement market
E

!

!

Out-Slip

In)

Four Power -Point Types,
each $3.95 list

Three Mounting

Model 51-1 (Red) : two 1 -mil sapphire tips.

Model PFT-1 Power Point Fixed Mount,
50c list.

-mil

Model 52-2 (Green): two
sapphire tips.

2

Model 53-3 (Black): two
sapphire tips.

3 -mil

Mechanisms

Model PT -1 Power -

Point Turnover
Mount, $1.00 list.
Model PT -2 Power -

Model 56 (Blue) :turnover mounted 1 -mil and 3 -mil sapphire tips.

Point Turnunder
Mount, $1.00 list.

What is Power -Point?
A nylon -encased unit combining ceramic
cartridge and two jeweled* playing tips. A
Power -Point cartridge can be changed in
seconds, replaces virtually all popular phono
cartridges, costs less than two needles alone.
It has low inertia, superior tracking ability,
wide range, low distortion, minimum needle
noise and record wear. It is non -inductive,
hum -free, unaffected by moisture or temperature. It actuates all changer mechanisms.
*Superior synthetic sapphire or natural diamond.

WRITE

VOICE

FOR

COMPLETE INFORMATION

POWER -POINT

SALES -AIDS,

ON

ELECTRO -

DISPLAY

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION SHEET

AND

R6II.

giecerrokr
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

SLOGANS. Whenever you travel,
spend a few minutes in each town
thumbing through the radio and TV
servicing ads in the classified section
of the local telephone directory.
You'll get plenty of ideas that can
be applied, with a twist here and
there, to the advertising and promotion of your own business. Here are
a few examples.
"Courtesy Set Left At No Charge
If Yours Requires Shop Work"Hoffmantown T.V. Service, Albuquerque, N.M.
"For Action Call ACTION Any
Time-Anywhere"-Action TV
Service, Albuquerque.
"Guaranteed Repair Service On
All Makes and Models. Antenna Installations . . . Or Do It Yourself
With Our Complete Stock Of Antenna Kits, Parts and Tubes"-Central
TV Service, Albuquerque.
I spotted one other example of
catering to the do-it-yourself fan during a survey of servicing activity in
the Southwest. In Phoenix, one cooperative shop actually advertises
circuit diagrams for customers who
want to have a try at fixing it themselves first. The reasoning here is
that if you help a fellow with the
easy, low -profit jobs he can do himself, you win a friend and are right
in line for the big high -profit jobs
when they come up. Antagonize him,
however, and you lose all of his business, plus much of that of his friends.
This does not mean that every
shop should go overboard in encouraging the do-it-yourself fan. In most
communities this should be ignored,
because it can tie up a lot of your
time in profitless conversation. However, do keep alert for changing conditions in your locality so that you
can take action before competition
starts taking customers from you.
$

and

c

AUTO RADIO TRENDS. Development of techniques for mass
production of power transistors by
Motorola and others has made possible this year's dramatic change in
auto radio design. A high percentage of the radios in the newly-announced 1957 cars will have no vibrators, power transformers or rectifier tubes. Instead, the output stage
will use a power transistor, and other
stages will use 12-volt tubes operating directly from the 12-volt car
storage battery. These tubes operate
efficiently as signal amplifiers with
a plate voltage of only 12 volts, and
the 10 -watt power transistor in the
output stage provides the required
loudspeaker power.
Deluxe sets will use two power
November, 1956
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BY JOHN MARKUS
Editor-in -Chief, McGrowHill Rodio Stroking lib,ory

transistors in push-pull for still
greater volume, particularly for twospeaker installations. The power
transistors are riveted to the receiver's metal housing for maximum
heat dissipation.
$

and

e

TRADE-INS. By selling traded -in
TV sets back to their owners at half
the trade-in allowance after reconditioning, Benike's television and radio appliance shop in St. Paul is
moving 600 used sets a year at a
profit. During initial promotion of
this sellback plan, original owners
bought back 24 TV sets.
An important advantage of the
plan is that the customer is buying
a used set that he knows. His family
enjoys the luxury and convenience of
a second set which is in fully satisfactory working condition and with
which they are thoroughly familiar.
Cost of reconditioning the average
set is about $15, though a few may
run as high as $25. Sets requiring
new power transformers or picture
tubes are excluded from the plan
since a transformer job will run up to
$30 and a picture tube up to $50.
The shop gives customers a 30-day
guarantee on the used set, providing
for a 50-50 split with the customer
on the cost of any parts that fail.
The customer must pay the labor
cost, but even this is free if the set is
brought into the shop during the
guarantee period. Traded-in sets are
carefully screened and those not
worth reconditioning are junked.
New promotions are used regularly to move trade-ins that do not appeal to the original owners. As an
example, one of the used -set advertisements invited customers to come
in and be weighed. The combined
weight of husband and wife or of the
customer and a friend was multiplied
by 21/20 to serve as the store's down payment gift to the customer. If the
customer came in alone, he was of-

fered the loan of the store's 210-lb.
manager.
In this sale, a used 21 -inch blonde
table model was priced at $84.95 and
a 17 -inch table model at $49.95.
Around 15 sets were sold the first
day, with gift payments ranging up
to around $10.
$

and

c

TV FIRES. A recent 46-city survey showed that TV sets caused 8
times as many fires as Christmas-tree
wiring setups. These fires occur not
because of TV design deficiencies,
but rather because the owner blocks
ventilation by shoving the set back
into a corner or up against draperies.
Free circulation of air around the
glowing tubes is thus impeded, since
the holes in the back cover can no
longer serve as hot-air outlets. With
the holes blocked, temperature inside the cabinet builds up to the
point where something is very likely
to smolder and eventually burst into
flame.
Keep an eye out for these TV
hazards, and tactfully suggest a
change in set position when you consider it advisable.
$

and

c

LESSON -GRADING. Lima, Ohio
English teacher Sandra Comstock
records answers to long exams on
tape, makes an endless loop, then
lets the recorder run while grading
papers. This steady speed of playback keeps the mind from wandering
during the monotonous work, eliminates strain of looking at the answer
key, and thereby speeds up the whole
job. Other school uses for this recorder are also described in a recent issue
of Tape Recording.
How about a special promotional
mailing now and then to corner this
tape-recorder servicing business in
your area?
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Type 85 LPT
Type CT

--®x'_

-SftrYi

A complete line of capacitors-electrolytics,

"IMP" Molded

paper and metallized paper for wired and
primed circuit chassis

PRINTED CIRCUIT CAPACITORS

... all

ype BTS Autocaps

Type PDM, CP53

Full

)

Microlytics

made to standards which exceed even

rigid military specifications.

4

advertising
Type PTIM, CP25

and merchandising support.

Type ATM Autolytics
Type PLMF, CP70
Type ACD Autolytics
Type PG"Glasseal,"CP04,TOCP11
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Type MT

Type PEM, CP67, CP69

Type PKM, CP61 to CP65

Type MPD
Type PJ, CP70
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9-Type MPG

PYRAMID
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Self selling wall counter or floor
dispenser.

A new time saving, profit mak-

ing capacitor resistor analyzer
with incorporated quick check
feature at low cost. Model CRA-2
now available. See your Pyramid

representative.

ELECTROLYTICS

Type TD, TDL

THE BIG NAME IN CAPACITORS AND
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS TODAY.

Type MC

{
Type TM

Type DO

Distributor Division
ELECTRIC CO.
North Bergen, New Jersey

PYRAMID

Type MPT

A full line of

the first new design
of selenium rectifiers in twenty
years.

Latest n òrmation on Applica on, Maintenanc
and Adaptability of Service Instruments

th

by Leslie D. Deane
What gives with

a

tube checker?

A wide variety of tube testing
devices have been developed for
general use in the field of radio
and television servicing. Most of
these instruments operate on the
same basic principle of measuring
one or móre tube characteristics
and comparing the result with an
established standard. The standards are usually determined by
measuring a large number of good
tubes of one type and averaging
their characteristics within certain
tolerance limitations. Any tube of
questionable serviceability can
then be tested by setting up the
specified test conditions and comparing the measured indications
with those put forth in the instrument's roll chart or accompanying
tube table. Most generally the
tube tester will have good, weak
and bad sectors on its meter scale,
and the condition of the tube under test will automatically fall into one of these categories.
The following discussion is intended to give an over-all picture
of the operating principles of a
tube tester and to describe what

s switches,
occurs when
levers, and controls are activated.
If the technician understands the
functions of his tube checker, he
can then test tubes more accurate -

and perhaps determine the
settings required for tube types
not listed on the roll chart of his
instrument.
There are two basic methods
generally used in commercial tube
testing instruments for checking
the quality or performance of a
tube. The emission test is perhaps
the simplest of these methods.
This test indicates whether the
cathode of a given tube can supply
a sufficient number of electrons for
satisfactory operation under a certain set of conditions. A simple
emission test is somewhat limited
in its accuracy because the test is
performed under static conditions
and does not take into account all
tube characteristics and all possible operating conditions. Many of
the less expensive tube testers employ the emission method for determining the operating worth of
a tube. Such instruments are
usually referred to as emission

Fig. 2. Typical Tube Tester Which Can
Measure Inter -Element Resistances.

termine the operating condition of
a tube is by a mutual -conductance
test. Mutual conductance is also
known as transconductance, and
many commercial tube testers use
this characteristic to measure the
worth of a tube. The transconductance characteristic of a tube depends upon the amount of plate
current change produced by a
small change in control grid voltage while all other tube voltages
remain constant. The formula for
transconductance is:

i

eg

where

checkers.

iT,

The other method used to deeg
g,,,

TUBE TEST SOCKET

= plate current change in
amperes,
= control grid voltage
change in volts,
= transconductance
(usually expressed in
micromhos) .

Switches and Controls
ELEMENT SELECTOR SW ITCH

VOLTAGE

SHORT

SOURCE

INDICATOR

FILAMENT

FILAMENT

VOLTAGE
SELECTOR

SUPPLY

LINE VOLTAGE
ADJUSTMENT

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Fundamental Short -Circuit Test.
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Regardless of the test method
employed, a wide variety of push
button, lever, and rotary type
switches are used to set up the
proper test conditions in various
commercial instruments. Pin connections of the tube under test are
usually controlled by lever or rotary type switches. The pin connected to the hot side of the filament supply may be selected
either by setting an element switch
27
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TUBE TEST SOCKET

ELEMENT SELECTOR SW ITCH
D -C
MILLIAMMETER

n

PLATE

FILAMENT

FIL.

VOLTAGE
SELECTOR

II

.

CATHODE

PLATE VOLTAGE

FILAMENT
SUPPLY

SELECTOR

Il
LINE VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE

ADJUSTMENT

SOURCE

1

OFFICIAL

TV-RAOIO SERVICE
8R0E0 8000

Fig. 3. Simplified Block Diagram of an Emission Type Tester.

or by inserting the tube into the
correct socket.
Filament voltage is usually selected by means of a rotary switch
which may or may not be calibrated in volts. If the technician
wishes to determine the voltage for
each switch position, he can refer
to the settings recommended on
the roll chart for tubes of known
filament voltages.
In the emission type tester, all
pin connections of the tube except

the cathode and the filaments are
usually connected together and
the tube is tested as a diode. A
potentiometer is used to adjust the
plate load or to control the range
of the meter. Instruments other
than the emission type often use a

FILAMENT

VOLTAGE
SELECTOR

c-ZLI
UNE VOLTAGE
ADJUSTMENT

ELEMENT'
SF, FC
R

,WIT

PLATE

OttAGE

tiELECTOR

HES

Fig. 4. Commercial Example of an Emission Type Tube Tester.

potentiometer to govern the excitation voltage or fixed bias voltage applied to the control grid.
The setting of this control will
vary depending on the amplification factor of the tube under test.

irrO

TUBE TEST SOCKET

ELEMENT SELECTOR SWITCH

METER RANGE
SELECTOR

z
FILAMENT
SUPPLY

FILAMENT

FIL.

VOLTAGE

fn this rack you will find

The Biggest Service Help
The Largest Value
In These Perfect Partners
Dave Rice's Official Pricing Digest
-a quick check for over 60,000
prices-revised 4 times every year.
Pocket sized.
and
Dave Rice's Official TV-Radio
Service Order Book which provides separate listings for picture
tubes, receiving tubes, parts and
components, serial numbers, labor
and state and local taxes. 51 x81
-50 sets of triplicate orderscarbons bound in.

Ñ

PLATE

SELECTOR

BIAS SELECTOR

S

IGNAL

GRID

e

A -C
MILL IAMATTER

SCREEN
VOLTAGE
SELECTOR

SELECTOR

SOURCE OF

1

VOLTAGE

EXC ITAT ION

SOURCE

VOLTAGE

PLATE VOLTAGE
SELECTOR

BIAS SUPPLY

LINE VOLTAGE
ADJUSTMENT

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING CO. INC.
ISO

North Worker Drive

Chicago 6, Illinois

Fig. 5. Simplified Block Diagram of a Transconductance Tube Tester.
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A rotary type switch is often
employed as a plate load adjustment. This selector frequently has
four or five positions-one position for conventional amplifier
tubes, one for rectifiers, and one
for diode detectors. Other positions may be provided for penta grid converters and certain special
purpose tubes.
When diode detector tubes are
tested, a relatively low voltage is
applied to the tube to prevent possible damage to the somewhat delicate cathode. A separate meter
scale is often provided for diode
tests. A reading above a point
marked "OK" on the scale indicates that the tube is serviceable.
In transconductance testers,
the technician will be able to distinguish between an amplifier tube
having a remote as compared to a
sharp cutoff characteristic. He can
determine this by noting the meter
action when the excitation or bias
voltage adjustment is varied.

OFFERS YOU FOR THE
COMING SELLING SEASON
MODEL T-801

$417

LIST

r i
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Road-

AND

MOST COMPLETE LINE OF

OaE,4y»suaz4
MODEL T-811

$500

LIST

Nowhere else can you buy such a high
quality, full size Antenna with as many practical, useable features at such low, down to
earth prices. Here's what you get when you
buy Tenna.

MODEL T-791

$444

LIST

Shorts Test

One importante function of a
tube tester is its ability to check
for short circuits or for leakage between tube elements. The block
diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates one
basic method for detecting shorts.
In this arrangement, a voltage
source and a short indicator are

commonly placed in series between
a selected tube element and the remainder of the tube elements connected together. If any two or
more elements of a tube are
shorted, the circuit will be completed and the short indicator will
light. The indicator employed in
this method of testing is usually a
neon bulb, and the value of applied voltage will depend.upon the
type of tube being tested.
Another system used to test for
shorts and leakage involves the use
of the meter circuit in the tester.
When the short -test switches are
activated in an instrument of this
type, various tube elements are
placed across an ohmmeter circuit. One element at a time usually
makes contact with one side òf
the ohmmeter while all other elements are connected to the other
side of the circuit. If the meter
reads zero or a very low resistance
on the calibrated scale, the tube is
definitely shorted. If, however, the
leakage measurement is above a
November, 1956
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Check these Tenna features, feature by
feature, with any or all other makes and
you'll quickly agree that Tenna is truly the
truly the king of all the
antenna for you
conicals.

...

MODEL T-851
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LIST

MODEL T-781

$556

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Completely pre -assembled. "Presto" Instant
Mount Assembly opens as easily, quickly as an
umbrella.
Now! Polyethylene Cable Anchor takes all tension
off of terminals, prevents cable from breaking at
terminals.
Models T-781, T-851 and T-751 are equipped with
famous Tenna Director Bar to improve performance on higher channels.
Front Bracket made of heavy spring temper aluminum alloy with High O molded plastic insulator.
Rear Bracket is mode of heavy gauge aluminum
to assure long life and resist strongest gales and
heavy ice.
Arrays are full size in every respect and of all
aluminum construction.
Aluminum elements are doweled to prevent
whistling and provide greater strength.
Full line to select from; 8 single array antennas,
stacked antennas and 8 "Do -It -Yourself"
8
antenna kits.

LIST

YOU BUY THE FINEST WHEN YOU BUY TENNAI

MODEL T-771

$500

Cleveland 25, Ohio

LIST
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certain specified value, the tube
may be considered acceptable. A
typical instrument employing this
test method is pictured in Fig. 2.
It is desirable to maintain the
filament or heater of the tube at
its normal operating temperature
during either type of shorts test.
When the electrodes of a tube are
heated they sometimes expand or
bend slightly, thus a short may not
occur until the tube reaches a certain temperature. It is also a good
idea to tap on the tube while making the shorts or leakage test because a faulty tube will sometimes
short when the elements are vibrated slightly.

...another
MALLORY
service -engineered
product

among tubular
capacitors

Emission Test

The block diagram in Fig. 3
shows the basic setup involved in
an emission test. All of the electrodes of the tube under test, ex-

MALLORY
111 «GEMS"
really

cept the filament and the cathode,
are connected to the plate circuit.
First, a rated filament voltage is
applied to the tube; and after a
sufficient warmup period, a relatively low positive voltage is applied to the plate circuit. The electron emission is then read on the
calibrated meter scale. Any meter
reading below the standard average for a particular tube indicates
that the emission characteristic is
poor and the tube is no longer serv-

Çh,ie
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Try Mallory "Gems" for your
next replacement job ... and

we're sure you'll make them your
favorite among plastic tubulars.
Made to rigid standards com-

parable to military specs, they
give you high quality at modest cost.

iceable.
An example of an emission type
tube tester can be seen in the
photograph of Fig. 4. In this instrument, lever type switches are
used to select the proper tube elements and a potentiometer furnishes control over the applied
plate voltage. The meter scale is
calibrated in percentages of normal tube emission in addition to
the easy -to -read BAD -GOOD-?
scale.

"True center" construction, using
separately molded case, eliminates chance of damage or deformation of the capacitor cartridge
.

prevents premature failure.

Securely fastened leads

can't

loosen or open when pulled, even
under soldering iron heat.
Moisture -proof case won't burn,
char, soften or dent.

Get your Mallory "Gems" today,
in all popular ratings, from your
nearby Mallory distributor.

Transconductance Test

P.R. MALLORY S CO. Inc.

MALLORY
P.
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Vibrators

contrats

Switches
Resistors
Rectifiers
Power Supplies
Filters
Mercury Batteries

There are two basic methods for
conducting a mutual conductance
or transconductance test. One
method is termed the "grid -shift"
system which depends upon measurements taken under static conditions. This system involves two
plate current readings taken at
two different grid voltage levels.
The difference between the two
plate current readings can then be
correlated into the transconducPF REPORTER
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tance of the tube under test. This
method of testing a tube has certain limitations due to the fact
that the tube is not operated under dynamic conditions. For this
reason, another method of testing
tube transconductance is usually
employed in commercially designed instruments.
This other method is commonly
called a dynamic transconductance test. One example of such a
test is illustrated in the block diagram of Fig. 5. In this arrangement, the tube is tested under circumstances which approximate
actual operating conditions. An
AC excitation signal is impressed
upon the control grid of the tube

::
'`. ó

I-.''

... another
MALLORY
service -engineered
product
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-

CAPACITORS
take high
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iGNAL
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DIUSTMENT

AND
VCREEN
LECTOR
SELECTOR

METER

FILAMENT

VOLTAGE
SELECTOR

SELECTOR
SWITCHES

RANGE
SELECTOR

(all

Fig. 6. Commercial Example of a Transconductance Tube Tester.

while plate, screen, and bias voltages are held constant. The resulting AC plate current is read on an
AC milliammeter of the dynamo-

meter type. A transconductance
type of tube tester utilizing the
test methods just described is
shown in Fig. 6. The meter of this
particular instrúment is calibrated
into three individual micromho
ranges as well as a GOOD -?-BAD
scale.

FP's are Mallory)

No need to worry about ripple currents,
when you choose Mallory FP (fabricated plate) capacitors for replacement. They're built to handle the
even the values you
toughest ripple
find in the latest color TV sets.
FP's, in fact, will stand 50 to 100%
higher ripple current than usual industry expectation for a given rating. And
this superior performance ... proved
by tests at 85° C ambient ... can be
expected of all FP capacitors, for they
are manufactured to highest standards
of uniformity. Mallory's unique FP
construction makes this possible. It
puts more electrolyte and more anode
to give
area into a smaller case
better heat dissipating qualities.
Be sure to specify Mallory FP's by
name, not only for high ripple applications, but for all your electrolytic
capacitor replacements. See your local
Mallory distributor today!

...

...

Power Output Test

In addition to the emission and
transconductance methods generally used in commercial tube
testers, there is still another system known as the power output
test. Although this system is somewhat more complicated, it approaches a very high degree of accuracy by performing the test under what may be considered very
close to the actual operating conditions of a tube. Fig. 7 is a simplified block diagram illustrating the
basic operating principles of a
power output tester.
In this setup, an adjustable AC
November, 1956
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TUBE TEST SOCKET

ELEMENT SELECTOR SWITCH

PLATE

FILAMENT

FILAMENT
SUPPLY

SELECTOR

LOAD SELECTOR

SCREEN
VOLTAGE
SELECTOR

SIGNAL

BIAS SELECTOR
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GRID

SELECTOR

RESTS IVE
LOAD SOURCE

/

SOURCE OF

j

EXCITATION
VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE

BIAS SUPPLY

SOURCE

lI

Fig. 7. Block Diagram Showing Basic

Setup for Power
Output Test.
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STOP LOSSES due to inaccurate instruments
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Your Test Instruments

with LABORATORY
ACCURACY
Designed by
MILTON S. KIVER

Author of the Book
"Servicing and Calibrating
Test Equipment."
Published by
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

TEST EQUIPMENT

CALIBRATOR
Calibrates VOM, VTVM and other
meters, signal, sweep and marker
generators and oscilloscopes.
Provides

do

and

ac

Voltage Accuracy ±1% or Better
Avoid instrument errors that cause

voltages

for checking voltage ranges of
VOM, VTVM and other meters.

Standard resistances from 10
ohms to 10 megohms for checking reliability of each resistance
range in VOM and VTVM.

Crystal
oscillator generating
harmonics over 300 me for use
as marker generator in all receivers, and to calibrate AM
signal generator, and to align
TV audio I.F. system.

r. Q o.
ooU'ó
31.4 filetell.01.1
o
o

a

o
o

.,.IV.....,..
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Built-in tone generator for signal tracing amplifiers in all

Model

audio equipment. This tone also
available at modulated RF.
Oscilloscope voltage calibrator
in measuring peak -to -peak voltages of unknown waveforms.

wrong decisions and time -killing
rechecks in receiver testing. With the
new, low-cost, laboratory -type
Model 750 Calibrator you can
quickly, easily check test equipment
accuracy and make necessary
adjustments.
Provides standard of ± 1% or
better in all of its voltage sectionsenables you to calibrate your test
instruments like the labs do, and
give better service at lower cost.

...u...o.

750

Calibrator

Complete with 5 me crystal.
Operates on 110-120 v., 60 c.
ac. Sturdy metal case. Size:
in. high, 8 in. wide, 51/2
83Y4
in. deep. Net wt. 63/4 lbs.

See Your Distributor or Send For Bulletin 750-R

B & K MANUFACTURING CO.
3726 N. Southport Ave. Chicago 13, Illinois
Makers of DYNA-QUIK, CRT, DYNA-SCAN and CALIBRATOR
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signal voltage is applied to the
grid of the tube under test. The
choke coil L serves as a fixed load
impedance, and an AC milliammeter in series with a variable load
resistance is connected across it.
The meter is isolated from DC by
capacitor C. Thus, any AC or signal voltage developed across the
output load L will induce an AC
current in the meter circuit. The
power output can be calculated
from the current reading and load
resistance used for the particular
tube tested. The meter scale for
such an instrument could be calibrated in relative power output.
All of the tube testers mentioned in this discussion employ a

built-in calibrating feature. Although the average technician
may not think of a line -voltage adjustment in this light, it actually
performs this duty. A line -voltage
adjustment may take the form of
either a potentiometer or a step
antenuator switch. In the majority of cases, it is connected in series
with the primary of the power
transformer. The meter scales of
most tube testers are marked for
the proper line -voltage setting.
When this ádjustment is made, all
voltages throughout the instrument should be correct within
component tolerances. The technician should keep in mind that no
tube tester is completely conclusive in its indications. The final
test for any tube is its operation in
the circuit it normally serves.
Hickock Model 660 Color Display
Generator

This new unit, manufactured by
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.
of Cleveland, Ohio, is more accurately described by its full title,
"white dot -bar, color display generator." The Model 660, pictured
in Fig. 8, provides a variety of signals for use in adjusting and testing color television receivers.
The lightweight portable case
makes the instrument ideal for
servicing in the customer's home.
It weighs only 15 pounds and features a sturdy carrying handle and
removable top cover. The unit is
capable of producing signals that
result in any one of three different
patterns on the screen of a color
receiver. One of these is a color bar
pattern which renders a suitable
color spectrum for all practical
PF REPORTER
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servicing purposes. The color sequence displayed on the screen
from left to right is a gradual
transition from reddish -orange to
red, blue, and green. One can pick
out six distinguishable colors from
this display-namely, orange, red,
magenta, blue, cyan, and green, in
that order.

Another feature of this generator is its ability to produce a
linear dot pattern composed of 300
small white dots, less those not
seen during blanking. In addition,
the instrument will put out a
crosshatch pattern consisting of
15 horizontal and 20 vertical white
lines, less those which occur during blanking.

the color sub -carrier frequency.

This frequency is actually

3.563795 mc or one horizontal line
below the color sub -carrier of
3.579545 mc. Such a signal results
in a phase difference of 360 degrees between the frequency of the
color sub -carrier oscillator within
the receiver and the frequency of
the color display signal during one
horizontal scanning line. The
phase shift continues to change
from start to finish of each horizontal line, thus producing a clear
color spectrum on the screen of a

properly adjusted color receiver.
The instrument provides an RF
output of from 1 to 50 millivolts
for TV channels 2 through 6 inclusive. The RF frequencies are
preset, thus the channel switch
provided will automatically select
the correct RF signal for any one
of the five lower VHF channels.
All internally generated video signals modulate the RF output by
approximately 60%, however the
modulation ratio of sync to video
is made variable from 10% to
90%.

CAVAMAT PICTURE or PATTERN
at any time-ON ANY TV SET

UV

MP -SCAN

z

For Servicing Black & White and Color TV
For Merchandising and Advertising Promotions
For Paging, Educational and Industrial Use

V(t1A-SCAN

New

MODEL 1000

Fig. 8. Hickock Model 660 White Dot Bar, Color Display Generator.

VIDEOGENERATOR

Three output jacks are made
available on the front panel of the

instrument-one for a video
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sig-

nal, one for an RF signal, and a
special jack labeled CW-3.56MC
for video output of the color signal. Two separate toggle switches
govern the selection of the output
signal. One switch enables the
user to choose between the dot-bar
pattern and the color display signal. The other switch permits selection of either a dot or bar output. All frequencies generated are
crystal controlled, thus the output
signals have a high degree of stability.
A video signal of the color pattern can only be obtained from the
3.56 -mc output jack. The color
display circuit employs a crystal
oscillator stage that generates a
CW signal at 15,750 cycles below
PF REPORTER

PICTURE AND PATTERN

SLIDE

TRANSPARENCIES
ARE

Simplify and speed servicing with this unique, new,
FLYING SPOT SCANNER. Produces Composite video and sync signal that operates any
standard VHF black and white or color TV receiver.
Easily reproduces standard Indian Head test pattern or any other pattern-in home, shop or storefor proper TV set alignment; enables you to make all
color TV static and dynamic convergence adjustments with stable White Dot and White Line patterns. Can be used with one or more standard TV
receivers or fed into master antenna system. Reproduces from any film transparency. Transmits messages typed or written on clear acetate.
Size: 161/2 in. long, 103/s in. high, 91/2
in. wide. Net wt. 28 lbs.

COMPLETE

SUPPLIED

Indian Head Pattern
2. White Dot Pattern
3. White Line Crosshatch
Plus One Clear Acetate
1.

These are broadcast quality
and assure high -definition
TV images. You can also
transmit slides of any
subject you wish.

$19995
NET

Model 950 DynaScan Pickup and RF Generator Only

MODEL

960

Make your own picture and pattern generator. Just
connect Model 950 to any properly modified 10 -inch
TV set which acts as your external flying spot
scanner. Size: 31/2 in. high, 101/2 in. wide, 5 in. deep.
Complete with 3 slide transparencies
$6995
NET
and 1 clear acetate. Net wt. 5 lbs.....

See Your Distributor or Send For Bulletin 1000-R

B & K

MANUFACTURING CO.

3726 N. Southport Ave.

Chicago 13, Illinois

Makers of DYNA-QUIK, CRT, CALIBRATOR

and DYNA-SCAN
3;

3

The video section of the instrument has an output impedance of
300 ohms and affords selection of
either a positive- or negative -going
signal. A built-in attenuator provides a video output signal of from
zero to 4 volts peak -to -peak.
Senco Model LC2 Leakage Checker

The Senco Model LC2 leakage
checker, pictured in Fig. 9, is manufactured by the Service Instrument Co. of Addison, Ill. This
compact portable instrument is
designed primarily to aid the technician in locating leaky or gassy
tubes in the RF, IF and AGC cir-

THE UNc -AR ... ESPECIALLY
DESICa-NED FOR PRINTED CIRCUIT
REPAIR AND PRODUCTION
LINE SOLDERINCIThe famed Ungar Pencil soldering iron with its series of 16

interchangeable tips has been especially designed for printed

circuit production and repair.
Tip temperature can be controlled simply by changing tips.
For printed

circuit service heating Unit

recommended. This unit provides

No. 535

650° tip temperature at 231

a

Fig. 9. Senco Model LC2 Leakage Checker for Tubes and Capacitors.

with tiplet is
watts.

printed circuit soldering, heating

For operators well skilled in

Unit No. 1235 with tiplet drawing only 371

watts delivering

750° tip temperature is recommended.

-l

For heavy duty chassis service, an Ungar Super Hi Heat tip at
471/2

watts delivering 1000° tip temperature is used.

distributor about the

Ask your parts

Ungar PRINTED CIRCUIT MANUAL.

Better jobbers
everywhere handle
this Ungar iron
and display it with
16

interchangeable

tips and tiplets in

*
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Redwood Avenue, Los Angeles 66, Calif.

cuits of TV receivers. The unit
measures leakage resistance between the control grid and cathode
elements of certain tube types and
should not be mistaken for a dynamic or emission tube checker.
In addition, the instrument provides a quick test for leakage or
opens in electrolytic as well as
other types of capacitors. A 6AF6G tuning eye tube located on the
front panel of the unit is used for
all test indications, and the eye
deflection is calibrated in a good
and bad scale.
Seven individual tube sockets
are available on the face of the instrument. These sockets accommodate a wide variety of TV tubes
with different element connections, and a filament selector
switch provides correct heater
voltages for the various tubes
tested. The test leads supplied
with the instrument are used when
checking capacitors. Capacitors
down to a value of approximately
100 micromicrofarads can be
checked for leakage and opens.
PF REPORTER
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WIRING BOARDS
PART

4
Repairing Broken
Boards and

Unbonded or
roken Conductors
by Calvin

Fig. 1. Using a Sharp Pointed Tool to Locate a Break in the Foil.

(A) Bridging the Break with Hookup Wire.

(B)

C.

Young, Jr.

Bonding Wire Bridge to Conductor.

Fig. 2. Fixing a Broken Conductor.

Having previously covered the
removal of components from
printed boards in Part 1 and the
removal of boards from a chassis
or cabinet in Part 2, we will now
outline some other servicing problems which require special treatment-namely, the repair of broken boards and unbonded or
broken conductor strips.
Broken Conductor

Sometimes a conductor strip
becomes broken but remains
bonded to the board. This defect
may be the cause of an intermittent trouble, and the broken spot
may be most difficult to locate.
The break in a conductor may be
36

very minute; in fact, it may not be
visible to the naked eye. This type
of defect is usually the result of
flexing the board during tube
substitution or of handling the
board roughly during a repair job.
To keep the amount of flexing to
a minimum, support the board
firmly during tube substitutions.
Locating very small breaks is
usually quite difficult. You may
try dragging a sharp pointed tool
along the suspected conductor as
illustrated in Fig. 1. ( Printed wiring boards that did not have components affixed to them were used
for illustrations in this article
since only the board itself is involved in the discussion.) The

sharp point of the tool will drag
along a small amount of solder
which will bridge the small gap in
the conductor, and the receiver
will begin to function. Once the
general location of the break has
been found, it can be repaired by
applying a liberal coating of 60/40
solder along that portion of the
conductor strip.
NOTE: If the conductor is
normally required to carry a considerable amount of current or if
there will be a physical strain or
stress on the part of the board
associated with the conductor, the
break should be bridged with a
Please turn to page 62
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GEARED

IDEAL FOR RADIO-TV SERVICE WORK... DRILLS
STEEL

STONE

BRICK
CEMENT

WOOD
PLASTIC
EVERYTHING
PERFECTLY

T d24 PtieeZeq
-1"

/"

is too big. This 3/B" is just right. Gearing
is too small really, for most work
dawn from high speed to 800 RPM under load, a speed suitable for all types of
drilling, not only multiplies the usefulness of this drill, but also saves you money
which burn up at
bpcause now you can use and reuse regular carbon steel bits
higher speeds. Polishing, buffing, waxing, etc., go better too at this lower speed.
Features of this big powerful new WEN Drill include GENUINE 3/B" JACOBS GEARED
CHUCK WITH KEY; UNIVERSAL 115 V. AC/DC 2 AMP. MOTOR for ample power and
torque; HELICAL GEARS for smooth, quiet operation
and long life; STURDY HANDLE for maximum safety
MODEL
and convenience; 6 FT. CORD, rubber covered, heavy
SIG LUSTROUS
GRAY CASE; COMPACT MSflGN, length
ien. -and many other features never before combined
in a drill at anywhere near this price. A price that gives
you a superb new Ye" geared down, multi -useful power
drill for the cost of an ordinary 1" job.

-
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SILVER31/2

$I 5
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While there may be a few custom receivers that still use the
split -sound system, the intercarrier type of sound system has almost universally replaced the
split -IF system in currently produced TV receivers. The 21 -mc
sound system has been replaced
by the 4.5 -mc intercarrier system
for two reasons: (1) the 21 -mc
system was difficult for the customer to tune and (2) it was subject to drift during the receiver
warm-up period. Along with the
difficulty the customer had in tuning in the sound was the difficulty
the technician experienced in
keeping the receiver serviced and
aligned so that the tuner and IF
sections retained the required
bandpass to insure satisfactory
operation of the sound system.
Alignment was especially critical
and difficult in fringe areas.
Even in sets that do employ a
21 -mc sound IF system, you will
find a 4.5 -mc trap in the video
amplifier or output stage. This is
due to the fact that the sound and
video carriers are located 4.5 mc
apart, and since both of these sig-

o o

SOUND IF

PAW

Fig. 1. Schematic of

o

0

IOOK

IOOK

20

120 V

C>

TRANSFORMER

/
nais are amplified by the video IF
strip and are coupled to the video
detector stage, a beat action between these carriers occurs and a
4.5 -mc signal is produced. Inter carrier operation is made possible
by this action since the FM sound
modulation is present in the 4.5 mc resultant signal.
It has been found that the
sound carrier that arrives at the
video detector, even in a receiver
that was designed for split -sound
operation, is strong enough to
produce the desired signal for intercarrier operation. The sound
carrier level should be set to 10%
of the video carrier level, or even
lower if possible, in order to
achieve best results in a conversion. If this is not done, some
trouble with buzz may be experienced.
In a 21 -mc system, the sound
is picked off from a take-off coil
(tuned to approximately 21 mc)
at the tuner or in one of the first
video IF stages. This coil is not
employed in intercarrier operation, but nevertheless it must be
left in the circuit as a trap (tuned

6C86 4th Video

Route wire between
3rd video IF tuba
and input
transformer
as shown

New

IF

o
GAOLS

Jto3

o
Mee,

Video Det

12AU7 VìdeoAmp

4.5 -MC Coil

Fig. 2. Chassis Layout Showing Location
of New 4.5 -mc Coil.

or dipped at its original frequency) so that the video IF system
can be aligned to produce the correct response pattern. If this coil
is removed, a large bump will occur on the low side of the curve
and the sound-carrier marker will
ride much too high on the curve.
Exactly what to do about this coil
will be discussed later.
Converting RCA Chassis
or KCS 49

KCS 47

Since RCA sold many thousands of the KCS 47 and 49 series
of chassis which employed the
split -sound system, and since
many of these receivers are still
operating with split sound, we
will use the conversion of one of
these chassis as an example. Conversion of other receivers follow
much the same pattern.
The first step in converting is
Please turn to page 83
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telde S
A COMPLETE
CABLE CONNECTED
TV TRANSMITTING STATIO

Crrifl
Simplifies

TV

Servicing

This extremely stable and versatile TV trouble
shooter has many uses in TV service. It features

innumerable signals and displays normally not
available to the TV technician. The 760 will
instantly scan and produce a video or RF signal for
any slide that is inserted into the unit.
TV Set dealers can use this equipment to remotely
project all kinds of information onto the screens
of TV receivers throughout their store.
Industrials can use this equipment to transmit
visual communications throughout their closedcircuit systems.
L
E

:EEE_:Eê:::

E

ekadiJti!J
*

Patterns furnished are Bar, Dot, Standard Test Pat -`ä
tern and transparent blanks for grease pencil use.
Optional patterns are Gamma, Square Wave and
Burst Wave Forms.
Will operate with any TV receiver-black 8 white
or color.
Generates and scans at the 525 line, 60 field, and
30 frame systems.
Completely crystal controlled sync to RETMA
specificctions.
+ Horizontal sync contains front and back porch.
+ Vertical pulse is serrated to maintain horizontal sync.
RF chan -eel selector covers channels 2 thru 6.
Video output is 2 volts peak -to -peak with an impedance of 100 ohms.
Video output either positive or negative.

Resolutions well over 450 lines or band width in
excess of S MC.
The unit is comprised of 17 tubes including the CRT,
photo -multiplier and rectiAer.
The sync level is variable to permit any combination of sync to video information. This is preset at
the factory to RETMA standards.
RF output of 10,000 microvolts is sufficient to drive
several receivers simultaneously. With the aid of a
distribution system an unlimited number of TV sets
con be added.

-

In addition to the RETMA guarantee, a Freeof-Cost 1 year Service -Instruction Warranty
provides 2 visits by a Hickok Service Engineer to
check calibration and operation.

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
10566 DupDnt Avenue
Cleveland 8, Ohio
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Quicker Servicing
by Calvin

C.

Young, Jr.

This month's coverage is devoted to several useful hints which
can save the service technician a
considerable amount of time.

use the "plumber's friend" as a
convenient handle for pulling the
safety glass from its mounting. A
careful inspection of the photograph will reveal the presence of
the rubber seal or cushion behind
the lower right corner of the safety
glass.
If the foregoing method is employed, caution must be observed
against danger of the glass dropping, because the plunger might
suddenly lose its hólding power.
Also, be certain that all brackets
or moldings used to secure the
glass in place have been removed
to prevent damage to the glass or
to the cabinet molding.

Plumber's Friend to Remove

Arcing at Necks of Metal Picture

Safety Glass

Tubes

Many television receivers feature a safety glass which can be
removed for cleaning, making it
possible to clean the glass and picture -tube face without the necessity of removing the chassis or a
cabinet -mounted picture tube.
This feature not only speeds the
cleaning operation considerably
but also enables a mechanically minded customer to clean the
screen himself. With the advent of
removable safety glass came a rubber cushion between the glass and
the cabinet. This rubber cushion
often adheres to the glass and the
cabinet with such tenacity that
the usual methods of freeing the
glass do not work. Prying with a
screwdriver sometimes results in a
badly chipped edge and a very unhappy customer.
In Fig. 1, you will notice that a
safety glass is being removed with
a plunger of the type used to clear
clogged drains. Once suction is
established between the plunger
and the glass, the technician can

With second -anode voltage applied to a metal -coned picture
tube, an accumulation of dust or
moisture on the glass between the
metal cone and the neck of the
tube can result in a nasty case of
arcing. Anyone who has encoun-

Fig. 1. Plunger Being Used to Remove
Safety Glass from TV Set.
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tered a trouble of this nature
knows that often it cannot be completely cured by just wiping the
dust from the glass portion of the
bulb. Wiping does not always remove the conductive path caused
by the original arcing condition.
Fig. 2 shows the arc path between
the metal cone and the grounded
metal yoke mount. Notice that
current has traveled not only
across a wide glass surface but also
across a rubber cushion.
To eliminate the path of arcing,
the glass surface must be thoroughly cleaned and dried. A strong
solution of detergent and water
should be used to clean the surface. After it has been dried, the
area should be sprayed with a
coating of acrylic plastic. The rubber bumpers should also be cleaned
to remove all traces of the oily
film which may have collected. A
rag saturated with alcohdl is satisfactory for this purpose. After
cleaning, the fingers should not be
allowed to come in contact with

Fig. 2. Arc Path Between Yoke Bracket and Metal Cone of Picture Tube.
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ASTRON

°-Seatitzteed
CAPACITORS ARE

moisture proof

Astron's Climatic Protection Processes
Insure Real Staying -Power
Service technicians rely on a completely deone which remains the
.
pendable capacitor .
same after the installation. And Astron builds them
just that way.
Astron's climatic protection processes are many.
Each designed to guard the quality of Astron
capacitors against environmental and climatic conBlue -Point® and Comet* paper capaciditions
.
.
"SM"
tors molded in extra -rugged plastic
Minimite electrolytics, hermetically sealed in
. . A wide range of hermetal -cased tubulars
metically sealed electrolytics "SM" Twist Prong ..
Hermetically sealed metallized paper, Metalite*
Hy -Mets®, positive glass to metal seals.
You can put your trust in Astron, for behind
each Astron capacitor is the meticulous quality
control that insures you of real staying -power ..
over 10 separate production line tests are performed, plus 100% final inspection before any
your guarantee
capacitor is sent out by Astron
of top performance and call back elimination.
Remember your reputation is our business. Build
Buy Astron.
it, guard it, protect it
.

...

.

.

.

.

...

...

*Trademark

Servicing Aid
Save time, use handy Astron
pocket -sized Replacement
Catalogue and Pricing
Guide (AC -4D)
-Write Todayl
FREE

Safety Margin

Safety Margin

"SM"* Mmimite*

"SM"* Twist Prong

1111.111111111elblffl
CORPORATION
Safety Margin
"SM"'" Cardboard Tubular

Blue -Point (R) Molded
Plastic Paper Tubular

Export Division: Rocke International Corp.,
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eQlkL, soldering

guns

make safe repairs to
Heat -Sensitive Components

Fig. 3. Small Lamp and Switch for Inside
Lighting in Service Truck.

A WELLER Soldering Gun gives you precise control of heat.
This feature is especially important when replacing
sensitive components. Here are some typical applications

I REPAIRING PLASTIC -MOUNTED I-FTRANSFORMERS. Your Weller Gun gives you precise
heat control for this delicate operation. Prevents
melting of plastic sockets; enables you to repair
loose contacts and hair -thin coil -winding wire
without damage.

the rubber bumpers or with the
glass portion of the bulb so that
there will be no oily deposit to collect dust and moisture and cause a
recurrence of the trouble.
If the picture tube is cabinet mounted, the chassis should be removed and the receiver placed face
down on a rug, blanket, or other
padding. The yoke assembly may
then be removed and tbe entire
job performed with the picture
tube left in its mounting.
Inside Light for Service Vehicle

2

SOLDERING VOICE COIL CONNECTIONS.
Heat -control characteristic of Weller Guns enables you to repair loose or broken voice coil
connections on the reflecting surface of paper
resonating cone. The slightest mishandling of a
soldering iron would burn cone.

3 REPLACING CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR.

Con-

trolled heat is imperative for replacing crystal
oscillator in color demodulator circuits. With a
Weller Soldering Gun you get perfect heat
control, thus avoid damage to delicate crystal element.

The interior lighting in most
panel trucks, station wagons, and
cars is often inadequate when an
attempt is made to check route
sheets or work orders. The installation of a small lamp and switch
under the dash can be helpful in
this respect. A truck clearance
lamp fitted with a clear lens and a
toggle switch as shown in Fig.

3 is

suitable for this purpose, although
there are also other styles of lamps
which can be used. The switch can
be mounted on the underside of
6

or

12

6w

volt bulb

or

12v

(Fiat SIde of Battery)

4 REPAIRING

REMOTE -CONTROL TUNING
UNITS. Your Weller Soldering Gun fits neatly
into the small spaces between the terminal tabs
on telephone -type relay stacks. Also, heat shutoff feature of gun prevents damage to insulation.

There are professional model

frame of lamp grounded to metal of car

Fig. 4. Wiring Diagram for Lamp.

edge, guns

for every type of service work
Your choice of models ... ranging from 100 to 250
watts single heat and 100 to 275 dual heat types.
Suitable for every kind of service operation.
All models heat in 5 seconds; provide instant,
triggermatic control of tempera
ORDER FROM YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

ELECTRIC CORP.
601

42

Stone's Crossing Road, Easton, Pa.

the dash in a location easily
reached and out of the way of any
passengers' legs.
The lamp and switch should be
wired as shown in Fig. 4. Only one
precaution is necessary and that is
to use a 6V -bulb in a 6 -volt system
and a 12V -bulb in a 12 -volt system.
Probe with Light

How often have you wished that
you could have more light shining
in the part of a circuit to which a
meter probe has been connected?
This is easily accomplished in the
shop with a trouble lamp of the
gooseneck variety. In the home,
the problem is not so simple. It
is easy to hold a meter lead in one
PF REPORTER
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EJ VE
SARM E S TARZIAN

SILICON RECTIFIERS
Rejuvenate television sets by increasing voltage output
(20 volts) in doubler circuit.
500 Mil. Silicon Rectifier (actual size).

Display card with replacement unit.
-ï,

Voltage doubler holder and units.

®= Replacement Ten -Pack.
One type to replace all selenium rectifiers in TV sets.
Write for full details or see your distributor.

RECTIFIER

a rkes
a rzi a

DIYIBION
n.,NC.

DEPT.PF4,415 NORTH COLLEGE AVE., BLOOMINGTON, IND.
In Canada: 700 Weston Rd., Toronto 9, Tel. Murray 7535
Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., New York City
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Fig. 5. Phaostron Probe-Lite.

.

TOPLINER '60
Model 2560

TOPLINER '50
Model 2550

ArAlk IIE

Trode.mark

hand and a flashlight in the other;
but if a tool must also be used, you
may end up holding the flashlight
between your teeth. Phaostron's
"Probe -Lite" shown in Fig. 5
makes the solution simple. Insertion of the meter probe tip into
the "Probe -Lite" completes a circuit between the penlight cell and
the bulb, resulting in a focused
beam of light around the extension
tip. The needle -like point of the
extension tip connects to the
original meter lead through the
large metal strap which encases
the battery. The "Probe-Lite" in
no way affects the normal readings
of the meter.
Tool for Adjusting Rear Panel

Controls

TOPLINER '70
Model 2570

TOPLINER '40
Model 2540

get more useable power
Each of the four TOPLINER models has the Power Pack, an exclusive feature

that delivers more of the signal at the receiver-where you need it, and
... precision manufacture saves assembly and installation time.

... dry cleaning eliminates apologies for your appearance.
... streamlining gives the customer a better looking installation.
Dollar -for -dollar, a TOPLINER gives the customer more performance, greater
picture clarity for only TOPLINERS have

exclusive built in
Ask For
Your Copy

of the Folder

"Tomorrow's
Antenna Today"

TACO Distributors
Have Full Information
on The Topliner Antennas

TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORPORATION, SHERBURNE:, N. Y.
IN CANADA: Hockbusch Electronics, Ltd., Toronto 4, Ont.
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Adjustment of rear panel controls on receivers that have the
chassis set forward of the rear
cover can be somewhat discouraging, especially if the cabinet is
large. The screwdriver always
seems to slip out of the controlshaft slot just as you try to peek
around the cabinet to get a squinteyed view of the screen. After
several unsuccessful attempts, you
end up removing the rear cover so
that the controls can be grasped
with the fingers. As a result, several minutes of valuable time may
be wasted in the process. The same
type of problem once existed in
conjunction with the adjustment
of width coils, linearity coils, and
horizontal frequency and phase
coils; but a remedy was found in
an alignment tool with a skirt
around the blade.
One of our readers came up with
the idea that a similar tool could
be utilized to adjust those slotted
potentiometer shafts which can be
reached only through holes in the
rear cover. Since this specific type
of tool is not available, it follows
that to have one you must make it
yourself. The ingredients used are
a 35¢ Scripto ball-point pen and
the housing from a ball-point pen
of the 3 -for -$1 variety. The ScripPF REPORTER
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new Sylvania Tu SHOD
launches a dramatic new advertising
program for TV Service Dealers
"Buccaneers" seen Saturday,
CBS Network carries
"TV SMOG" commercials, sells service

Biggest TV news this fall
for you as a service dealer
is Sylvania's new adventure
thriller "The Buccaneers."
Packed with exciting pirate
lore, Sylvania's new TV
show offers entertainment
for the entire family.

And it offers you a brandnew opportunity to build
your service business through a dramatic new consumer advertising campaign, "TV SMOG."
Millions of TV set owners will be reminded that
TV Smog comes from old worn out picture tubes and
receiving tubes. And they'll be reminded to see the
service dealer who displays the Sylvania Radio &
TV service sign for a TV Smog check-up.

To supplement this powerful TV advertising, a
complete campaign in TV Guide magazine will also
steer the TV set owner to you for a TV Smog check-up.

TV
SMOG
... get a

"TV SMOG" rating on

your set

RADIO
TELEVISION
SERVICE

... the serviceman

who displays
this sign

Get behind this TV Smog promotion: identify
yourself as the dealer in your neighborhood who

features "Silver Screen 85" picture tubes and
Sylvania's quality brand receiving tubes.
And keep in touch with your Sylvania distributor
for new Buccaneer promotion pieces and premiums.
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.
Shell Tower Building, Montreal
RADIO
ELECTRONICS
LIGHTING
ATOMIC ENERGY
TELEVISION

SYLVANIA
November, 1956
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... and replace worn-out
receiving tubes with Sylvania's
quality brand

(A) Disassembled Pen and Barrel of Second Pen.

FITS

AROUND

TIP

a Volt -Ohmmeter
you can carry in

EXTENSION
(IF

DESIRED)

your shirt pocket!
(B)

Completed Tool.

Fig. 6. Ball -Point Pen Converted Into Tool for Adjusting Slotted Controls.

MIDGETESTER
MODEL 355

SEL F
The

SHIELDED!
world's first

practical shirt pocket volt -ohm-

including
probe leads

meter. Rugged and

accurate. Not affected by any

outside magnetic influences.
10,000 Ohms per volt AC and
DC! Fourteen ranges: 5 for AC

voltages, 5 for DC voltages,
and 4 for DC resistances.
See your Parts Distributor

ELECTRIC COMPANY
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT

5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, III.
EStebrook 9-1121
IN CANADA: Bach -Simpson, Ltd.,London,Ontario
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to needed is the one which has the
point that pops in or out of the
barrel when the top is turned. The
photograph in Fig. 6A shows the
disassembled pen and the empty
housing from the other pen.
The pen can be disassembled by
turning the chrome band in a
counterclockwise direction. The
cap, clip and ink supply aren't
needed to make the tool and can
be discarded. The threaded flat
plastic piece should be filed down
to a size that will fit the partial
slot that is used on the ends of
many control shafts. This piece
can then be screwed into the pen
barrel, and a permanent connection can be made with an acrylic
cement. This part of the tool will
be completed when the metal band
has been replaced on the pen barrel.

By cutting off about 1" of the
tip of the other pen barrel and
slipping it over the tapered end of
the Scripto, a tool about 6" to 8"
long can be made. If the added
length is not desired, the second
pen barrel need not be used. A
completed assembly with the
chrome skirt and second pen housing removed is shown in Fig. 6B.
Reader Bob Hunt of Birmingham, Alabama, received $5 for
submitting this handy tip. If you
have a similar time -saving idea
which you think would be helpful

to our readers, jot it down and
mail it to my attention. You may
earn a similar dividend.
Tip on Intermittent in Radio

A Sylvania radio of recent production was brought into a shop
with intermittent trouble. The set
would operate fine until it was
jarred by tube tapping. Normal
operation could be regained by a
similar jarring. Since this receiver
employed a printed -board chassis,
a close check was made for poor
connections or for a break in a conductor; but no such fault was revealed. New tubes were substituted, and the trouble still per-

sisted.

After a careful wiggling of the
various components, it was found
that one IF transformer seemed to
be more sensitive than the other
components; so the technician decided to remove it for further inspection. A small pencil iron was
employed, and after several minutes of heating and brushing, the
transformer was removed without
damaging the foil on the board. A
careful inspection revealed that
excess solder had flowed up the
leads to the transformer. Intermittent operation resulted when vibration or shock caused the leads
to make and break contact with
the transformer can.
PF REPORTER
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FROM DELCO RADIO
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come the transformers
with high acceptability.
You trust them ...
so do your customers!
Universal vibrator transformers, produced through
the combined electronic skills of Delco Radio and
General Motors, meet the requirements of nearly
every model of auto radio. Each is designed for
easy installation and complete customer satisfaction. Laminated core inserts are stamped out of
low -loss silicon steel and heat treated to maintain
correct magnetic properties. Coils are precisionwound on special machines. All models have ample
leads. Your UMS -Delco Electronic Parts Distributor can supply you with all models. Call him
today. Remember, the Delco Wonder Bar Radio is
being nationally advertised in leading consumer
publications ... so you are tuned in on a constantly
increasing service.
Uncased Models 6055, 6065, 6067
do not include filter network

Cased Models 6060, 6064 and 6066 are made with
"A" line filter network consisting of an "A" choke
and .5 mfd. capacitor. Easy -mount drilling template, plus three self -tapping screws are included
for your convenience.
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RAD10
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS, KOKOMO, INDIANA

GM

®
A

GENERAL MOTORS PRODUCT

-A

UNITED MOTORS

LINE

complete line of original equipment service parts from the

WORLD
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Distributed by Delco Electronics Ports Distributors
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Product Report

JUMPER CORDS AND EXTENSIONS
AlU9

&

A complete line of 60
service aids by Dynamic
Electronics -New York,
Inc., 73-39 Woodhaven
Blvd., Forest Hills, L.I.,
N.Y., is available for
counter sales in packaging designed for self-service impulse sales appeal.
Included in the line

RCC

mil=

lil Il'l Ihil
m

are an assortment of 36
"Flex -E -Coupler" jumper cords and extensions
for the coupling of hi-fi

amplifiers, phonos,

tuners, speakers, and recorders, in addition to a wide assortment of radio and
TV hardware. The majority of the packaged items carry
a retail list price of $1.00.
QUICK -TEST TUBE TESTER

The TeleTest Model T72 tube tester built by
Anko Mfg. Co., Inc., 5042
W. State St., Milwaukee,

Wis., checks more than

claim-backed up by a solid majority
of independent set makers who use them. Built to
one standard of quality-Blue Chip QualityMagic Mirror Aluminized Picture Tubes mirror
That's our

twice the light to create a picture twice as bright.
Tell your supplier you'd rather have Tung -Sol!

cAte&e2.4
OTUNG-SOL®
Magic Mirror Aluminized

PICTURE TUBES
TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. Sales Offices: Atlanta,
Columbus, Culver City, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Melrose Park
Newark, Seattle.
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f

300 tubes, including

series-string types, with a
minimum of switching.
An array of 72 tube sockets is provided, including
10 spares to allow for future tube designs. A value
test is made under fullload conditions, and a
test for shorts between adjacent elements can be made
without special set-ups. Gas, grid emission, and grid
shorts can also be checked.

gi

TRANSISTOR RADIO KIT

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
TOUR ow.
has announced a new
TRANSISTORIZED RADIO
transistor radio kit for
SYLVANIAS
experimenters and hobbyists. Six transistors
(three 2N35's and three
2N94's) and one 1N34A
crystal diode, together
with a 40-page manual including instructions for
building a radio and 20
other applications for the
transistors, are included in the kit. Amplifiers, oscillators, test equipment and various other devices besides
radios can be built using the transistors.
111119.11

i
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DISAPPEARING INDOOR ANTENNA

The "Tuk-A-Tenna,"
designed by JFD Mfg.
Co., Inc., 6101 16th Ave.,
Brooklyn, N.Y., is a "rabbit -ears" indoor antenna
that collapses out of sight
behind the TV set when
not in use. The base of
the antenna is fastened to
the back of the receiver.
An optional feature is an
aluminum cover to hide the collapsed elements.
List price of the "Tuk-A-Tenna," less cover, is $8.95
with 3 -section dipoles and $9.95 with 4 -section dipoles.
Models with covers are $3 more.
EXPANDED SCALE VOLTMETERS

Phaostron Instrument
and Electronic Co., 151
Pasadena Ave., South
Pasadena, Calif., has announced a new line of expanded scale voltmeters.
The meters have up to 10
times greater readability
for greatly increased accuracy and are available
in a wide variety of
ranges and case styles for
both AC and DC measurements. The AC movements
have wide frequency ranges, good linearity and true rms
readings.
HORIZONTAL SYSTEM ANALYZER

Simpson Electric Co.,
5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, Ill., has announced
a new television tester
(Model 382) which combines an in -circuit hori-

zontal system analyzer
and capacitor checker in
one unit.
Model 382 will test flyback transformers and
yokes for opens and shorts and measure capacitances
from 10 mmfd to 0.1 mfd by direct reading. It can be
used as a continuity meter and for comparing various
flyback transformers and yokes for relative Q. A special
test cable is included at the $69.95 price.

the highest requirements of leading set
manufacturers, Tung -Sol Tubes are perfect replacements for all sets. Bank on Tung -Sot's brand
of quality-tops in the industry. It's the sure way
to avoid callbacks that eat into profits. Tell your
supplier you'd rather have Tung -Sol tubes.

Made to

COLOR CONVERGENCE GENERATOR

Winston

Electronics,

Inc., 4312 Main St.,

Philadelphia, Pa., is offering a new convergence
and linearity generator
(Win-Tronix Model 250)
for use in color TV servicing. It can furnish a
white-dot pattern, white line crosshatch, and horizontal or vertical bars. Since its RF output is a complete
TV signal including sync pubs, Model 250 can be used
as a test pattern generator for general shop work. A
counter chain with AFC locks all signal frequencies to
the line frequency. Dealer net is $129.95.
November, 1956
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TUNG-SOL®

RECEIVING TUBES
TUNG-SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, Miniature Lamps
Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Purpose
Electron Tubes and Semiconductor Products.
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HAVE THESE HANDY TO SPEED UP YOUR ALIGNMENT JOBS
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by Leslie D. Deane
Undoubtedly, at one time or another you have heard the expression, "It's the little things in life
that count." This phrase could
very well apply to television alignment; for in addition to the usual
test instruments, there are a number of "little things" to consider.
In almost every alignment procedure outlined in prepared service
data, mention is made of either a
dummy antenna, matching network, bias supply or detector
probe. The technician may be dismayed when he discovers the number of various accessories required
for the proper alignment of one

means. The oscillator plate connections for some of the more popular oscillator -converter tubes are
given in Table I.
Table I-Oscillator-Plate Connections
for Several Converter Tubes
Fig. 1. Floating Tube Shields.

Dummy Converter Tube

When aligning the IF section of
a TV receiver, normal operation of
the RF -mixer stage is usually desired. The RF oscillator, however,
should be made inoperative because of the undesirable interfer50

OSC.
PLATE

6J6
5J6
6U8
5U8
6X8
5X8
6AT8

particular receiver, especially

when he considers the time it may
take him to construct the recommended items. Most technicians
figure that enough time must be
spent on the alignment procedure
itself and are not anxious to spend
additional time on the construction of special accessories.
To help solve this problem, a few
of these accessories can be standardized for use in conjunction with
the alignment of a number of different receivers. Once the technician has constructed or obtained
any of these accessories, they
should be retained in a special
place for alignment equipment
only. In this way, they will be less
likely to be misplaced and will be
readily available for future applications. Some of the following
items can be purchased, although
most of them can be constructed
easily from material already lying
around the shop.

TUBE

Fig. 2. Dummy Antenna Consisting of
Molded Capacitor With Alligator Clip.

ence it can produce. Most tuners
house both the mixer and oscillator stages in one tube envelope.
This arrangement makes it impossible to kill the oscillator by removing the tube because the operation of the mixer section would
also be stopped.
There are several means by
which the technician can render a
local oscillator inoperative and at
the same time keep the mixer in
operation. This can be accomplished by disconnecting components within the tuner; or, as is
often possible in the case of a turret type unit, by removing a channel strip associated with the oscillator circuit. The most popular
method is to use a dummy converter tube which will operate as a
mixer but not as an oscillator.

The dummy converter is actually a standard replacement tube
with the oscillator -plate pin removed or insulated by some

PIN

l or 2
1

or 2
1

1

3
3
2

5AT8
12AT7

1

or 6

12AV7
12AZ7

1

or 6

1

or 6

2

The 6J6 is by far the most popular oscillator -converter tube, for
it has been used by various tuner
manufacturers for several years.
In the past, a number of tuners
have also employed the 12AT7,
6U8, and 6X8 in this application.
The more recent tuner designs are
featuring the 6AT8 and the 5AT8,
with some using 5 -volt versions of
the 6J6, 6U8, and 6X8.
The 6J6, 5J6, 12AT7, 12AV7
and 12AZ7 are dual triode tubes,
and either triode section may be
used in the oscillator circuit. In a
survey taken by the author, it was
found that the majority of tuners
now in the field use pin 1 of these
tubes as the oscillator plate connection; however, the technician
should always investigate this
point before proceeding with an
alignment.
Care must also be taken when
installing the dummy tube. With
one pin missing, it is possible to
orient the tube incorrectly in the
socket. If the technician would
rather not remove one of the pins
from a good tube, he could coat
the proper pin with an insulating
PF REPORTER
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need a TV
TRANSFORMER?

need an exact
replacement?

wonder where
to get it?
STANCOR
TRANSFORMERS
are AVAILABLE from better

distributors EVERYWHERE!

FREE
The latest Stancor TV
Replacement Guide and
Catalog listing replacements for over 9000 TV
models and chassis.
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CHICAGO STANDARD
TRANSFORMER
CORPORATION
3503 ADDISON STREET, CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
Export Soles: Roburn Agencies, Inc.
431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N. Y.
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REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGE

fits more of your service jobs

Fig. 3. Hickock Model 75 Impedance -

Matching Pad.

material such as lacquer or fingernail polish. If this procedure is followed, the coating must be
checked periodically to insure adequate insulation.
Floating Tube Shield

A floating tube shield is one
which does not make contact with
chassis ground. The use of such a
shield is recommended frequently
in television alignment procedures.
Such an accessory provides one of
the simplest means of coupling a
signal to the mixer with minimum

WEBSTER
MODEL

UX

for all standard 1/2" and RCA
mounting centers

5/s"

You save time on service calls when you have
WEBSTER'S new Model UX Crystal replacement
cartridge in your service kit. It is the perfect
replacement, not only for WEBSTER'S
C2, C8, C9, C10, C14, C15 and C101 but for
Astatic's 62-1 and 407, Shure's W70 and
many other single -needle cartridges. Small in size,
light in weight, high in compliance,
the Model UX fits virtually any single -needle,
single -play installation. It is simple to
install... fits either %" or %" mountings
...and is modestly priced.

Furnished with NEW Push -in Needle
The versatile new Model UX is furnished complete
with WEBSTER'S WE 122 special, all -speed
2 -mil osmium -tipped push -in needle. Needle may
be removed by pulling out with fingers.
Needle may be replaced by placing end in
needle chuck and applying light pressure to
needle tip (see cut at left).
List

5495 complete with

WE 122 Push -in Needle
Write for our latest Replacement Chart

WEBSTER
RACINE
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ELECTRIC
WISCONSIN

loading and without altering its
frequency response.
Three examples of floating tube
shields are pictured in Fig. 1.
When an ungrounded shield of
such design is firmly placed on the
mixer or dummy converter, capacitive coupling is provided between
the shield and the tube elements.
An ordinary tube shield can be
easily modified to fulfill such an
application by cutting away some
of the base with metal snips or
side cutters. As an added feature,
a loop of wire or piece of metal can
be attached to the shield to provide a handy connecting point for
the end clip of the generator lead.
The shield should fit snugly on the
tube to prevent it from slipping
down during use. For this reason,
two such shields should be available-one to fit 7 -pin and one to
fit 9 -pin tubes.
Dummy Antenna

The term "dummy antenna" is
usually applied to any component
or network which is connected between a test instrument and a receiver circuit. In TV alignment
procedures, an isolation capacitor
is often used in this application.
When the capacitor is used primarily to block direct current, the
value is somewhat immaterial. The
main requirement is that capacitive reactance be low enough so
PF REPORTER
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For safe electrical protection
and the elimination of needless blows,
rely on BUSS FUSES .. .
W zen electrical faults occur, BUSS
fuses open aid clear the circuit. The
danger of dais age to equipment is reduced
tc a minimum.

Yet, BUSS fuses are designed and
engineered so they won't blow needlessly.
When you replace a blown fuse with a
Fusetron or BUSS fuse, your customers
are protectec against useless, irritating
shutdowns-and you avoid costly, time wasting callbacks.
By relying on BUSS for all your fuse
needs ... yot can help safeguard against
less of custcmer good will and costly

trou ales.
Makers

of

a complete

In sales and service,
BUSS

Millions upon millions of BUSS fuses
for home, industry and automotive use
have firmly establisied BUSS as the
Known brand. Handling quality products,
like BUSS fuses, help you maintain your
reputation for quality and service.
Be sure to get the latest information
on BUSS and FUSETRON small

dimension fuses and fuseholders
. .
. Write for bulletin SFB.

BUSSMANN MFG. CO.
(Div McGraw Electric Co.)
St. Louis 7, Mo.
University at Jeffersoi

line of fuses for home, farm,

commercial, electronic, automotive and industrial
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Short description of a Small
Efficient TV System...

antenna .. IN
8 set lines .. OUT
10 db signal .. GAIN
1

all with
the

DISTRIBUTION
AMPLIFIER

that it will not attenuate the signal frequencies required at the receiver. In addition, the voltage
rating of the capacitor must be
high enough to withstand the potential difference between the

generator output and the connecting point in the circuit under test.
Recommended values for a capacitor to be used as a dummy antenna range from .001 to .01 mfd.
In order to make such a device
more adaptable for this application, the technician may attach
TO GENERATOR

®T

CABLE

O
MM

-

TO RECEIVER
ANTENNA

Fig. 4. Basic Matching Network.

an alligator clip to one end as
shown in Fig. 2. Some insulating
tape can be wrapped around the
nose of the alligator clip so that
there will be lest risk of a short
circuit occurring when the test
point is in a congested area.

model DA8-B
approved

for
Color -TV

Matching Network

$8950 List

Matching devices are frequently
called for in television alignment
procedures. These networks will
be referred to as either dummy an -

Ideal for garden apartments, motels, TV showrooms, deluxe home installations and other small TV systems. The
DA8-B is a broadband, all -channel unit that requires no
tuning, impedance matching devices, preamps or other
special fittings.

Features and Specifications:
Low noise all -triode circuit

More than 10db gain on all VHF Channels

Inter -set isolation in excess of 22db
Provision for 75 -ohm cable or 300 -ohm twin lead
Prevents overload through 10:1 gain control range

Built-in power supply
Designed for continuous duty operation
NOTE: For larger systems, Blonder-Tongue will furnish Free planning service on request.

Sold by Radio-TV Parts Distributors and Jobbers.
Write for Installation Details and

FREE

Booklet-"TV for

2

.

or 3

.

or More"

Dept. KL -13

BLONDER -TONGUE
LABORATORIES, INC.
Westfield, New Jersey
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Manufacturers of TV Cameras,
TV Amplifiers, Boosters, Converters,
Accessories and Originators of the
Masterline and 'Add -A -Unit'
Master TV Systems.

Fig. 5. Pair of Matched Resistors Used in
an FM Detector Alignment.

tennas or matching pads. The
alignment instructions will usually specify that the sweep generator
output lead be terminated with its
characteristic impedance or that
the generator cable be matched to
the antenna terminals of the receiver. A typical matching pad of
commercial design is illustrated in
Fig. 3. This particular unit is used
to provide an impedance match
between 90 ohms and 300 ohms.
The resistive network is housed in
a plastic form for added protection and longer life. As shown in
the photograph, the unit consists
of two sections. This permits reversible connections so that
straight -through coupling can also
be obtained.
PF REPORTER
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High reliability

manufacturing of
miniaturized paper

tubular capacitors

-'-

hermetically sealed
in metal cans
To produce subminiature paper capacitors free from
any possibility of latent defects, for use in the most
critical applications, the Sangamo Electric Company has recently intensified its high reliability
program of fabrication and inspection methods.

for the exclusive processing and manufacture
of high reliability capacitors. Only specially trained, h'ghly skilled operators, who
wear special clothing to prevent any possible source contamination, work here.
SEPARATE FACILITIES are maintained

Incoming materials for these capacitors are rigidly
inspected to meet stringent high reliability standards
and are stored in areas where temperature, humidity
and dust are controlled at all times.
Complete production histories are kept on the basis
of small capacitor lots. X-raying of individual units,
heat tests, vibration tests, altitude tests, and total
destruction tests of a given percentage of all finished
units assure components with an extremely low
AQL. Testing facilities and resultant performance
characteristics are far in excess of military specifications. Specify these high reliability capacitors for

your critical applications.
Mail the coupon below for Sangamo's NEW Engineering Catalog TS-105A. It contains full information, including an easy -to -follow cross reference
showing each variation listed in MIL -C-25 versus
the comparable Sangamo unit.
OIL -FILLED CAPACITORS are subjected to vacuum under elevated temperatures,
then are individually examined to insure complete hermetic seal.

For your design con-

venience, an excep-

r

tionally wide choice
of styles

all-is

- twelve

in

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY

available with

Capacitor Division
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

regard to tolerances,
circuit assembly, lead

styles,

Please send me your NEW Engineering Bulletin TS -105A.

mounting

brackets, insulating
Name

sleeving, and inductive or non -inductive

Company

sections.

Address
5C56-7

City

Zone

State

The technician can easily construct a simple matching network
by combining three half -watt resistors as shown schematically in
Fig. 4. The value of resistor R1
should equal the output impedance of the generator used. Series
resistors R2 and R3 should each
equal 150 ohms less one-half of the
generator's impedance. This network will provide the proper impedance match between the signal
generator and a receiver having a
balanced 300 -ohm input. If a
comparatively close match is not
provided, standing waves will occur on the generator output cable.
This will cause the amplitude of
the sweep signal to vary with frequency, and the over-all response
curve will thus be distorted. For
this reason, a matching network
should definitely be a part of the
technician's alignment accessories.

A sweep generator having an internal marker feature will cause
the marker indication to be developed through heterodyne action between the sweep and marker signals. Normally, the marker
pip will appear on the scope pattern when the two signals are close
enough in frequency to produce a
null or very low beat frequency. As
the sweep frequency approaches or
moves farther away from the
marker frequency, the beat frequencies become higher. These

higher frequencies are of no value
in the development of the marker;
in fact, they may show up on both
sides of the null indication and
broaden the appearance of the
marker pip along the response
curve.

Matched Resistor Pair

For exact replacement in over 60
models and chassis. HVO-59
replaces G.E. parts RIO -125, 126,
127. HVO-61 replaces G.E. parts
G.E.

RIO -129

130. Both feature
anti -corona ring plus
exact lead color coding! Another
in Merit's line of exact replacement transformers, yokes and coils
-as always, the most complete in
the industry. And Merit is the only
manufacturer of these products
who has complete production facilities for all parts sold under

Merit's

&

NEW

their brand name.

Instructions for the sound -IF
alignment of TV receivers often
specify the use of a matched pair
of 100K -ohm (±1%) resistors. In
a single -ended ratio detector circuit, the resistors are usually connected in series across the stabilizing capacitor. The junction of
these two resistors becomes a zero reference point when performing a
VTVM alignment. The technician
can easily construct one of these
resistive networks for permanent
alignment use.
The resistors must be matched
to within the designated tolerance
in order to achieve proper balance
in the dual -diode circuit. An alligator clip may be soldered to one
end and a flexible clip lead attached to the other. A suitable
contact should also be formed at
the junction of the two components. A typical example of this
device may be seen in the photograph of Fig. 5, illustrating the
manner in which the network is
used during the adjustment of an
FM detector circuit.
RF

Filter Capacitor

A mica or molded ceramic ca-

MERIT COIL AND TRANSFORMER CORP.
4427 N. CLARK ST., CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS

pacitor with a value between 500
and 5,000 mmfd should also become a part of the alignment -accessory group. This component
will come in handy when performing a visual alignment using marker pips.
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Fig. 6. RF Filter Capacitor Connected
Across the Vertical -Input Terminals of
an Oscilloscope.

By placing a capacitor across
the input terminals of the scope
as shown in Fig. 6, the higher
frequency components can be effectively shunted to ground while
the null and lower frequencies will
be unaffected. Better definition of
the marker may thus be obtained
and is of considerable importance
when the response curve extends
over a relatively narrow sweep
range. The capacitor will also
filter out a certain amount of
noise, thereby allowing a clear
sharp marker indication to appear
on the screen.
Tuning Wand
The tuning wand is another tool
which can be of considerable value

to the technician during alignment. This accessory is usually included in the standard alignment
tool kit, but many fail to realize its
full utility.
Two commercial tuning wands
are pictured in the hands of a tech PF REPORTER
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ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL
THREE -IN -ONE - scope, peak -to-peak meter, audio
oscillator - Model 3441-A is the perfect answer for this

essential piece of equipment for more than half the TV
repair jobs. Unlike radio with a single sine wave, complex sine waves in TV require a scope for efficient satisfactory servicing. Exceptional sensitivity (10 mv). 4.5mc
bandwidth more than enough for color. This Triplett
unit provides a complete analysis in itself. A scope is the
only single piece with which you see wave forms and at
the same time read peak -to -peak voltages. The built-in
peak -to -peak meter is not dependent on line voltages
for accuracy.
Have your distributor demonstrate how the valuable
book, "Scope Connections," included with this unit completely simplifies the operation of a scope.

-

I
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ALL COLOR SERVICING
OVER 50% BLACK & WHITE SERVICING
"Scope Connections," available separately at $2 for
those who already own a scope, will prove to you that
if you can use a VOM you can get the other 90% of use
out of your scope. Yoa've never seen a scope guide like
this! Illustrations show setups in actual photos and
simplified diagrams. At your Parts Distributor or write

Triplett.

MODEL
3441-A

$249.50

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
November, 1956

I

BLUFFTON, OHIO
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nician in Fig. 7. The wand or rod
is made of a plastic material having a small powdered iron slug imbedded in one end and a brass slug
in the other end. The magnetic
conductivity of the iron slug is, of
course, greater than that of air;
and when the iron is brought in
close proximity with an inductively -tuned circuit, the inductance
will be increased and the resonant
frequency will be lowered. The opposite effect occurs when the brass
slug is moved into the magnetic
field of an inductor. Brass is a very
poor magnetic conductor; therefore, the effective inductance will
be lowered and the resonant frequency will be increased.
Using the tuning wand in this
manner is equivalent to moving
the adjustable core of a coil or

WITH

Win egwrl
Most Winegard antennas are so easy
to install that you can put them up
in minutes. Without a helper, too!
All of which means more time for
you to put in on skilled service
instead of on rooftops.
Only Winegard makes a complete,
factory -assembled antenna installation. You get the whole packagenothing else to buy! Not a kit, but
a completely assembled unit that
opens easily as an umbrella. No
loose parts. Nothing to put together. Nothing to attach. Fold it
open-nail it up. (Special screw type nails included!) Clip lead-in
to terminals ... and you're done!
a Winegard model for every
area and every customer.

There's

Nationally advertised in SATURDAY
EVENING POST and other leading
magazines.

"Minute- Mount"
Model
for fringe areas. A
high -gain antenna
with patented "Electro Lens"* focusing
and 10' aluminum
fold -out tower. Factory -assembled and
ready for installation. Complete, including lead-in, insulators, lightning

arrestor, ground
wire and ground

we

-

S44.95 retail.
See your Jobber, or write:

rod

Winegara co.
3000 Scotten Blvd., Burlington, Iowa
*Pat. No. 2700105
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Fig. 7. Two Types of Tuning Wands.

transformer in or out of its winding. The wand can also be used to
determine whether turns of small
coils used in certain resonant circuits must be separated or compressed to obtain the correct inductance.
When two traps are used in a
TV receiver to attenuate the same
frequency, it may become necessary to detune one while adjusting
the other. Open coils can be de tuned easily with a finger; but for
the shielded type, the wand again
proves to be a handy item. The
tuning wand may not enable the
technician to pull rabbits out of a
hat; but when he has mastered the
proper use of such a device, he
should be able to determine which
adjustment is necessary prior to
disturbing any existing settings.
Bias Supply

Another convenient item to
have around the shop for use in
conjunction with alignment work
is a variable bias supply. The use
of a bias voltage is frequently

specified in many alignment procedures. When such a voltage is
called for, some technicians take
time out to rig up a battery pack
of some sort. In order to speed up
the alignment process, it is far
more practical to have a variable
voltage supply available.
Several commercial types are
now on the market; however, if the
technician so desires, he can easily
SWITCHd
0-7.s

=
BATTERY
.1

VOLTS

503K

1.5 V0LT

CONTROL

+

(A) With Battery Source.
FILAMENT
TRANSFORMER

6AL5

4.7K
50
MF0

117

VAC

150MFn

_

T29,1

VOLTS
1

MEC

CONT.

(B)

0-15

av

6.3V AT 1.5AMPS

_

With 117 -Volt AC Source.

Fig. 8. Two Adjustable Bias Supplies.

make up one of his own. The schematic diagrams shown in Fig. 8
represent two simple adjustable
bias supplies. Only three components make up the instrument
shown in Fig. 8A-one 71/2 -volt
dry battery, a 500K -ohm pot, and
one SPST switch. This unit will
furnish a bias potential from zero
to 71/2 volts.
The unit diagrammed in Fig. 8B
is a little more elaborate. This circuit makes use of both a transformer and a vacuum tube. An or-

dinary filament transformer

having a 117 -volt primary and a

Fig. 9. Detector Probe for Jackson Model
CRO-2 Oscilloscope.

6.3 -volt secondary may be used

with any suitable rectifier tube.
The output circuit of this system
requires a high degree of filtering.
If the filtering is inadequate in a
bias supply, hum modulation may
alter the shape of the response
curve.
Detector Probe
A few of the television receivers
in the field today employ a some -
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HI-FI SPEAKERS
PROFESSIONAL PA SYSTEMS

PROFESSIONAL
FOR

ONLY JENSEN HAS THIS COMPLETE LINE OF SPECIALLY

DESIGNED

2 AND 3 -WAY

SPEAKERS FOR PROFESSIONAL

HI-FI SOUND SYSTEMS
The "chips are down" when it comes to hi-fi sound coverage in industrial, commercial and institutional systems.
Many a speaker that might "get by" in a music lovers living room just won't do the job in professional installations. Here you've just got to have full efficiency, ample power handling capacity and wide-angle distribution over the frequency range.
Jensen has five 2 -way coaxial and 3 -way TRIAXIAL speakers to do this job for you. All are honest multi way units with independently -driven horn -loaded compression -driver mid and high channels with full crossover networks. They are minus frills like fancy covers and pretty nameplates but are plus on dependability
features like corrosion and moisture resistant treatments. For realistic sound quality, we know of nothing
the equal of these fine high performance hi-fi speakers. They work excellently in very small enclosures on
ceiling or wall or suspended overhead. And of course they may be used in larger cabinetry when ultimate
reproduction of "lows" is needed.
Higher quality interior sound distribution systems are the trend of the future. Jensen Professional Series
High Fidelity Loudspeakers insure highest quality results.
lifetime Driver Units;
Hypex Projector Horns; Hypex Complete Projectors; Extended Range High
Fidelity Loudspeakers; Weather Master Speakers; Transformers; Controls;
Cabinets and accessories.
The Jensen Professional Series also includes:

'TM

H -535C
2 -way

coaxial

Reg.

Jen4en
PROFESSIONAL
SERIES
HIGH FIDELITY
LOUD SPEAKERS

H -525C
2 -way

coaxial

Write now for your copy
of Catalog 1070.

HF-100
Weatherproof
2 -way

coaxial
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what complex coupling system in
the video IF strip. For this type
receiver, the manufacturer frequently recommends a stage -by stage alignment which differs
from the conventional procedure.
The only additional accessory
necessary for such an alignment is
a detector probe which is required
when observing response curves in
the IF section. The probe is usually connected at the plate or grid of
an IF amplifier where it rectifies
the IF signal and detects the modulation.

A detector probe may also be
recommended for use in the alignment of 4.5 -mc traps. In this
procedure, it is common practice
to supply the video detector load
with a 4.5 -mc signal, amplitude
modulated at 400 cps. With the
detector probe connected at the
driven element of the picture tube,
the 4.5 -mc trap is adjusted for
minimum 400 -cycle indication on
the scope screen.
A wide variety of detector designs are recommended for these
purposes in various alignment

1N34

l0Kn

1000MMF

10Kn

(A)

Series Type.
SOMME

3300n

SCOPE

RECEIVER

1MEG

1N60

2

-f

100L0MMF

150n

RECEIVER

o
(B)

Shunt Type.

Fig. 10. Two Types of Detector Probes.

procedures. The slight differences
existing in these detector circuits
are usually insignificant because
they all function in about the same
manner. Detector probes of a
commercial design, such as the one
illustrated in Fig. 9, are suitable
for TV alignment work. The probe
may contain a crystal or a miniature vacuum -tube diode connected in either a series or shunt

arrangement.
Two typical detector circuits
employing crystal diodes are
shown schematically in Fig. 10. A
series circuit is represented in Fig.
10A, and a shunt type is illustrated in Fig. 10B. If a detector
probe of this type is to be constructed, it should be made as
compact as possible in an effort to
reduce input capacitance. The
unit should actually be more compact than the example shown in

TV's most popular twist -prong
electrolytic... C - D's type "UP"
Specified by the industry's leading TV
set manufacturers-adopted by "service -wise" technicians, the C -D "UP" is
first -choice for wide range twist -prong
replacement service --rugged, dependa able service -life under conditions of
high temperature and high voltage
surges. (With a special "UPE" unit for
selenium rectifier circuits.) Stock and
service problems are "down" with "UP".
Ask your nearby C -D Distributor for
catalog, or write Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation, South Plainfield, N. J.

CorneIl-Dubilier capacitors
®
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South Plainfield, N. J ; New Bedford, Worcester & Cambridge, Mass.; Providence & Hope Valley, R. I.; Indianapolis, Ind.,
Sanford, Fuouay Springs & Varina, N. C.; Venice, Calif., & subsidiary, The Radiart Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio.

fig. 11. Small Breadboard Construction
of Simple Detector Probe.

the photograph of Fig. 11. It may
be desirable to construct the circuit so that it can be placed in a
conventional probe housing.
Summary

Undoubtedly, there are variations of these accessories and
others that have specific applications not mentioned here. Perhaps
some of our readers have themselves devised items that have been
helpful to them.
Checking and adjusting circuits
to obtain specific frequency -response characteristics can be
tricky and troublesome. The burden can be lessened to a considerable degree if the proper accessories are readily available for use
in conjunction with such work.
PF REPORTER
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the Lew Bonn Company, lock and chain are still on this now -famous TV set. And the
total useful life of its Westinghouse RELIATRON Tubes is still to be discovered.
At

Westinghouse 12,000 -hour Locked -TV Marathon
Shows how "Pre -Ship" tube test cuts call-backs
On April 25, 1955, the Lew Bonn Company set out to
demonstrate the superior performance of Westinghouse

RELIATRON® Picture and Receiving Tubes ... and to
prove the benefits of the Westinghouse policy of testing
every tube in the warehouse before final shipment! They
started one of the most amazing marathons in years!
A TV set, chained and locked, was put on display in the
showroom of the Lew Bonn Company, Minneapolis. The
set was equipped completely with Westinghouse Reliatron
tubes-all taken right from stock!
Here's what happened: at first check, 5,472 hours later,
all tubes were reported perfect. At second check, 8,784
hours (or over six years' viewing time) later, still no failure!
After 9,144 hours, still perfect! Now the tubes have chalked

up 12,528 hours-and they're still going strong!
What made possible this superior tube performance? Westinghouse manufacturing quality, for one thing! For anrigorous, six -step testother, PRE -SHIP TESTING
ing of tubes for shorts, open circuits, excessive gas, loose
mounts, defective glass, and bad seals-all the common
causes of call-backs-all done at the local warehouse,
just before the tubes are shipped to your distributor!
This unique testing policy is insisted upon by Westinghouse as the only way of assuring quality-perfect tubes
every time ... the best way to eliminate costly call-backs,
win customer confidence. Stock up on Westinghouse tubes
"pre-ship tested" to guarantee dependability and top
performance. Call your Westinghouse distributor today!

...

-

WATCH WESTINGHOUSE

WHERE BIG THINGS ARE HAPPENING FOR YOU!

6ET-4115
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THE NEWEST, MOST COMPLETE BOOK ON

TRANSISTORS

Printed Wiring Boards
(Continued from Page 36)

AND THEIR USE

"TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT HANDBOOK"
by Louis

E.

Garner, Jr.

The complete, authoritative book on Transistors. Clearly
presented in four sections: Part I-"Laboratory Practice"-covers Transistor types, construction, characteristics, etc.; techniques for wiring and testing, tools and
test equipment required, etc.; components for use with
Transistors. Part II-"Basic Circuits"-covers amplifiers, oscillators and dozens of special purpose circuits.

Part III-"Circuit Applications"-audio, RF, test
instruments, and a wide variety of controls and gadgets.
Part IV-"Reference Data"-Transistor characteristics
charts; manufacturers; definitions and design formulas;
special techniques and new developments; complete
bibliography. The outstanding book on Transistors. 430
pages; profusely illustrated; 53, x 8y2" case
$4.95
bound. Order today, postpaid only
USE

HANDY ORDER FORM BELOW

Sams books cover every phase of Electronics for
the service technician, engineer, student or
experimenter. Listed below are a few of the many
valuable Sams books available at electronic
parts distributors and leading book stores.

in
keep you ahead

ELECTRONICS

Fig. 3. Conductor Unbonded From Base.

USE THIS ORDER FORM
TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT
$4.95
HANDBOOK
Color TV Training Manual. Prepares the
Technician for Color TV service work.
Covers principles of the Color TV system;
Color receiver circuits; installation and
servicing sets. Includes color blocks outlining the use of color test equipment. 260
pages; 835 x 11"; 300 illustrations. $6.95
TV Test Instruments. Revised and enlarged
to include latest data on instruments used
in Color TV servicing. Tells clearly how
to operate each type of test instrument
used in TV service work. 180 pages; 834
x 11"; illustrated
$3.50

Tape Recorders-How They Work.

cators, equalization circuits-covers
everything you want to know about
recorders. 176 pages; 534 x 834". $2.75

0

Servicing Guide.

Explains how to apply

proper trouble -shooting procedures based
on analysis of symptoms (most of which
are illustrated by picture -tube screen
photos). Shows how to locate and eliminate trouble in every section of the
receiver. 132 pages, 835 x 11"
$2.00

FHOWARD

illustrated

strip.

W. SAMS & CO., INC.

Name
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$2.75

ing ail Sams books.
Send Book List

BMW

Look for
SAMS BOOKS

on the

Address

L

what
your

There is an authoritative
Sams book on virtually any
Electronic subject in which
you're interested. Check below for FREE Book list describ-

Order from your Parts Jobber today, or
mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. 3-L6
2201 East 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana.
Send books checked above. My (check) (money order)
is enclosed.
for $

City

Unbonded Foil
An unbonded foil is more serious than a broken conductor because a larger area of foil is
involved. The conductor strip
may or may not be broken, but
as a rule, once it has become un bonded, it will break easily during
handling because the foil is so
thin. An unbonded foil is most
often caused by excessive soldering heat. The soldering iron may
be too hot, or it may be held in
contact with the foil for too long
a period. The foil could also become unbonded due to excessive
force or pull on the conductor

Servicing TV Sweep Systems. Describes the
operation, circuit function and circuit variations of vertical and horizontal sweep
systems common to most TV receivers.
Tells how to analyze circuits; troubleshoots for you. 212 pages; 5% x 834";

complete understanding of TV principles,
operation, practice. Used by thousands of
$3.00
students. 208 pages, 83,5 x 11"
Radio Receiver Servicing. Covers the basic
receiver types-gives time -saving hints
for solving basic troubles, such as dead
set, weak set, noisy set, etc. 192 pages;
TV

ation and circuit variations of the various
types of AGC systems and explains the
servicing techniques that can be applied
Illustrated by actual case histories ant
photographs of symptoms. 132 pages; 534
x 834"; illustrated
$1.75
Servicing L Calibrating Test Equipment.
Shows you how to keep your test instruments in reliable working order, how to
determine proper operation and avoid
erroneous indications. Explains calibration
procedures; gives method for performance
record -keeping; shows simple ways to
check instrument accuracy; describes
proper maintenance and servicing of instruments. 192 pages, 535 x 834"
$2.75
license and acquiring equipment. Covers
such subjects as: Conquering the Code;
Getting Your Ticket; Going on the Air;
Electronics as a Career; etc. 196 pages;
$2.50
535 x 834"; illustrated

Photofact Television Course. Gives a clear

$2.50

Servicing AGC Systems. Describes the oper-

You Wont to Be a Ham. Tells you
DSo
you need to know about getting

Analyzing and Tracing TV Circuits. Presents
a new approach to TV servicing. 168 pages,
$3.00
834 x-11"

535 x 835"

Explains

recording theory, tape characteristics,
motorboard mechanisms, drive motore,
amplifiers, magnetic heads, volume indi-

Key Checkpoints in TV Receivers. Prepared
by the Howard W. Sams engineering staff.

Provides many applications for general
TV service work, including time -saving
information on how to make quick tests
at key points to determine where trouble
lies, and how to check overall performance
of the receiver after repair, to insure
against callbacks. 182 pages; 534 x 834";
illustrated
$2.00

section of wire as shown in Fig.
2A. This is done by laying the
wire along the conductor for
about an inch on either side of the
break and tacking each end of the
wire to the conductor with solder.
Solder should then be applied
along the length of the wire to
bond it solidly to the conductor
as shown in Fig. 2B.

Zone

State

(outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher)

"Book Tree"
at your Parts
Distributor

J

A board with a section of foil
which has become unbonded due
to excessive heat is shown in Fig.
3. Several methods can be used
to repair such a defect, the simplest of which would be to cement
the conductor in place with a nonconductive substance. This is suitable only in the repair of a small
section of a conductor which is
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Selling the Audiophile
is a Simple Thing with...

Mv1
MODEL 1200

Super-Fidelis' Changer
Audiophile Net, $ 372o*

You Sell All This at a Popular Price
in the V -M 'Super-Fidelis' Changer:
preserves changer's high-fidelity characteristics for years to
come. It automatically retracts and protects
precision drive idler to retain its perfect contour
for constant speeds indefinitely. Siesta-Matic
can shut off everything-power AND amplifier
-after last record plays.
EXCLUSIVE V -M SIESTA-MATIC

Audiophiles represent a sizable portion of the
hi-fi component market. Furthermore, audiophiles are a discriminating group, more interested in quality than price. And they know a
high price tag is no necessary indication of
quality. With V -M, you offer the audiophiles
both top quality and popular price. It's an
unbeatable combination that makes volume audiophile sales a simple thing.

V -M Model 1225.
V -M model 1200 changer
mounted on matching met-

al base pan. Audiophile

$39.95*.

Net

FOUR -SPEED CONTROL. Automatically plays
78, 45 and 33 rpm records plus the 16 rpm speed.
PATENTED DRIVE MOTOR

V -M Model 1200 -GE.
V -M model 1200 changer
with GE cartridge and 4 -

pole motor. Audiophile
Net
$41.20*.

(Pat. No. 2655812).

Assures constant speed at all times.

the
life, half the wear. New precision ball bearing
for absolute minimum wow and silent, rumble LOW -TORQUE MECHANISM. Gives twice

free performance.

AlsoYours
to Sell ...

V -M Model 1225 -GE.
V -M

model 1200 -GE

mounted on matching metal base pan. Audiophile

$43.95*.

Net

SUPERB V -M STYLING. All -metal construction
in smart charcoal gray and antique white. New

rubber turntable mat protects records-keeps
them dust- and lint-free.

1200,
Audiophile Net, $37.20*
V -M MODEL

Slightly higher in the West.

STOCK AND SELL V -M HIGH-FIDELITY CHANGERS.
SEE

YOUR V -M REPRESENTATIVE

theo.ce
V -M CORPORATION

WORLD'S
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PHAOSTRON

PROBEIIIE

Fig. 4. Conductor Replaced With Wire.

not required to carry appreciable
current.
If a large area of a conductor
becomes unbonded or if the conductor must normally carry an
appreciable amount of current,
some other method should be employed. If the conductor strip is
a simple one which connects only
two points, a repair can be effected by substituting an insulated wire for the piece of un bonded foil as shown in Fig. 4.
The wire is soldered at the two
connection points and then cemented to the board along the
route of the original conductor.

ILLUMINATED TEST PROBE
SEE

SELF-CONTAINED
WHAT YOU ARE TESTING!

50
LIST

It

is

just like having an extra

Broken Boards

hand. Simply insert the probe
from your tester into the jack
of the Probe -lite and the Probelite becomes alive to instantly
give you a brilliant, pre -focus

spot -light on the area that you
are testing plus a long, extra
slender, probe tip for making

electrical contact in difficult
places which previously were
inaccessible. It could pay for

itself the first time you use it.
Hurry, call your distributor today!

SIN

PHAOSTRON INSTRUMENT & ELECTRONIC CO., 151 Pasadena Avenue, South Pasadena, Calif.
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The plastic -impregnated paper
base of a wiring board is quite
strong and will stand a lot of
abuse, but it can be broken. This
can happen during the replacement of a tube or during the removal of a component from the
board. It may even occur while
a board is being removed from a
chassis or cabinet, particularly if
improper procedures are used.
Most broken boards, however, result from their being dropped;
therefore, reasonable care in
handling will eliminate many incidents of broken boards.
Printed boards are resilient and
will bend or flex to a certain extent, but care should be taken to
avoid excessive bending. Tube
sockets are often located near the
center of a printed board, and
excessive force should not be exerted when these tubes are replaced. This is especially true if
the board is not supported or secured in some manner near its
center. If a large component such
as an electrolytic filter capacitor
or IF transformer (shielded type)
is mounted near the tube to be
replaced, it can be held with one
hand while the tube is changed
with the other. The danger of
PF REPORTER
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STATEMENT REQUIRED

BY THE ACT OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS

AND JULY

AMENDED BY THE ACTS OF MARCH

3, 1933,

(Title

SHOWING THE OWNER-

39, United States Code, Section 233)

2, 1946

breaking the board will then be
greatly reduced.

SHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION OF PF REPORTER,
published monthly at Indianapolis, Indiana for October 1, 1956.

Repair of a Simple Break

I. The names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor,
and business managers are:

If a printed wiring board does
break or crack and if the affected
circuit does not require precise
conductor length and spacing for

Publisher: Howard W. Sams, 2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis, Ind.;
Editor: Glen E. Stutz, 2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis, Ind.; Managing
Editor: Verne M. Ray, 2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis, lad.; Business
Manager: Billie S. Paul, 2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis. Ind.
2. The owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its name and address
must be stated and also immediately thereunder the names and addresses
of stockholders owning or holding percent or more of total amount of
stock. If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresees of the
individual owners must be given. It owned by a partnership or other
unincorporated firm, its name and address, as well as that of each
individual member, must be Riven.)
1

Howard W. Sams 8 Co., Inc., 2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis, Ind.;
Mary M. Benham, 215 N. Senate Ave., Indianapolis, nd.; Alan S.
Brengle, 6442 Carthage. San Diego, Calif.; lean B. Eldred. 184 Morning side Dr., Laconia, N. H.; Paul F. Grubbs, 925 N. Audubon Rd., Indianapolis, Ind.; Edward D. James, 122 E. Michigan St., Indianapolis, Ind.;
Harold Knox, Zionsville, Ind.; J. A. Milling, 7905 Morningside Dr..
Indianapolis, Ind.; Arthur S. Overbay, 215 N. Senate Ave.. Indianapolis,
Ind.; James R. Ronk, 6160 Primrose, Indianapolis, Ind.; Howard W.
Sams, 414 Kessler, W. Dr., Indianapolis, Ind.; Donald B. Shaw, 6093
N. Michigan Rd., Indianapolis, Ind.
3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders
owning or holding
percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If there are none, so state.)
Armer F. Ahlstrand, 335 Witty Ave., Rockford, III.; Ad. Auriema,
89 Broad St., New York, N. Y.; Charles R. Barker, P. O. Box 384, Fredonia, N. Y.; Mary M. Benham, 215 N. Senate Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.:
Bertha Binninger, 3510 Watson Rd., Indianapolis, Ind.; Ralph T. Brengle,
c'o Potter & Brumfield, Princeton, Ind.; Bruce 8 Lorraine G. Cumming,
6029 W. Belmont Ave., Chicago, III.; Glenn Dial. 812 Truman St., N. E.,
Albuquerque, N. Mex.: Herbert J. Farr, Jr., 3297 Enderby Rd., Cleveland, 0.; Paul F. Grubbs, 925 N. Audubon, Indianapolis, Ind.; Dr. G. W.
Gustafson, 5768 N. Pennsylvania, Indianapolis, Ind.; Edward G. Hereth,
Continental Hotel, Apt. 708, Indianapolis, Ind.; Edward G. Hereth
(Trustee), Continental Hotel, Apt. 708, Indianapolis. Ind.; Elmer C.
Hodges, 1100 Union St., San Francisco. Calif.; M. S. Kiver, 900 Fairview
Rd., Highland Park, Ill.; Grace Knox, 505 W. Oak St.. Z onsville. Ind.;
Harold S. Knox, Zionsville, Ind.; Michelle Fern Koplow, 7035 N. Meridian
St., Indianapolis, Ind.; Robert J. Lewis, 5800 Lawrence Dr., Indianapolis, Ind.; Jack B. Moore, 128 W. North St., Worthington, O.: Melvin R.
Moser, 864 McGill St., (Orville, 0.; Arthur S. Overbuy. 215 N. Senate
Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.; Edward E. Petri, Guaranty Builoing, Indianapolis, Ind.; James R. 8 Phyllis M. Ronk, 6160 Primrose. Indianapolis,
Ind.; Waltar B. Schulte, 1551 W. Logan St., Freeport, Ill.; Eula M. Somers
(Estate), c/o Trust Dept., Johnson Co. National Bank 8 Trust Co.,
3911 Prairie Lane, Prairie Village, Kans.; Kenneth Swan.4243 Broadway,
Indianapolis, Ind.; Typographic Service Co., Inc., 215 N. Senate Ave.'
Indianapolis, Ind.; Chas. W. 8 Betty S. Vandenbark, P. 0. Box 5337,
Indianapolis, Ind.; Estate of Lynne Ann Wavering, Continental -Illinois
Bank 8 Trust Co., Chicago, III.; Frieda Binninger, 3510 Watson Rd.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
1

AMERICAN TELEVISION &
RADIO CO. ST. PAUL, MINN.

For those who

want the finest!

its operation, there is a possibility
that the board can be repaired.
The board in Fig. 5 has a corner
broken off, and two conductor
strips have become unbonded for
a short distance beyond the break.
To repair such a break, several
things must be considered. The
two parts of the board must be
securely fastened together, the
conductor strips must be repaired,
and all components must be firmly mounted to the board.
Notice that the break is at an
angle and that each piece of the
board has a feather edge at the
break. This is an advantage be -

SSED
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QUALLED
ORMANCE
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QUALITY
STRUCTION
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profitable
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4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or in
any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or 'corporation for
whom such trustee is acting; also the statements in the two paragraphs
show the affiant's tall knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and
conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not
appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and
securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner.

(Signed) HOWARD W. SAMS, Publisher
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 28th day of September, 1956.
(Seal) Frances T. Dobbs, Notary Public
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Sections of a Broken Board.

cause a larger contact surface will
help to provide a stronger bond
between the two pieces. The use
of a nonconductive cement with
good bonding qualities will ensure that the inherent strength of
the board is not materially affected. In a good many cases,
Epoxy resin adhesive can be satisfactorily used with the paper -base
laminates normally found in radio
and television receivers.
Adding Strength to the Repair

]

;

f

french'

e

PF REPORTER

]

It may be desirable to provide
additional strength to the repair,
especially if a large component is
mounted near the break or if the
normal strain produced during
tube replacement could cause the
board to break again. This additional security may be obtained
by drilling holes on each side of

WRITE TODAY FOR COLORFUL
BROCHURE SHOWING THE
NEW LINE OF ATR TV SETS

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF DC-AC INVERTERS,
ELIMINATORS, AUTO RADIO VIBRATORS

"A" BATTERY

AMERICAN TELEVISION d RADIO CO.

quality Adduct; S .gee 1431
SAINT PAU!

I

MINNESOTA -U.

S

A

65

TRIAD
ISOLATION
TRANSFORMERS

Fig. 6. Holes Drilled to

the break at several points as illustrated in Fig. 6 and by joining the
broken pieces together with wire
staples. The holes should be just
large enough to permit passage of

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
AT YOUR TRIAD JOBBER
Triad Isolation Transformers are

especially designed for isolation
of laboratory test equipment

...

reduction of line disturbances

7

elimination of undesired grounds.
They are ideal for use in screen rooms.
Such construction features as

"Climatite" treatment, liberal

use of high

quality materials and static shielding
insure optimum performance and long life.

Type

List

V. A.

No.

Price

Output

Input
Volts

s 7.10

35

115

115

N -68X

8.95

40

230.115

115

N -53M

14.00

85

115

115

N -54M

17.10

150

115

115

N -67A

16.30

150

230 115

115

-55M

30.20

250

115

115

N-6611

25.40

250

230115

115

N -57M

50.70

500

115

115

N -59M

86.50

1000

115

115

N -52M

38.70

350

95 to 130

the staples through the board and
should be drilled through the conductor strips to help provide good
electrical contact across the break
and also to permit the use of
enough staples without a danger
of shorts between conductors. The
pieces of board should be cemented together before the staples are installed. If the cement is
slow in setting, the staples can be
installed before the cement hardens to help hold the pieces of the
board firmly in contact with each
other.

A broken board that has been
cemented and stapled together in
this manner is shown in Fig. 7.
The screwdriver is being used to
bend the staple and thus secure it
in place. Notice that the staples
have been installed from both
sides of the board, thus giving an
even pull from opposite sides of
the board. Soldering the staples
to the conductors and repairing
all broken conductors will complete the repair. A board that has
been repaired in this way should
be satisfactory for most radio and
TV work provided that care is
exercised in handling the board
both when installing it in the cabinet or chassis and when substituting tubes in the future.

Output
Volts

N -51X

N

Allow Fastening With Staples.

115

With sw ch and meter for primary voltage control.
Detachable cord.

Write for
Catalog

TR -56

YAK

TRANSFORMER CORP.

4055 Redwood Ave., Venice, Calif,

Fig. 7. Uniting the Sections With Heavy Staples.
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FIBERGLAS
AUTO AERIAL
THE

MOST AMAZING NEW DEVELOPMENT IN

THE

AUTO AERIAL

INDUSTRY

WARD again leads the way with another new product. A Fiberglas auto aerial with
a chrome finish
LOOKS like chrome, FEELS like chrome, SOUNDS like chrome and has
all the revolutionary characteristics of fiberglas. Proved resistant to chemicals and water.

-

This finish is not a surface paint, but an exclusive method developed only by Ward.

SILVERAMIC PASSED THESE THREE SEVERE TESTS:
to sea water, gasoline, acids, alkalis, toluene and ethyl alcohol.
2. 3000 HOURS of salt spray at 98° F. This is equivalent to over 20 YEARS OF DRIVING.
3. IMPACT RESISTANT to 160 inch -pounds.
1. 30 DAYS EXPOSURE

also-Dura-ramis

Model TGF-1 CHROME
38" long -54" lead cable. Famous
"8 -Ball" mounting. Individual shipping weight: 1 lb. List price: $5.95
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd.,

50 Wingold Ave. W., Toronto

/A R D
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IN FULL COLOR!
Six complementary colors to mix or

match-with the same flexible, indestructible fiberglas features.
YELLOW
GREEN

RED

BLUE

TAN

WHITE

PRODUCTS CORPORATION
DIVISION OF THE GABRIEL CO.
1148 EUCLID AVE.

CLEVELAND

15, OHIO
E,7

Oscilloscope Maintenance
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(Continued from page 23)
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HOW TO SELECT THE

*

caddy

tube

YOU

BEST FOIIR

.a

the ORIGINAL
$1450

.

Dlr. Net

TC -1 C. Neat appear`r.'
ing, best for tubes. Space inside cover
for mirror. Max. cap. 262 tubes. New
longer, thinner size 21x15x8 in.

the
CARRY -ALL

st1

$1450
wtj}tk\1

Dlr. Net

lijala

l
TC -4.

Break -away design gives quick

access. Takes tubes or tools easily.
Max. cap. 262 tubes. Size 21x15x8 in.

INthe

ADD -A -CADDY

AC -1. Snaps firmly on

bottom of either TC -1 C
or TC -4. Gives 46%
more space, ideal for

'
$540

tools. All hardware included.
Size 21x8x63.. in.

Dlr. Net

the JUNIOR
$950

` Z

Dlr. Net
TC -2A. Same popular features as TC -4

passing a very high frequency
square wave, the succeeding vertical amplifiers may not; hence, it is
necessary to select a square wave
which can be passed intact by the
vertical system.
The manufacturer of the oscilloscope containing the foregoing
attenuator recommends a square wave frequency of 10 kc. This is
applied to the vertical input terminal (and ground) while the attenuator control is in the 10 -to -1
position. Then C1 is adjusted until
the square-wave pattern, as seen
on the oscilloscope screen, just begins to show an overshoot. Sometimes a slight overshoot of 2% to
5% is recommended. Next, the
attenuator control is turned to the
100 -to -1 position, and C2 is adjusted for the same condition.
Finally, the control is moved to
the 1,000 -to -1 position, and C3 is
adjusted for the desired results.
In quality oscilloscopes, a similar frequency -compensated network is frequently used in the horizontal system. Square waves are
employed to check this network,
too, except that the application of
a square wave to the horizontal
deflection system will not produce
a square wave on the screen unless
special arrangements are made.
One way of achieving this is by
applying a sawtooth voltage to the
vertical input terminals of the oscilloscope. (On most oscilloscopes,
the sawtooth generator is disabled
when the horizontal input switch
is in the direct position; therefore, the sawtooth voltage must be

obtained from an external source.)
After the sawtooth is applied to
the vertical input terminals, the
horizontal system is switched to
direct and the square wave is applied to the horizontal input terminals. A square wave will appear
on the screen along the vertical
axis (as in Fig. 2) in place of the
normal presentation along the
horizontal axis. The various trimmer capacitors are then adjusted
for the best square wave on the
screen.
In the manual for the Model
WO -56A oscilloscope, RCA recommends an alternate procedure
for adjusting the trimmers in the
horizontal attenuation network.
Here are the specific instructions.
Apply a 10-kc square wave to the
horizontal input terminal, and apply a 10-kc, 10 -volt rms signal
from an audio oscillator to the vertical input terminal. If a portion of
the voltage from the signal generator is applied to the sync terminals of the square -wave generator,
these two signals can be synchronized. The attenuator control is set
to the various positions, and the
associated trimmer capacitors are
then adjusted for best square wave response.
Frequency -Governing

Adjustments

Square waves are also employed
during the adjustment of any

variable

frequency -governing

components in the vertical and
horizontal deflection systems. For
example, in the vertical amplifier
section of the Weston Model 983
oscilloscope, the final push-pull

only 2,.3 as big. Ideal for quick trips.
153.x12ti2x8 in.
V-

150V

ASK YOUR PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

*Tube Caddy is the Reg. TM of Argos
Products Co.
originators and
Largest Manufacturer of Tube Carrying Cases for the Electronic Technician
.
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stage possesses two adjustable
peaking coils, L5 and L6. See Fig.
3. The manufacturer recommends
the following adjustment procedure for these two components.
Apply a 1 -mc square wave to the
vertical input terminal of the instrument. Set the vertical attenuator control to the most sensitive
(1 -to -1) position. This is done to
avoid sending the square wave
through the vertical attenuator
network. In the 1 -to -1 position,
the signal goes directly from the
vertical input terminal to the first

vertical amplifier stage.
The two peaking coils (L5 and
L6) are adjusted to produce a
square wave on the oscilloscope
screen with a 2% to 5% overshoot.
(The reader will recognize that
when the vertical or horizontal
systems contain any frequency governing adjustments, these are
made before the trimmers in the
vertical attenuation system are

adjusted.)
If the horizontal deflection
system contains such adjustments,
square -wave testing is also em -

Time

for

ployed there. Again, it is necessary to utilize one of the two methods suggested in order to obtain a
square wave on the oscilloscope
screen. The adjustments are then
made for the best square -wave response.
Balance Controls

When push-pull amplifiers are
employed throughout a deflection
system, a balance control will
usually be found. This control, a
potentiometer, is located in the
first stage supplying a push-pull
output. Its purpose is to balance
the DC operating conditions of
both halves of this circuit. See Fig.
4. If this balanced condition does
not prevail, it will be found that
the beam will move ás the gain
control is rotated. For example,

Replacement?

6807
INPUT

PUSH PULL

OUTPUT

DC BALANCING

-

CONTROL

Fig. 4. One Method of Achieving DC
Balance for a Push -Pull Output.

We GUARANTEE you speakers that are built to be the finest
exact replacement speakers. We stand behind each and
every speaker with a 100% guarantee against any
mechanical or electrical defects for one full year.
OXFORD Replacement Speakers undergo a rigid inspection
to make certain that they are as good or better than the original
speaker. That's why more servicemen are switching to OXFORD ...

when it's time for replacement.
Illustrated literature is available without obligation.

OXFORD Components, Inc.
Subsidiary of OXFORD ELECTRIC CORP.

556 West Monroe Street, Chicago 6,111.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto

Export: Roburn Agencies, New York City
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when the DC balance potentiometer of the vertical system is not
adjusted properly, the beam will
move up or down as the vertical
gain control is turned. On the
other hand, if the DC balance control is set correctly, rotation of the
vertical gain control will have no
effect on beam position.
Here is a typical procedure for
the DC balance control.
1. Set the VERTICAL switch
to the 1,000 -to -1 position.
2. Set the V -GAIN control fully counterclockwise.
3. Set the V -POSITION control so that the trace is centered on the screen.
4. Turn the V-GAIN control
clockwise ( toward full position), and note whether the
trace moves.
5. If the trace moves, adjust the
balance control until the
trace returns to the center of
the screen.
PF REPORTER
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The same procedure is repeated
for the horizontal balancing control.
The foregoing steps constitute
the major adjustments for the vertical and horizontal amplifier systems. Of course, when push-pull
amplifiers are employed, balance
between each half of a stage is important because it governs the
gain and linearity of amplification.
Sometimes a manufacturer will
place balancing controls in each
stage, and all of these will require

M"--"91
rP .

._ 4Yx+:'

/'

Model TA -11
Measures only

adjustment.

X

1"

X

1/4n

Sweep -Oscillator Adjustments

In a sweep oscillator, the most
important characteristic is the
linearity or straightness of the
generated sawtooth deflection
wave. For this reason, a number
of oscilloscopes contain an adjustment, usually a small trimmer capacitor. Its function is to correct
for any nonlinearity, should this
arise.

There are two fairly simple
methods for checking sweep linearity. One is to employ another
oscilloscope to view the sawtooth
wave produced by the sweep oscillator. The first oscilloscope is removed from its cabinet, and a
connecting lead is run from the
vertical input terminal of the second oscilloscope to this sweep oscillator. The best check position is
at that point where the sawtooth
wave enters the horizontal deflection system. If the rise portion of
the wave is not perfectly linear,
the trimmer is rotated until the
best linearity is achieved.
A second method of checking
sweep linearity is as follows. Tune
an audio oscillator to approximately 10 kc, and apply the oscillator output across the vertical input terminal (and ground) of the
oscilloscope. Set the vertical gain
for a convenient vertical deflection, set the horizontal selector to
the sweep position, and set the
horizontal gain control for a convenient horizontal deflection. Adjust the sweep frequency controls
(coarse and vernier) until a single
cycle of the applied signal appears
on the oscilloscope screen. The
pattern should be synchronized so
that it is stationary. Adjust the
sweep -linearity trimmer until an
undistorted sine wave is obtained
November, 1956
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IMX
It starts here, with this

New Centralab Four-Stage

Transistor Amplifier
pocket-size
computers,
low -power,
is desired.
The most advanced form of Packaged Electronic
Circuit. Includes four special transistors, in addition to five capacitors, 12 resistors, and wiring.
Gain, 75 db. Supply voltage, 1.3v. Signal to noise
ratio, 38 db. nominal.
Ask your Centralab distributor for Model TA -11.
Send coupon for Bulletin EP -75 containing complete information, schematics, and curves.
You can use it in building all sorts of
radios and recorders, test equipment,
other projects where an ultraminiature,
high-gain, dependable audio amplifier

A DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION INC.
948K East Keefe Avenue, Milwaukee

I, Wisconsin

V-5629

Send me free Bulletin EP -75.
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on the screen. This means that
each half of the wave will possess
an equal spread along the horizontal axis.
Usually an adjustment on one
sweep range will suffice for all
ranges. If it does not, then the best
compromise position is found.
Failure to obtain good linearity on
all ranges generally indicates a defect in the system.
A feature which is becoming increasingly common in many oscilloscopes is that there are two fixed
sweep positions, one providing a
frequency of 30 cps, the other providing a frequency of 7,875 cps.
These are useful when viewing
video signals in a television receiver. The 30 -cycle sweep makes
possible the display of two cycles
of any 60 -cycle waveform, and the
7,875 -cycle sweep allows the display of two cycles of any 15,750 cycle waveform.
To ensure that the two fixed
sweep frequencies will maintain
their proper values, internal controls are provided. To adjust these,
the following procedure is generally recommended.
1. Rotate the sweep selector to
the 7,875 -cycle position.
2. Connect an audio generator
to the vertical input terminal, and set the frequency to
7,875 cps. (Be sure the horizontal control is set to the internal sweep position.)
3. Rotate the SYNC control to
its zero position.
4. Adjust the proper calibration control until the pattern
locks in.
The same procedure should be
followed in adjusting the 30 -cps
frequency.
1. The frequency of the audio
generator should be set to 30

PINTITIPATENTSPENDING
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GRIPS nuts or bolts of any material
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superior quality.
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CORNISH WIRE CO.,
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New York 7, N.
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2.

Adjust the required calibration control until the pattern

locks in.
These same adjustments can be
performed by the use of a video
signal from a television receiver.
For the 7,875 -cycle sweep, two
lines are produced on the oscilloscope screen and the calibration

control is adjusted until the pattern remains steady. For the 30 cycle sweep, two fields are developed on the screen.
PF REPORTER
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Antennas and Color TV
Reception
(Continued from page 19)

When the antenna development
program was first started, it was
felt that a maximum variation of
2 db would be tolerable. Examination of the gain curves for all of the
antennas described above reveals
that with the exception of the

---
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limit ... to its applications
New Centralab Single -Stage

Fig. 5. Yagi Antenna.

multi -element fringe antennas, all
do even better than this. One multi -element fringe antenna submitted for test had a sharp dip 21
db deep with a bandwith of less
than a megacycle at the color sub carrier frequency for one of-the TV
channels. This illustrates the need
for testing antennas very carefully. There are also other features of
the TV installation that warrant
close scrutiny. The type of transmission line from the antenna to
the receiver; the methods used in
supporting the line down the antenna mast and the route it takes
to the receiver; how the line is split
and dressed at the connections to
the receiver-all these may contribute losses that even the best
designed antenna cannot compensate for.
Actually, the incoming color
signal can tolerate as much as 12
db loss to the color subcarrier between the transmitter and the receiver before the picture shows any
serious effect. However, such losses
can pyramid very rapidly through
November, 1956
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Transistor Amplifier

High -gain, low-power transistor amplifier can be used
by itself in microphones and other miniature circuit
designs. Or, you can combine several units, to get
a multiple -stage unit for other audio applications.

This is a complete amplifier housing capacitance,
resistance, transistor, and wiring. Gain, 24 db. Noise
level, less than 1/2 millivolts. Supply voltage, 1.35 v.
As small as an eraser on an ordinary lead pencil.
Ask your Centralab distributor for Model TA-6or TA -7. Send coupon for Bulletin EP -75 containing complete information, schematics, and curves.
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the over-all installation. Since the
antenna is the focal point of the
whole system, we feel the tolerances we have established for antennas are stringent, but obtain-
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The

MAS TER

The MASTER is truly a Inasterpieee that call he seen
and should be heard! The finest principles of acoustic
engineering and the most tasteful elements of styling
have been lavished on il. Each component of the
MASTER is a gem which contributes to its overall
magnificence. ,lust listen to the sonorous "big theatre" 15" woofer- the rich full-bodied middles produced by exclusive "reciprocating flare" horn with
heavy duty compression driver and the crystal clear,
natural highs emanating from the super-tweeter-all
kept in perfect balance by the famous Acoustic Baton
3 -way crossover network. A true cornerleas-corner enclosure, it can be used flat against wall or in a corner.
111uru;d lv lee piü, 3le11l,,;111v Y''S-N.un, itlnm l.p 2In1. (III

7-7

BUILD THIS MAGNIFICENT
SPEAKER SYSTEM It's so simple!
-

"DO-IT-YOURSELF" KWIKITS You can build your
own version of the fabulous MASTER with a KwiKit,
University's "do-it-yourself" enclosure kit. With this
truly amazing kit, you don't end up with a "cheesebox"!
You do end up with an enclosure as good as the finest
factory -assembled enclosure, in construction and design.
The KEN-15 KwiKit is similar in every respect to the
MASTER, except that the Kwikit employs a simplified
front frame design. It's so easy to assemble
almost
all you need is a screwdriver. 3/4" cabinet plywood used
throughout. Finest 3/4" Birch hardwood used for all finishing surfaces. Kit contains: all pre -machined and pre shaped wood sections; glue; hardware; plastic wood;
sandpaper; easy -to -follow instructions. If you like to
build your own and save money then the KwiKit is made
to order for you.
KEN -15 KwiKit $49.75 net.

...

THE EN -15 ENCLOSURE is the exact

enclosure used in
the MASTER system; minus the speaker components. University makes this enclosure available for those who
either have speakers or intend to build toward the
MASTER in successive stages, via P.S.E.
Mahogany $125.00 net.

Triangular Dipole and Screen Reflector.

(A)

Blond $130.50 net.

Unfinished $102.00 net.

PSE STORY
PSE-Progressive Speaker
THE

Expansion plan (a concept
first introduced by University)
is the most revolutionary development in speaker history.
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University speaker components, enclosures and networks
have been so uniquely designed
that it is possible to start an
excellent basic system at low
cost, and add to it later-while
enjoying immediate listening
satisfaction.
PSE makes it possible to build
up to the MASTER (or any other
fine system) in successive, inexpensive steps, using the KEN 15 KwiKit and EN -15.

(B)

Corner Reflector.
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For the complete,
fascinating story of
PSE please send
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for FREE illustrated brochure.
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Fig. 6. UHF Antennas.
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Other contributing color losses
can be reduced by being on the
lookout for:
1. Multipath reception due to
ground reflections or those
from other objects. A comparison of the curves in Figs.
7A and 7B shows the effect
on the over-all frequency response of the receiving system under specific conditions. Corrective measures
COLOR SUBCARRIER

(A) Normal Response Curve.

COLOR SUBCARRIER

(B)

Severe Attenuation of the Color Subcarrier Due to Multipath Receptior.

Fig. 7. Over -All Response Curves.

are the same as would be applied for monochrome reception-different antenna location, height, orientation, or
possibly the use of a more directional antenna.
2. Multipath reception due
to transmission -line pickup
or powerline pickup. Coax
lines should be tried, and
possibly elevator transformers or balun impedancetransforming units. A defective receiver input transformer has been known to create
many undesirable effects.
3. A combination of a poorly
designed antenna, a tuner
having a high VSWR, and a
critical length of transmission line, can result in partial
or complete loss of chroma.
The effects of two such combinations on the over-all

frequency response are

shown by the curves in Figs.
8A and 8B. In some cases
where this happens, shunting
the receiver antenna terminals with a 330- to 1,000 -ohm
resistor will help iron out the
problem.
4. Reaction of one receiver on
another when both are connected to a common transmission line. To prevent the
November, 1956
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... But it's

the most important
asset a company can have
A modern plant, a well -stocked inventory, a good shipping depart-

ment-these things are important. But, more important than all of
these, is the integrity of a firm ... that sense of moral responsibility
that demands that you do your best and stand behind what you do.
Integrity starts at the top and filters down, enhancing everything it touches. It serves notice on its customers that every product
bearing its label has a team of responsible people behind it.
And something happens to the product too Integrity seems to be
built right into it ... in ways that you can see and in many more
ways that you can't.
In addition to a close check on the quality of the various parts, we,
at University, do not tolerate any "sweeping under the carpet."
Even those parts which are completely enclosed and hidden from
view are as carefully finished as the exposed parts, guaranteeing
!

trouble-free performance.
That's why everyone is saying ..

LISTEN
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UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, INC., 80 SOUTH KENSICO AVENUE, WHITE PLAINS,
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NOW-A COMPLETE LINE!
MASTRA
TOTE
BOXES
Choose from this complete selection:
Model 11 "Special"
Holds 135 tubes of all sizes.
161/2"; H, 13/1";
Price $11.95.

W, 8". List

L,

Model

11

"Special"

or from the
NEW BLUE LINE:
Model XX "Thrift Kit"

Model 33 "Deluxe"
Holds tools, tester, 190 tubes.

Over

2600 cu. in usable space.
L, 221/4";
H, 151/4"; W, 8". List
Price $17.95. Complete with removable insert tray for tools.

Most attractive in the low price
field. Low in price, high in quality. L. 161/2"; H, 13"; W, 8". List
Price $9.95.

Model 22 "Super"
Over

Model 55 "Custom"
Holds complete assortment of
tools, up to 250 tubes. Over 2800
cu. in. of usable space. L, 19%";
H, 141/4"; W, 9%". List Price $22.95.
Includes removable insert tray (not
shown) for tools, rester, parts.

Model 33 "Deluxe"

2200 cu. in. of usable space.

stubs, isolating resistors or
pads should be used at each
receiver. Pad calculations are
fairly simple, and need not be
enlarged upon here.
5. Highly selective absorptions
(suckouts) at certain frequencies in some types of antennas.
6. Frequency discriminations
due to the antenna being improperly oriented.
It is possible that one or more
of these undesirable conditions
may manifest themselves in a TV
installation, regardless of the type
of antenna or receiver used. Others

Attractive blue finish. Ideal for

COLOR SUBCARRIER

more extensive tube requirements.
L, 221/4"; H, 13"; W, 8". List
Price $13.95.

Write for full line
catalog #CX1235

Now available in a complete line of tote boxes for every
requirement, the TNT Tote Boxes are unequalled in quality,
unsurpassed in appearance, competitive in price. Also
custom boxes made to your specs for specialized purposes.

Model 55 "Custom"

formation of resonant

(A) When Antenna Terminal Impedance is
100 Ohms.

COLOR SUBCARRIER

MASTRA COMPANY
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CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR: TENATRONICS
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14,
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TECHNIQUES

at last, the transistor book
you've been waiting for. A complete, lowcost handbook on how to
use transistors. Compiled especially
for the practical service technician
and experimenter! Keeps theory and
math to an absolute minimum but
gives you hundreds of practical hints
on how to put transistors to work
for you to achieve success in con
strutting modern, miniaturized electronic equipment. Covers testing,
performance, measurements and also
has individual chapters on constructtransistor
ing oscillators, triggers,
transformers, auto light control, and
a
transistorized geiger counter. An
ideal guide for the modern experielectronics
menter, student, and
technician.

Library Book No.
61. 96 pages $1.50

increase your

transistor
knowledge!
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No. 51.

52.00.
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Rufus P. Turner's practical book
remains the standard popular treatise on transistors for technicians
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how and why transistors work get
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Attenuation Due to Poor Antenna
Design, Tuner With High VSWR, and
Transmission Line of Critical Length.
Fig. 8.
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Transistor Techniques -Gernsback
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practical

Brand new low-cost guide to
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OHIO

NEW MARKET, ONTARIO

can exist only with a poorly designed antenna
a possibility
which has been guarded against as
far as the antennas we use are concerned. Field reports on the approximately 15,000 color TV installations made to-date corroborate these facts and, more than
ever, justify the efforts and expense of the testing program we
have outlined here. We have shown
here only a few of the antenna
types one may encounter. The
types shown do not even comprise
a complete line of the antennas
from which our own technicians
can choose, let alone stacked versions or other combinations. This
article is not to be interpreted as
indicating there is no possibility of
improvement in future TV antennas that will enhance color reception. Research continues even at
this writing; and judging from
past history of antenna development, new, improved designs will
undoubtedly be forthcoming as
color TV itself becomes more widely used.
PF REPORTER
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New Color Sets
(Continued from page 13)

again, a similar but separate circuit is used for control of the blue
beam.
Sawtooth current for the convergence yoke is developed across
an extra secondary winding on
the vertical output transformer. A
waveform of either positive or negative polarity and variable in
amplitude is applied to the red and
green yoke windings from the
arm of the red -and -green vertical
tilt potentiometer.
Parabolic current is obtained
from the vertical dynamic convergence transformer, which is fed
from the plate circuit of the vertical output tube. The amplitude of
the parabolic waveform applied to
the red and green windings is regulated by the red -and -green vertical parabola potentiometer. This
current is combined with the saw tooth current in the yoke.
In summary, the novel circuits
which have been described represent Motorola's efforts to develop
a dynamic convergence system
which is practical to produce and
which will make possible a high
degree of accuracy in converging
the three rasters on a color picture
tube.
New RCA Color Circuits
This year, RCA is producing

two separate series of color chassis
standard model containing
simplified chrominance circuitry,
and a deluxe model having several
extra stages which make possible
greater color detail.
Nearly all the set-up controls
(convergence and grey -scale) are
accessible from the front panels of
these new receivers. The field equalizing magnets around the rim
of the picture tube, which had to
be adjusted from the inside of the
cabinet in previous color sets, may
now be reached from the front.
Metal trim conceals all of these
service adjustments and protects

-a

them against tampering.
Flush -mounted on the front
panel is a box with a hinged cover.
The horizontal and vertical hold,
hue, color intensity, and contrast
control knobs are within this box
and accessible to the viewer. By removing two screws, the technician
can lift out this entire box and reveal. the array of service controls
November, 1956
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which can be seen in Fig. 5. Also
exposed are two spring -loaded
catches which hold in place the
bright-metal bezel that encircles
the safety glass. The lower edge of
the bezel can be pried away from
the cabinet when the catches are
pulled downward. Removal of the
bezel gives access to six screwdriver adjustments for the equalizing magnets. The technician in
Fig. 5 is turning one of these.
The set-up adjustments are
similar in number and kind to
those used in earlier 21" color receivers except for a change in the
DC convergence adjustments.
Formerly, permanent magnets
which had to be mechanically poFROM HORIZ
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Dynamic Convergence Circuits of Motorola Chassis TS -905.

Dynamic
Model 561

sitioned were mounted on the convergence yoke. On the new receivers, DC convergence is varied
by changing the DC current
through the dynamic convergence
coils. This current is regulated by
three variable resistors on the
front panel-the red, blue, and
green DC controls. In the early
production runs of the new receivers, another control was provided as a means of varying the
DC current through a coil on the
lateral corrector for the blue beam;
but more recently built receivers
incorporate a permanent magnet
as the lateral corrector. In addition to this magnet, the deflection
yoke, convergence yoke, and pu -
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Employs famous Jackson Dynamiccprinciple, applying separate voltages to each tube element.
voltage power supply for most accurate
tests. Improved switching system gives simplified, fast operation. Filament voltages for the
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service for one year.
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rity magnet still have to be positioned from the rear of the receiver; however, the positions of
the latter components are semipermanent and seldom require
changing.

Earlier RCA Victor color receivers had removable cabinet
tops; but since the technician now
has little reason to make set-up

STACKPOLE

aciei.ea/
CARBON

RESISTORS
at your
G

-C

Stackpole

adjustments inside the cabinet,
this feature has been discontinued.
Vertical mounting of the chassis
on the side of the cabinet has been
given up in favor of a horizontal chassis arrangement. The tuner
and several important controls
(off -on switch, volume, and brightness) are located apart from the
main chassis, on a separate bracket
in the upper right corner of the
cabinet. This location is intended
to save the operator considerable
stooping.
General Chassis Features

Distributor

The standard chassis is used in
the lowest -priced "Special" line
and also in the more elaborate
"Super" line. It is generally referred to as the CTC5 chassis although variations of this basic design are the CTC5A, B, C, D, or E
chassis. The second main type of
chassis is found in the "Deluxe"
line and was originally known as
the CTC5N. The "N" may be replaced with the suffix letters P, R,
T, U, W, AA, or AB to indicate
minor variations of the CTC5N
design.

The same genuine Stackpole Carbon
Resistors used everywhere are now
packaged for greater convenience and
protection. You'll find them in their
handy plastic boxes at your G -C
Stackpole distributor. Look for .
exact replacement G -C
insist on
Stackpole Carbon Resistors.

...

G -C

A pair of 5U4GB rectifier tubes
are used in the new receivers in
place of selenium stacks, and the
use of dual -section tubes has been
somewhat limited because of the
layout requirements of printed
wiring boards. As a result of these
two factors, both of the new chassis types actually have more tubes
than the previous CTC4 design.
(There are 27 tubes in the CTC5

and 30 in the CTC5N compared
with 26 in the CTC4.)
Monochrome Circuits

The luminance, sound, sync,
and sweep circuits of the new color
receivers are not greatly different
from their counterparts in the pre-

ceding models. The biggest

changes are in the tube types employed.
A two -stage video amplifier is
used in the new color chassis, as in
previous sets. The plate load of the
12BY7A video output tube is divided into three sections in such a
way that a different signal amplitude and bias voltage are supplied
to each cathode of the picture
tube. The luminance signal must
be proportioned in this manner in
order to compensate for the different efficiencies of the three color
phosphors.
The signal for the video output
tube is obtained from the cathode
of the 6AW8 pentode section
which is used as a first video amplifier. Inputs for the chrominance,
sync, and AGC circuits are taken
from the plate of the 6AW8. The
various sync and sweep stages are
similar to those formerly used, but
the new models have a rearranged
tube lineup.
The new sets use the 21AXP22A
picture tube, operated at an anode
potential of only 20 kilovolts. Up
to now, 25 kilovolts have been applied to the high -voltage anodes of
21" color tubes. Because of the
reduction in voltage, the single
3A3 tube has come back into use
as a high -voltage rectifier, replacing the higher -rated 3B2 which is
used in 25 -kv sets. In addition, the
use of a special high -voltage interlock has been discontinued.
Color receivers contain horizontal retrace blanking circuits
because the color synchronizing

.

ELECTRONICS MFG. CO.

Division of General Cement, Textron, Inc.
Rockford, Illinois
400 South Wyman St.

Go To The Distributor Displaying
The G -C

Stackpole Sign

Fig. 5. Technician Adjusting Field -Equalizing
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burst (present in the incoming signal during horizontal retrace
time) can activate the chrominance circuits and show up in the
picture as a yellowish stripe if not

AROUND THE WORLD

again and again!

suppressed. Blanking is accomplished in different ways in the two
new chassis, acting upon the luminance channel in the CTC5 and
upon the chrominance channel in
the CTC5N.
A triode section of a 6AW8,
used as a blanking amplifier in the
standard chassis, applies a pulse
to the screen grid of the second
video amplifier and cuts off beam
current in the picture tube during
horizontal retrace time. In the deluxe chassis, the blanking amplifier is one half of a 12BH7A, and
it acts to prevent the color bandpass amplifier from producing an
output signal during retrace.

extent to which
Stackpole fixed composition resistors
are used may be gained from
this illustration.
Afair idea of the

Laid end to end, the total number of
these tiny components produced to date
by Stackpole would extend many times
around the world.

Color Circuits

Most of the differences between
the standard and deluxe sets in
the new line are found in the
chrominance circuits.
The chrominance portions of
the CTC5 and CTC5N chassis appear in Figs. 6A and 6B respec-

Such acceptance is a tribute, both to
the high quality of the resistors and to
the dependable, personalized service,
that Stackpole puts behind each

resistor order.

tively.
A major simplification has
taken place in the color -sync circuits of both new chassis. The
feedback system made up of the
phase detector and reactance tube,
which has been included in all

previous RCA Victor color sets,
has been omitted in the latest
models. Color sync is now maintained by injection of an amplified burst signal into the grid circuit of the chrominance oscillator.
The oscillator frequency is still
crystal -controlled, but phase is
governed by the incoming burst
signal.
In both new sets, a keyer tube
which is pulsed into conduction
during horizontal retrace time extracts the burst information from
a chrominance signal which has
passed through one stage of amplification. The standard chassis has
a triode keyer followed by a pentode which amplifies the burst, but
a single pentode performs both
keying and amplification in the deluxe chassis. The standard chassis
is more elaborate than the deluxe
type in this one respect.
The bandpass amplifier for the
November, 1956
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Fig. 6. Block Diagrams of Chrominance Sections of RCA Victor Color Receivers.

chrominance signal consists of
one stage in the CTC5 chassis and
two in the CTC5N. The amplifier
of the deluxe chassis can pass a
relatively wide band of frequencies, and it therefore retains some
of the small -area color information
included in the 0.5 to 1.5 -mc portions of the I signal. This fine color
detail is not recovered in the
standard chassis, which has a
chrominance bandpass of not
much more than 0.5 me either side
of the color subcarrier. The latter
bandwidth is typical of chrominance circuits in the CTC4 chassis
and in many other makes of color

like those which have been used
before, conducts and disables the

chrominance channel during
black -and -white reception. When
a color program comes on, the
color burst reaches the chrominance oscillator. In turn, the oscillator circuit develops a bias voltage which cuts off the color killer,
allowing the chrominance signal to
reach the demodulators.
In the CTC5N chassis, a signal
from the oscillator is rectified by a
1N60 crystal diode to develop a
bias voltage for the killer. This
voltage is also fed to the first bandpass amplifier as an automatic
chroma control (ACC) voltage
which is similar to AGC in that

sets.

undesirable amplitude variations
in the incoming color signal are.
minimized.
Color Demodulation and Matrixing

The circuitry for color demodulation and matrixing has been
greatly simplified since the first
color receivers were designed. In
the process of converting the
chrominance signal into R -Y, B -Y
and G -Y color-difference signals
and amplifying them to a level
suitable for driving the picture
tube, the original RCA Victor CT 100 receiver used 71/2 tubes. The
new CTC5 chassis utilizes only
two 12AT7's as high-level triode
demodulators for the same pur -

SO SAE!

The color killer in the new sets,
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The reader should recall that,
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tion which produces both polarities of the B -Y and G -Y signalshas been tried in the CTC5 chassis.
The color -phase diagram in Fig. 7
shows the relationship between
these axes and the reference burst
signal. Notice that the phase angle
between the B -Y and G -Y axes is
123°. This is the phase difference
which exists between the CW signals supplied to the two demodulators.
The two cathodes of each demodulator are fed with CW signals
from opposite ends of a transformer winding in order to produce a
180° phase difference between the
sampling times of the two sections
of the tube. Identical chrominance
signals are fed to both control
grids of the two tubes. The result
is that a color -difference signal of
positive polarity is produced by
one half of each tube while the
same signal of a negative polarity
is developed by the other half. The
positive B -Y and G -Y signals are

150 kc

-435 mc;
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nais are applied to the grids of the
R -Y and B -Y amplifiers respectively, with the result that a combination of the X and Z signals is
developed across the common
cathode resistor.

applied to the picture tube, while
the negative polarities are proportionately combined in a resistive matrix to obtain R -Y.
Still another approach to demodulation is made in the CTC5N
chassis. A pair of 6BY6 pentagrid
tubes are used as synchronous demodulators, and their outputs are
combined and amplified in three
color -difference amplifiers which
utilize 12BH7A triodes in identical circuits. The signals obtained
at the output of these three amplifiers are the R -Y, G -Y, and B -Y
color -difference signals.
The demodulation axes in the
deluxe chassis are 57.5° apart and
are termed X and Z. The phase relationship between these two axes
and the burst signal is shown in
Fig. 8. Note that X is equal to
(R -Y) and that Z is essentially
the same as -Q. Actually, the
phase angle between X and Z is
0.5° greater than that between
(R -Y) and -Q.
The three identical 12BH7A
amplifiers have a common cathode
circuit which contributes to the
matrixing of the two demodulator
output signals. The X and Z sig-

R

Y amplifier plate circuit to get the
B -Y signal.
The grid of the G -Y amplifier

receives no signal information.
The proportions of X and Z signals in the common cathode signal are such that the application
of this signal to the G -Y amplifier
cathode will cause the G -Y signal to be developed in the plate
circuit of this amplifier.
It should be mentioned that the
CW reference signals applied to
the two demodulators are made
unequal in amplitude in order that
the inputs to the R -Y and B-Y
amplifiers will have the correct
proportions for proper mixing.

-Y

Q

REF BURST

-IB-YI

BURST TO Z
=

B -Y

\

32.5°

ZTOX=57.5°
0.5°

Summary

A choice between standard and
deluxe chassis, improved accessibility of service controls, and extensive use of printed wiring are
among the most important features of the new RCA Victor color
TV sets. Circuitry, especially in
the chrominance section of the
standard chassis, has been somewhat simplified-but not as much
as the substantial reduction in the
prices of the new models might
indicate.

-IR-YI

x

Fig. 8. Phase Relationships Between X, Z,
Q, and Burst Axes.

-

The grid and cathode signals
both have an effect upon the plate
voltage of the R -Y and B -Y amplifiers. The cathode signal and a
grid -derived -X signal are combined in the plate circuit of the
R -Y amplifier to produce the R -Y
signal. Similarly, the cathode signal and -Z are combined in the B-

-
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Intercarrier Conversion
(Continued from page 15)

to take out the 21 -mc discriminator transformer and the 21 -mc
interstage transformer, which is
located between the two audio IF
stages. The next step is to remove
the two 1,500-mmf capacitors
from the screen grid circuit of the
limiter stage. Then the two 100K
resistors and the 270-mmf capacitor should be taken out of the discriminator stage. The grid of the
first audio IF stage is disconnected from the 21 -mc take-off
trap, and the grid-leak resistor
and capacitor are removed from
the low end of this trap. This
TABLE

I

-4.5 -mc

Connect the other terminal of
the 4.5 -mc coil through a 3- to 5mmf capacitor to the plate of the
first video amplifier. This same
terminal on the coil should also be
connected to the grid of the first
audio IF tube.
Consult the schematic in Fig.
3 in which the dotted lines are the
original parts of the hookup that
are retained and the solid lines
represent the new wiring that
must be incorporated.
First, install a new 4.5-mc interstage transformer and a new
discriminator transformer. A selection of transformers and coils
that are satisfactory for use in the
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Fig. 3. Schematic of New 4.5 -mc Circuit.
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conversion of this receiver are
given in Table I. (The manufacturer includes a drawing of the
transformer and a sample circuit
using that transformer in the box
with each unit.)
When installing the transformers, be sure to position them so
that the terminals on the transformers are as near as possible to
the tube pins to which they will
connect. This will avoid crossed
leads and any subsequent trouble.
Since small sized cans with spadelug mountings were employed in
the original 21 -mc circuit, it is
necessary to drill one new hole
and to do a small amount of filing
for each new transformer. As indicated in Fig. 4, enlarge the
original drill hole and relocate the

4.5 INTERSTAGE
SOUND IF AMP

J

I

a

leaves the chassis stripped of all
unnecessary 21 -mc components,
and you are ready to start the
actual conversion work.
A 4.5 -mc take-off coil should be
mounted at a convenient point between the first video amplifier
tube and the first audio IF amplifier. If you will consult the schematic diagram in Fig. 1 and the
drawing in Fig. 2, you will note
that Fig. 1 shows the original circuit with all removed parts in
dotted lines. The drawing in Fig.
2 shows the approximate location
of the 4.5 -mc take-off coil.
One side of the take-off coil can
be connected to the chassis with a
short piece of heavy wire. Due to
space limitations, the wire should
be insulated to prevent shorts.

fix,
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right, chances are that a fluctuating
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One sure way of making voltage
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automatic voltage stabilizer. Regardless whether the input voltage
ranges from 95 to 130 volts, the
output voltage will automatically
be corrected to 115 volts ± 3%.
Another feature to remember, this
unit uses no current unless the TV
set is in operation. An automatic
relay disconnects primary circuit
under "no load" conditions and
automatically connects circuit when
load is applied to the secondary circuit. Secondary voltage is indicated
on voltmeter while unit is in operation. Furnished complete, ready
to plug-in. See this Acme Electric

Automatic Voltage Stabilizer at
your dealer.
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other as required. The side of the
old mounting opening can then be
filed to provide clearance for the
new, larger transformer. This operation should take only a few
minutes for both transformers.
When the mounting of the
transformers is completed, hook
up the circuit as shown in Fig. 3.
Use new 100K resistors and new
100-mmf capacitors in the discriminator circuit, and measure
the resistors with an ohmmeter to
make sure they are very nearly
equal before installing them. This
will insure that the discriminator
can be aligned properly. Install
new components to complete the
circuits as shown in Fig. 3.
At this point, all that remains is
to align the video -IF and the new
audio -IF systems. Follow the
video alignment instructions
given in the service literature and
carefully set all traps, including
the old 21 -mc take-off trap. Since
this trap is no longer loaded, it
may be necessary to change the
47-mmf capacitor across the coil
tò 50 or 53 mmf in order to get the
trap to dip properly. The slug
should be in the upper part of the
trap coil, i. e. it should not be way
out of the coil form nor near the
bottom of its travel.
After the traps have been
dipped, peak each IF coil as directed and then skip to á check
of the over-all pattern. (It has
been found that most signal -generating equipment will not produce a signal strong enough to
permit the step in which the coils
are shunted with 300 -ohm resistors.) Retouch the adjustments
as necessary to produce the required over-all pattern.
When the video IF has been
properly aligned, proceed to align
the sound IF by connecting a 4.5 mc unmodulated signal with 450kc sweep through a 1,000-mmf capacitor to the grid of the first
video amplifier. The ground lead
of the generator goes to chassis.
Connect the vertical amplifier input of the oscilloscope to the center junction of the 100K resistors (point A), and the low side
to chassis.
Adjust the 4.5 -mc take-off coil
at Al, the primary and secondary
of the interstage transformer at
A2 and A3, and the primary of the

discriminator transformer at A4
to produce the pattern shown in
Fig. 5A. The pattern should have
maximum amplitude and proper
shape.
Next connect the vertical input of the oscilloscope to point B,
and low side to chassis. Adjust the
discriminator secondary to produce the pattern shown in Fig. 5B.
You should strive for the steepest
possible center line, with the positive and negative portions of the
POWER TRANSFORMER

FILE OJT TO FIT
NEW TRANSFORMERS

ENLARGE

HOLES

Fig. 4. Metal Work Required.

signals being equal. The 4.5 -mc
marker should appear at the center of the line as shown.
The horizontal input selector of
the scope should be set to external, and a drive signal from the
sweep generator should be connected to the horizontal input
terminals. If the signal generator
provides 120 -cps sweep, the double pattern in Fig. 5B will be obtained when the secondary of the
4.5MC

4.5 MC

(A) At Point A.

4.5MC

(B)

At Point

B.

Fig. 5. Alignment Patterns.

discriminator is adjusted. In most
cases, the drive signal from the
signal generator of the scope will
be 60 cps and only the single pattern in Fig. 5B will be present.
With the sound system aligned,
the conversion is complete. The
job can ordinarily be done in a
couple of hours, from start to
finish.
Conclusion

An intercarrier conversion such
as this might seem to some to be
an impractical move; however,
the entire job can be done with a
customer billing of about $25
(this includes a $10 parts charge) .
Conversion is often less expensive
to the customer than repeated repairs and adjustments in a balky
21 -mc sound system.
PF REPORTER
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Shop Talk
(Continued from page 11)

desirable that all signals leaving
the amplifiers possess comparable
levels. When individual strips
( Fig. 4) are employed to amplify
each signal, the gain of each strip
can be adjusted to achieve this
equalization; however, when all
signals are combined and fed to a
single all -channel amplifier, individual signal levels must be adjusted before the amplifier. For
this, inserted attenuation pads
are very useful. Failure to provide
this balance will lead to crossmodulation and various picture
distortions such as "windshield
wiper" effect, "herringbone" patterns, or complete picture breakup. More will be said about these
difficulties in a subsequent column.
Master amplifiers are generally
positioned at a point which is
readily accessible for service as
well as centrally located in reference to the various TV receivers. A
fairly common location in small

and medium-sized apartment
buildings is the elevator penthouse, or near the door leading
onto the roof. In large buildings, a
location near the center of one of
the middle floors may be more desirable in order to keep down the
number of outlets on any one dis-

tribution line.

Distribution Lines

Beyond the master amplifiers,
the various signals must be distributed throughout the building
in accordance with the receiver requirements. For this purpose
either passive splitters may be
used, line -bridging cathode -follower amplifiers, or straight amplifiers (where the input signal
is applied to the grid and the output signal obtained at the plate).
The two latter units cost more but
they possess the advantage of
splitting the signal with very little
loss and they can also provide
greater isolation between the various distribution lines or risers.
Distribution lines are almost invariably formed of coaxial cable.
There are a number of reasons for
this, For one thing, these lines
must frequently run down elevator shafts, through metal tube
conduits, and through or alongNovember, 1956
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side wire lath in walls. Not only
are unshielded lines more susceptible to physical damage, but the
proximity of metallic surfaces will
adversely affect their characteristics, causing excessive loss and
leading to standing waves, reflections, and ghosts. In addition, unshielded lines will radiate, and
this can be particularly annoying
to nearby receivers because of the
high signal levels existing on the
distribution lines. Two types of
coaxial lines have been widely
used, RG 11/U and RG 59/U.
The loss on RG 11/U is lower, and
hence it is recommended for longer
runs. RG 59/U can be used on
branch lines where its higher loss
would not be detrimental and its
lower cost would offer savings.
Cable Tapoffs

The final item in a master antenna system is the unit (called
cable tapoff or isolation tap)
which taps off a portion of the signal on a distribution line and
feeds it into a receiver. These networks, which are nearly always
passive, present sufficient isolation
between the distribution lines and
receivers to prevent receiver local oscillator radiation into the system (where it could reach other
receivers and create interference
patterns). The networks are designed to provide 10- to 20 -db isolation between receivers connected to the same feeder line,
and at the same time, they reduce
the signal on that line by only a
few db (called insertion loss).
The foregoing represent the
major items of a master antenna
distribution system. Additional
materials such as wall outlets, 75 to -300 ohm impedance matching
devices, line terminators, and special automatic gain control units
( Fig. 3) for master amplifiers are
also used. The extent of any system is governed by the number of
receivers which have to be serviced
and the area within the building
which the system must cover. In
the final analysis, however, we do

not actually alter the fundamental arrangement of the components but merely the number of
such units required. In next
month's discussion, the considerations which enter into the installation of a master antenna system
will be discussed.

"Anyway you look at it
... this is DYNAMIC!"

EDITOR'S NOTE: For some time
now, many of our readers have
queried us about problems dealing

with the business and management phases of operating a service
shop. Thus, this column will appear as one of our regular features
and will deal specifically with the
problems confronting a service
shop owner.

Recently I attended the "Small
Business Institute" held at the
University of Minnesota's Center
for Continuation of Study under
the sponsorship of the Minnesota
Television Service Engineers. Part
of the program was devoted to lectures and discussions on keeping
track of expenses and- budgeting
income to show a reasonable profit.
This month's "Let's Talk Business" attempts to answer the allimportant question, "What does
it cost you to run your business?"
If you cannot honestly answer
this question, the chances are better than ever that you do not
know what your profit is. In addition, it will be difficult for you to
plan for future business, and you
will have trouble making adjustments in your costs and charges to
provide competitive service at a
reasonable profit.
The shop owner who knows
where his money is spent can make
allowances for business slumps
and show a fair profit while at the
same time becoming extremely
competitive. He can offer greater
security to his employees and has
a sound basis upon which to plan
for future business. In order to
achieve these objectives, however,
it's almost mandatory that some
form of cost accounting be applied
to his business.
Just what is cost accounting
and how can it be applied to a TV
service business? Cost accounting
in its fullest application is quite
complicated; however, its basic
principle simply involves making
an analysis of how much money it
takes to run a business and determining where this money is spent.
In other words, it is the process of
determining and recording costs.
A large manufacturing corporation, for instance, will have one
breakdown of expenditures by departments, and a finer breakdown
86
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of the expenditures within each

department. For certain operations, such as the assembly of a
specific item, the cost of each part
and each operation will be accounted for.
Luckily, the owner of a TV service business need not go into cost
accounting this deeply. He should,
however, have a breakdown which
can be used to budget his overhead, labor, and material costs in
order to have a clear picture of
future expenses. This breakdown
can be relatively simple, yet surprisingly accurate and useful. If
needed, assistance along these
lines may be obtained from an accounting firm or from the local
office of the Small Business Administration, operated for your
benefit by the Federal Government.
Computing Overhead

Overhead takes into consideration all business expenditures
which cannot be directly charged
to specific jobs. A monthly overhead analysis for a typical shop
might be as follows:
OVERHEAD

Average Monthly Expenditures

$150.00
Rent
25.00
Heating & air-conditioning
100.00
Bank note
40.00
Truck depreciation
30.00
Truck upkeep & operation
12.50
Truck insurance & license
10.00
Liability insurance
28.75
Unemployment insurance
18.25
Social Security
4.80
Workmen's compensation
60.00
Employee's car allowance
30.00
Electricity
30.00
Telephone
100.00
Advertising
40.00
Equipment depreciation
10.00
Office supplies

Misc. shop supplies
Books, magazines & manuals
Taxes on eqpt. (incl. truck) .

Total

20.00
17.50
15.00

$741.80

Of course, the cost of some of
these items will vary from month
to month, and an average figure
must be used. Take advertising,
for example-just because a figure
of $100.00 has been listed does not
mean that this amount will be
spent every month. You may
spend only $75.00 this month, but
find it advantageous to advertise
to the tune of $125.00 next month.
Note that truck and equipment
depreciation are listed under overhead. This is very important because at some time or another,
these items will need replacing,
and part of the monthly income
should be set aside to take care of
this eventual expense. To determine the monthly rate of depreciation for a piece of equipment,
divide the initial cost of the unit
by the life -expectancy figure in
months. Life -expectancy figures
for trucks, test equipment, etc.,
may be obtained from the Internal
Revenue Bureau.
If you have people working for
you, there are certain other expenses which should be figured in
overhead. Unemployment insurance, social security, and workmen's compensation are expenses
imposed on employers. In most
states, the maximum rate for unemployment insurance is 2.7% of
an employee's annual income up
to $3,000.00. The percentage may
be reduced to as little as .1% if the
money paid in by a business is not
drawn against. The amount paid
is actually determined by the accumulated reserve. When this reserve (amount credited to your
account) reaches a certain percentage of the total payroll, the
rate is adjusted accordingly. The
reserve is drawn against by employees during layoff periods over
which they have no control. An
additional .3% of an employee's
income up to $3,000.00 must be
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paid annually by the employer to
the Federal Government to cover
administrative costs. This rate
does not vary.
The cost of workmen's compensation insurance is relatively low.
Although the rate varies with occupation, it generally runs about
.3% of the employee's gross salary.
The social security rate is now
2% of an employee's income, up
to a maximum of $84.00 in a calendar year.
Other overhead expenses to be
considered are those involved in
operating and maintaining the
service truck. These should be
computed in accordance with the
number of miles which will be
driven. For example, let's estimate
that the truck will be driven about
9,000 miles in the next 12 months.
This is an average of 750 miles per
month. If gasoline costs 300 a gallon and the truck averages 15 miles
per gallon, then an average of 50
gallons will be used every month
at a cost of $15.00. Lubrication,
oil changes, and wash jobs might
average $5.00 a month. Tires and
repairs could cost $120.00 a year
or $10.00 a month.
COMING IN THE
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When depreciation, insurance,
license fees, etc. are considered,
the overhead figures may show
that the cost of owning and operating a truck is somewhat higher
than the allowance which would
be paid to an employee for driving
his car the same number of miles.
For the most part, these expenses
will exist whether the truck is
driven much or not. Yet, a truck
is a necessity in the business; and
in an effort to cut expenses, the
truck should be used in lieu of an
employee's car whenever practical.
Another expense which must be
figured into overhead is the item
of taxes. Many states impose taxes
on equipment and property. The
annual tax rate should be computed and divided by 12 to arrive
at an average monthly figure. If
you own the building that houses
your business and any associated
property (parking or warehouse
space), don't forget to include the
rates on these in your computations.
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Monthly Payroll Expense
The biggest single expense for

most service -type business establishments is the payroll. Actually,
this expense could be listed as part
of the overhead; however, if the
payroll includes two or more people (not counting the owner) , it is
advantageous to keep a separate
accounting of it.
In our typical shop, the employee group consists of two technicians and an office girl. Naturally, they expect to be paid on time.
Even though the employees may
be paid on an hourly or weekly
basis, income and expenditures are
usually figured on a monthly basis.
For this reason, it will be convenient to arrive at an average
monthly payroll figure so that
bookkeeping and budgeting will
be easier.
Suppose that the two technicians earn $2.00 and $1.80 an
hour, respectively, and that the office girl's salary is $50.00 a week.
Assuming that each employee will
work 40 hours a week, it shouldn't
be difficult to arrive at an average
monthly payroll figure.
But wait-the TV service business doesn't operate on a 40 -hour
week. The public is demanding
and getting evening and Saturday

.
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service. This means that employees will have to work more
than 40 hours a week, or their
working hours will have to be staggered. Saturday is usually a big
day, and you will undoubtedly
need both of your technicians to

handle Saturday's load throughout most of the year. If the
business load requires them to
work more than 40 hours a week,
it may be necessary to pay them
extra for overtime.
For example, let's assume that
the technicians will be required to
work 48 hours a week for about 36
weeks out of the year and 40 hours
during each of the other weeks.
(The work weeks may be staggered during slower seasons so
that one technician will work
Tuesday through Saturday while
the other works Monday through
Friday.) The office girl may or
may not work overtime, depending on the needs of your business.
It is advisable to estimate the total
annual overtime cost and arrive at
an average monthly figure for your
budget. A sample payroll accountting is shown in Table I.

Table

I-Average Monthly Payroll
Annual

John Jones

$

Bill Smith

$

Mary Brown

2.00/hr.

1.80/hr.
$50.00/wk.

Tota Is

Monthly

Wage

Overtime

$

4,160.00

$

864.00

$

418.67

$

3,744.00

$

777.60

$

376.80

$

2,600.00

$

450.00

$

254.17

Rate

$10,504.00

$2,091.60

Owner's salary

The final figure takes vacations,
holidays, and sick leaves into consideration; also, a standard figure
has been set for the owner's salary.
In an operation of this type, it is
better for the owner to pay himself
a salary rather than to dip into the
till every time he needs something.
Of course, any profit remaining at
the end of a calender year is also
the owner's income under a proprietorship and will be taxed as
such.
If the amount shown for the average monthly payroll can be set
aside every month, the business

500.00

$1,549.64

should have little trouble meeting
this obligation. When business is
slow and payrolls are light, money
should be allowed to accumulate
to help meet heavier payrolls during the busy seasons. There is the

possibility that the average

amount cannot be set aside due to
reduced income during a slow period. In this case, it would be better to compute the monthly average without considering the overtime figure. The latter may be
computed separately as an average over the 9-month period when
income and payrolls will be great-

,d/ -
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er. The payroll figure would then be about $1,375.00
per month for 3 months and $1,ß08.00 per month for
9 months.
Cost of Materials

The third and final item which must be added into
the cost of doing business is the money spent for materials which can be charged directly against specific
job orders. This would include tubes, component
parts, and other replacement materials used in effecting the repair of instruments or appliances for your
Cost of materials is fairly difficult to compute because of many variations. Even if you have a pretty
good idea of the number of calls you expect to make
in the futúre, you may not be able to accurately estimate the cost of the materials needed for these calls.
Also, discounts vary on different items, and the income resulting from parts used or sold does not have
a direct relationship with income for services.
About the only way to compute the average materials cost per month is to use figures obtained from
records of past business. For instance, a typical
month may have resulted in 282 calls for service. Of
these, 217 may have been completed in the home,
while 65 required shop service. An analysis of the
job orders might show that $3.50 was the average
charge for parts used on a house call, and an average
of $12.50 was charged for parts installed in sets
brought into the shop. Roughly, the net cost of these
parts might be $2.00 for those used on house calls and
$8.00 for those installed in sets brought into the shop.
Using the foregoing figures as a basis for computing future expenditures, the materials cost for a typical month should run around $950.00. Here again,
you may want to use a lower figure for slow months
and a higher one for peak months. The important
factor is that you have been able to arrive at a figure
that can be budgeted and used as an estimate in determining future expenditures.
Final Analysis

When all of the above expense items have been determined, we can make a complete monthly cost accounting for our typical shop.
TOTAL EXPENSES

Overhead
Payroll
Materials

741.00
$
$ 1,549.64

Monthly Average
Annual Expenses

$ 3,240.64

$

950.00

$38,887.68

Of course, to make a profit, this shop must take in
of money or find means of decreasing the cost of doing business. Based on the
specified average of 282 calls per month, however,
the shop should have an annual income of around
$42,000.00, which means an annual profit of roughly

at least this amount

$3,100.00.

The budgeted figures should be compared to actual
income and expenditures to make sure that things

aren't getting out of hand.
Cost accounting will enable you to determine if
you're spending too much money and where it is
being spent; and just as important, it will tell you
whether or not to expand your business activities.
November, 1956
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The ERIE 413 High Voltage Cerami con is an innovation in capacitor
design and has had wide acceptance

by servicemen everywhere.
Now, for even greater convenience,
each body is individually packaged
with 7 terminals in 5 different styles.
With a minimum stock the serviceman is now able to supply the correct
replacement terminals for practically
any receiver rated at 20 KV or lower.
Inventory is reduced, service time is
reduced, profits are increased. The
illustrations above tell the story.
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electronic distributors everywhere.
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black and white and color TV and
how it acts as a closed-circuit TV.
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lab -type Test Equipment Calibrator
Model 750 that checks instrument accuracy. Also Bulletin 500 on DynaQuick Dynamic Mutual Conductance
Tube Tester and Bulletin 400 on CRT
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the Sams automatic monthly purchasing plan. Also complete details on the
Sams popular Time Payment Plan. See
advertisements pages 4, 62.
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See advertisement page 88.
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18Y. WEN (Wen Products, Inc.)

Folder AL -1 illustrating and describing entire Wen line of handy, low cost,
electric power tools -soldering guns,
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2nd Cover.
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Additional literature on Model 150
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U, 79326,

2003

793295,

79330U,

79333U,

79334U

791329,

799330,

793323002)

(Ch.2

Set

338
3012)

(Ch

338-2

799332

-2

(Ch.

3003)

338-2
77307, U, 77309, U, 71310, U (Ch.
338-2
3001, 3002)
771311, 719312 (Ch. 3003) 338-2
(Ch. 3013, 3615)

216 (See Model T200)
616 (See Model C240)
636 (See Model C230)
656 (See Model C220)
2001, 2002 (see Model 69321)
2003 (See Model 699323)
2017 (See Model 67101)

3001, 3002 (see Model 79325)
3003 (See Model 799329)
3012 (See Model 7K333U)
Ch. 3013, 3015 (See Model 799333)
CHEVROLET
331-4
987368
COLUMBIA RECORDS
336-1
412

331-5

424

CONTINENTAL

335-4

(4047424)

ARVIN
95491 (Ch. RE -389)
9549 -Set 300-2)

(See

Model

TV2-9324A,

8565

(See

Model

TV2-9334A,

RE -412)

(Ch.

954P -Set 300-2)
Ch. RE -412 (See Model 8565)

BAGPIPER

U,

K2251,

U

(Ch.

T20,

72150, U,
120-1)

12151,

U

(Ch.

T20,

328--3

T20-1

338-3

7266505, 7266535

330-2
-5
331-2
6721680-4, -5, 67216MD-4 -5 (Ch.
331-2
CX-385)
11C216BD-4, -5, IIC216MDJ, -5
331-2
(Ch. CX-38S)
2956 (Ch. CR -218)

37216BD, -4, -5, 37216MD-4,
(Ch. CX-385)

-5,
CX-385)

16C21680-4, -5, 16C216FD-4,
-5 (Ch.

331-2
330-3
331-3

46195613, M (Ch. CA -239)

88P66BNL
Ch. CA -239 (See Model 4611161)
Ch. CR -218 (Se. Model 21156)
Ch. CX-385 Series (See Model
t
3721680-4)
CBS -COLUMBIA
C220 (Ch. 656)
C230, C231, C232
C240 (Ch. 616)

69321,
69328U

U,

B, TV

2-9353A

.

.

(Ch. 458)
AT -11M (Ch. 488)

336-16-S

M,

W

(Ch.

481)

(See

Model 1-17A13HSet 332-3)
TAMH,
TAW* (Ch.
332-3
481)
1-21CABH, CABU, CAMH, CAMU
336-3
(Ch. 483, 484)

1-21RABH,
(Ch.

RABU,

RAMH,

483, 434)

J-21TABH,
TAWH,

TABU,

TAWU

(Ch.

483346

BK, BN, GN, MN, WE
334-4
(Ch. 1102)
Ch. R102 (See Model 1M-8BG)
Ch. 483, 484 (See Model 1-21CABH)
Ch. 487 (See Model AC -108)
Ch. 488 (See Model AC -118)
1M -813G,

D0110
FM50
R710

337-1
636)
337-1
337-1
7204 (Ch.
338-1

RR550

DEWALD
K-701 -A

DUMONT

334-2
699328
334-2

RAMU

336--3

TAMH, TAMU,

DAVID BOGEN

(Ch.

699323, 691324, 699327,

336-2

.

336-16-S
336-16-5

DB130

69322, U, 6K327U,
(Ch. 2001, 2002)

(Ch. 2003)

9352A,

.

1V2 -9337A...336-2
B. TV2-9351A, TV2-

9660

7200, 1201, 1202, 7203,
216)

I,

.

1-177ABH,

CAPEHART

16C216MD-1,

9336A,

AH -11 B
AT -11B,
AT -701,

328-3

Ch. 720, 120-1 (See Model K2250)

CADILLAC

TV2-9327A.
336-2
B. TV2-9335A, TV2-

B,

AC -10B,

BENDIX

K2250,

TV2-

CROSLEY
AC -10M, AH -10B, AT -108,
334-14-S
AT -10M (Ch. 487)
.AC -11B, AC-1TM (Ch. 488)

335-2

S99101

1V2 -9325A,

B,

9326A,

7V2 -9350A,

332-5

842

SRA-356, RA -357
Cambridge (See RA -356)
Colefax (See RA -356)
Trainor (See RA -356)
Travis (See RA-356)

332-4
337-3
337-4
336-4
330-4
331-6
329-5
334-5

-

(Ch. 120333-Z) (See PCB 159
322-1 and Model 1102D

Set

299-4)

(Ch. 120292-P, -V) .331-7
331-7
(Ch. 120293-T, -X)
331-7
1178 (Ch. 120292-P, -V)
.1179 (Ch. 120292-7, -X) 331-7
331-7
1180 (Ch. 120292-11, -V)
1181 (Ch. 120293-7, X) 331-7
331-7
1186 (Ch. 120299-V)
331-7
1187 (Ch. 120300X)
331-7
1188 (Ch. 120299-V)
331-7
1189 (Ch. 120300-X)
1232 (Ch. 120331-H)...33 7-15-S
1233 (Ch. 120332 -R)...337 -I5-S
1234 (Ch. 120333-Z) (See PCB 159
-Set 322-1 and Model 1102D
Set 299-4)
1246 (Ch. 120245-Z) (See PCB 159
-Set 322-1 and Model 11020

1176
1177

-

Set

-

299-4)

2026A,

2028A, 2030A (Ch. 120292-

2032A

(Ch. 120299-V) (See Model

V) (See Model 1176

-$et 331-7)

1186 -Set 331-7)
Ch. 120292-P, -V (See Model 1176)
Ch. 120293-1, -X (See Model 1177)
Ch. 120299-V (See Model 1186)
Ch. 130300-X (See Model 1187)
Ch. 120331-H (See Model 1232)
Ch. 120332-R (See Model 1233)
Ch. 120333-Z (See Model 1146)

("U"

2)C)72

line)

217050 ("U" line) ....328-14-5
211060, 211061 ("U" line)

24C)82,

("U"

24C183

328-14-S

line)

328-14-S

329-7

675, 676

KD, KLO,

T,

710

KD, KLO,

TB,

TILO,

332-6
332-6

FIRESTONE
4-A-131 (Code 1.5-3A7, U) 329-6
4-A-132 (Code 364-5.355).333-5
4-C-27 (Code 1.5-5P5)
335-6
4-C-29 (Code 120-6-T1600) 336-5
13-G-195, 13-G-196, 13-G-197,
13-G-198, 13-0-199, 13-G-200
9C/A,
(CodAsU/B3
UT/A)
13-G-201, 13-G-2012, 13-G-203,
13-G-204, 13-G-205, 13-G-206
334-5-A61C/A, 334.5(Codes

U332-7/
330-5

A6IU/A)

FORD
FOR -18805-B
FOR -18805-81
FOR -108806-F
FDV-18805-A

331-8
337-6
328-4
333-6
328-4
331-8
333-6
337-6
328-4
328-4

FEF-18805-B
6BF (FOR -18805-B)
68E7 (FDV-18805-A)
66MFP (FDR-18805-111(
69MF (FDR-18806-F)
69MS (FEF-18805-13)

GENERAL ELECTRIC
UHF -21C225, UHF -21C226, UHF UHF 21C227,
UHF -21C228,
UHF UHF -21C230,
2)C229,
UHFUHF -21C232,
21C231,
2lC233, UHF -21120, UHF -21721
and

(SModel

1C2255ett237-7)
97001, 97002 ("T" ))ne.333-18-S

329-18-5

21C125, 21C126, 21C127 ("S"
line) (See PCB 168 -Set 331-1
and Model 21C110--Set 313-4)
21C133, -UHF, 21C134, -UHF,
21C)35, -UHF, 21C136, -UHF
337-7
(''ST" Line)
21C)37, 21C138 ("U" line)

21C160,

NOTE: PCB Denotes Production Change Bulletin.

328-14-S

-UHF,

("ST" Line)
One)

21C161,

21C142,

-UHF

337-7
21C162 ("U"

328-14-5

Denote, Television Receiver.

PT1144,

328-6

W1041,

328--6
52)

-U (Ch. 318, -U)

W3001, -U, -U2 (Ch. 316, -U,

328-6

337-10

W3011,

-U (Ch. 416, -U)
SW3021, -U (Ch. 318, -U)
SW3054, -U (Ch. 318, -U)

7B125

(SCh.

ORANCO

337-8

620V
730P, 740P

3385

195

(Ch.

328-6
328-6

Photofact

(See

330)

Photofact160

6

59,

336)

0)
(See Model
Ch. 195 (See Model 71125)
Ch. 316, -U, -U2 (See Model

11011)

Ch. 318, -U (See Model 81041)
Ch. 319, -U, -U2 (See Model

B1024)

GROMMES

335-7

50PG

Ch. 326, U (See Model P11144)
Ch. 415, -U (See Model 91061)
Ch. 416, -U (See Model B3011)

HOTPOINT
145202,

145201,

("0"

145203

Line)

HYDE PARK
NALLICRAFTERS

1086

AK120013) (See

(Ch.

336-7
(Ch. C2001)
Ch. 2001 (See Model 24170M)

24770M

(Ch. AK1200D) (See Photo fact Service, Set 332)

1082

Ch. AK1200D (See Model

Photo -

1082)

LINCOLN (Auto Radle)
FOU
6BH

HARMAN-KARDON

328-5
333-7

A-200
A-310
A-400

3305
3365
337-9

C300
D200

329-8
335-8

D-1100
PC -200

HOFFMAN

1)011-U,

-U2 (Ch. 316,

"73

-R

111024, -U, -U2 (Ch. 319, -U, -U2)
511031, -U,

B1041,
81061,

U2 (Ch. 316,

-U (Ch. 318, -U)
-U (Ch. 415, -U)

. 13001, -U, -U2

3285

-328
3 28-6
329-9

(Ch. 316,

-328-6

83011, -U (Ch. 416, -U)
13021, -U (Ch. 318, -U)
83031, -U (Ch. 416, -U)
.83054, -U (Ch. 318, -U)
K1011, -U, -U2 (Ch. 316,

337-10

K1024,

-U, -U2 (Ch. 319,

91061,
M1011,

-U (Ch. 415, -U)

328-6

MAGNAVOX

19
19

Series
Series

338-13-5
43588

CMUA16

nSdrCh.

(See PCB

1685.1

(See PCB

168-S331-1

331-1 and Ch.

CMUA435AASet 278-5)
Chassis CMUA436B8 (350 Series)
and Ch.
168-Set
CMUA435AASet 278-5)
Chassie CMUA437B8 (250 Series)

-Set

CMUA435AASet 278-5)
Chassis CMUA465AA (650 Series)
317

Chmsis

CMUA465B8

(See PCB 166

-Set

(650 Sertie)
329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chaut, CMUA466AA (650

Chassis CMUA466BB
(See PCB

)

Series)rie

7-7

Series)
Ch.

(650
329-1

Set 317-7)nd
CMUA465AA-St
Chassis

CMUA469AA (65031 rie

)

7-7

(650 Series)
329-1 and Ch.

337-10

328-6

Chassi, CMUA473AA (650

-32-8

and Ch.

CMUA435AA-Sett 278-5)

Chassie CMUA438BB (250 Series)
331-1 and Ch.
(See PCB 168

Chossie CMUA46988

32 8-6

335-9
335-9

-18805-C
(FOU -18805-C)

Chassis

(See PCB 166

-Set

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

)

Series)rie

17-7

CMUA47313B (650 Serial)
(See PCB 166 -Set 329.1 and Ch.

Chassis

329-9
328-6

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
eChanis CMUA474AA (650 Series)

M1024, -U, -U2 (Ch. 319, -U, -U2)

Chassis CMUA474BB (650 Series)

-U, -U2 (Ch. 316,

348---6

2ee

147016, 141017, 141018 ("a"
line) (See PCB 165 -Set 338-1)
and Model 141007 -Set 310-4)
177025, 177026 ("MM" line)

-U (Ch. 318, -U3 ..328-6
97001, -U (Ch. 416, -U1-.3 37-10
U (Ch. 326, U) 329-18-8
SG -1144, U (Ch. 326, U) 329-18-S
W1031, -U, -U2 (Ch. 316, -U, 2)

93054,

Service, Set

7, TB, 7810,

TLO

Folder
No.

No.

HOFFMAN-Cent.

7M124 (Ch. 195) (See Photofact
Service, Set 330)
630, 631, 632, 633 (Ch. 159, 160)

fact Service, Set 332)

UDL400K,

2)C14),

--

...328-14-S

("5" line) (See PCB 168
Set 331-1 and Model 21C110
Set 313-4)
217048 ("S" line) (See PCB 168
Set 331-1 and Model 21C1I0Set 313-4)
211045

FADA
DL400K,

RAI -9243A,
RAI -9244A,
RAI 9245A, 1, RAI -9246A, B.337-2
TVI.9305A (Code 17724) 335-5
1V2 7V2 -9339A,
1V2 -9338A,
9340A, 7V2-9341A
334-3

329-3

EMERSON

1146

799333, 799334, 799335, 799336

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

PC1

334-2
338-2

3002)

337-5
338-4

A100

(Ch

U

CORONADO

AMERICAN MOTORS
8990378 (6MA)

61103, 67104 (Ch

2017)

6BC

332-3
45XGAA-948A,
332-3
328-2

45XGAA-927A
45XGAA-947A,
45XGAA-949A

67101,

No.

ELECTRIC-Cont.

GENERAL

Set

Folder
No.

Set

Folder
No.

ELECTRO -VOICE

CBS-COLUMBLA-Cant.

ADMIRAL

Set
No.

Folder
No.

Set

Folder
No.

Set

M1031, -U, -U2 (Ch. 316,

M1041,
M1061,
M3001,

-U (Ch. 318, -U)
-U (Ch. 415, -U)

M3011,

(Ch.
(Ch.
(Ch.
(Ch.
-U, -U2

P1031,

P1041,

.P3001,

329-9
328-6

416, -U) 337-10
318, -U)
416, -UI-337-10
328-6
318, -U)
(Ch. 316,-U, -U2)

3285

-U (Ch. 318, -U)
-U, -U2 (Ch. 316,

S P3011, -U (Ch. 416, -U)
.P3021, -U (Ch. 318, -U)
P3031, -U (Ch. 416, -U)

S

-8

3285

-U, -U2 (Ch. 316, -U, -U2)

-U
-U
-U
M3054, -U

5M3021,
5M3031,

-i4

328-6
328-6
U, -U2)
328-6

337-10

-32 8-6

337-10

Denote, Schematic Coverage Only.

317-7

(See PCB

1665.1

329.1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CMUA478118 (650 Series)
(See PCB 166

-Set 329-1

and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CMUA482B6, CMUA48386,
CMUA485BI (650 Series) (See
and Ch.
PCB
166 -Set 329-1

CMUA465AASot 317-7)
Chassi, CMU647068 (650 Series)
(See PCB 166

-Set 329-1

and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

Chassi, CMUD445AA (350 Sertes)
(See PCB 162 -Set 325-1 and Ch.

CMUA435AASet 291-8)
Chassis CMUD471B6 (650 Sertes)

-Set

(See PCB 166

329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

Set

Folder

No.

No.

Folder
No.

Set

No.

Chassis CMUD486BB (650 Series)
(See PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Ch.

Y217308

Chassis CMUE472BB (650 Series)

Y21T3O1-H, 121130M-H (Ch. TS530YD-05-IH( (See PC8 167-

PCB

Y21

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

329-1 and Ch.

(See PCB

CMUA465AA-Sett 317-7)

Chania

CMUE48481

Series)

(650

(See PCB 166 --Sat 329.1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chania CR -717
335-10
336-8
Chan). CR -722
337-11
Chossis CR -723

TS-530Y)

(Sea

167-Set 330-1 and Model
K38-Set 315-7)

Set 330-1 and Model 121138Set 315-7)
Y21T3IB, M (Ch. V7S-534Y) (See
PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Model

Y21K378-Set 312-8)

Y21T321,

CHA, MGA
75-537Y)

BA, CH,
TTS-5371,

(Ch.

335-20-S

337-11

Chassis CR -726

(Ch.

M

1217341, BA, M, MA (Ch. TTS5371,TS-537Y)
335-20-5

Chossis CTA435BB (250 Soria.) (See
PCB
168-Set 331-1 and Ch.

124X131,

Chant

Y24T3BR-H (Ch. WTS-534YE-05-1H)

CMUA435AA-Set 278-5)

C1A436118
(250 Serie.)
(See PCB 168Set 331-1 and Ch.

CTA43788

168-Set

(See PCB

Series)
(250
331-1 and Ch.

CMUA435AA-Set 278-51

Chasaia CTA438138 (250 Series)
(See PCB 168-Set 331-1 and Ch.

CMUA435AASol 278-5)

Chaaais

CTA465AA

(650

Chauis

CTA46588

(650

Series)

317-7

Series)

166-Set 329-1 and Ch.
CMUA465AASet 317-7)
(Sae PCB

Chassis

C7A466BB

166-Set

(See PCB

(650 Serles)
329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

Chauis

CTA469AA

Chossis

(650

CTA46918

166-Set

(See PCB

Sarin)

317-7

(650 Series)
329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Sel 317-7)
Chaaais CTA473AA (650 Series)

317-7

Chossis
CTA47311 (650 Series)
(See PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AASet 317-7)
Chossis CTA474AA (650 Series)

317-7

Chas.i.

CTA474BB

166-Set

(See PCB

(650 Series)
329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chossis CTA47811 (650 Series)

166-Set 329-1 and
CMUA465AASet 317-7)
(See PCB

Ch.

Chaaais

CTA4831B,
CTA482B8,
CTA485BB (650 Series) (See PCB
166-Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AASet 317-7)

Chauis

CT8470B1

166-Set

(See PCB

(650
Series)
329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CTD445AA (350 Seria.)

162-Set

(See PCB

325-1 and Ch.

CMUA455AA-Set 291-8)
Chassis C1D47111 (650 Series)

166-Set 329-1 and Ch.
CMUA465AASet 317-7)
Chassis 07048681 (650 Series)
(See PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Ch.
(See PCB

CMUA465118-Set 317-7)

Chasaia

CTE4728B (650
Series)
(See PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Sat 317-7)

(650
Series)
Chaaais
CTE484811
(See PCB 166-Set 329-I and Ch.

CMUA465AASet 317-7)

Chossis U18 -01ÁA, U18-02AA, U1803AA, U18 -04AÁ (18 Series)

338 -l3-S

Chaaais U19-OIAA, U19-02AA (19

338-13-5
Series)
Chassis V18-01 AA, V18-O2AA, V18V18 -04ÁA

03AA,

(18

Series)

338-13-S

Chassis V19-01 AA, V19 -02AÁ (19
338-13-S
Saris.)
MASCO

336-9
336-9

FM -6
PM -6

MERCURY (Auto Radio)
335-9
FDT-18805-D
6BM
6BM5 (FOT-18805-0)

336-10

335-9

METEOR

PC -41218

456.44901)

(Ch.

(See

Model 5161-Set 330-101
4104-11 (Ch. 528.45000,
528.45001, 528,45002,
328-7
528.45003)
41218 (Ch. 528.44900) (See Model
4104.1-501 328-7)

456.44901 (See Model PC 41211)
Ch. 528.44900 (See Model 4104-1)
Ch. 528.45000, 528.45001,
(Sae
528.45002,
528.45003
Model 4104-1)
Ch.

MOTOROLA
1L5TCA, 1L5TCA-12
332-8
Y21K46, (Ch. TS-530Y) (Sae PCB
Model
167-Set 330-1
and

I

1211(38-Set 315-71

Y21K471, M (Ch. WTS-534Y) (See
PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Model
721

K37B-Sae 312-8)

(Ch. VTS-5301) (See
PCB 167-Set 330-1 and Model

Y21K50B,

M

7211(38-Set 315-7)

Y21K511, M (Ch. 75-5341) (Sae
PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Model

Y211(3711-Set 312-8)
Y21K538, BA, M, MA (Ch. ITS 537Y, 18-5371)
335-20-8

Y21K55B,
537Y,

BA,

M,

MA

TS -537Y)

(Ch.

TTS-

335-20-S

Y21T26CH-H (Ch. TS-534YE-05-1H)
(Sae

PCB

166-Set

329-1

and

Model Y21 K378-Set 312-8)
M (Ch. 7S -534Y) (Sae
PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Model

Y21T29B,

Y21K37BSet 312-8)
Y21129M-H (Ch. TS-5347E -05-1H)
(See PCB 166-Set 329-1 and
Model Y21K37BSot 312-8)

WTS-537Y)

335-20-5

166-Set

PCB

(See

CMUA435AASat 278-5)

Chauis

(Ch.

M

329-1

and

Modal 121K3711-Set 312-8)
WTS-534Y(
(See
329-1 and Model

92473M (Ch.
PCB 166-Set
Y21 K37B-Sol

.Y24T3M-H
(See

312-8)

TS-534YE-05-1H)

(Ch.

166-Set

PC8

329-1

and

Model Y2K371-$et 312-8)
5124T51G, MG (Ch. WTS-5371)

335-20-5

331-9
333-8

6M, 6M-12
61A58

521146,

(Ch.

B

167-Sat

PCB

21 K38-Set

TS -530)

330-1

(See

and Model

315-71

21)(471, M (Ch. WTS-534( (See
PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Model
21K371-Set 312-8)

21K501, M (Ch. VTS-530( (See
PCB 167-Set 330-1 and Model
21K38-Set 315-7)

21K511, M (Ch. TS-5341 (See
PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Model
21K37B5et 312-8)
21 1531, BA,
TS -537)

M, MA (Ch. TTS-537,

335-20-S

21K551, BA, M, MA (Ch. TTS-537,

15-537
335-20-5
211291, M (Ch. TS -534) (See
PCB 166-Set 329.1 and Model
21

K37B-Set 312-8)

217301,
PCB

M

(Ch. TS -530) (See
330-1 and Model

167Set

21K38-Set 315-7)

21T318,

(Ch.

M

VTS-534(

PCB 166-Set 329-1 and
21 K378 --Set 312-81

(See

Model

21T328, BA, CH, CHA, MGA (Ch.
115-537, T5-537
335-20-5
BA. M, MA (Ch. 115-537,
15-537
335-20-S
24X136,
M
(Ch.
WTS-537(

217341,

2473M(Ch.
1665aí

3S
0-5
WTS- 53Q (Se ae PCB
CB
329-1
and
Modal

Y21K37B-Set 312-8)

241510,

MG

(Ch.

WTS-537(

333-20-S
6611,

6612

(Ch.

HS -515,

-At

338-7

396, 396-12
556
596, 596-12

334---6
336-11
336-11

Ch. HS -515, -A (Sea Model 66111
Ch. TS -53010-03-1H (Sea Model

7217301-H)
Ch. TS-534YE-05-1H (See Modal
171T2601.11)
Ch. T5-537 (See Modal 211(538)
Ch. TS -537Y (See Modal 121 15311
Ch. 115.537 (See Model 211531)
Ch. TTS-537Y (Sae Model 7211538)
Ch. VTS-530 (See Model 211(38)
Ch. V7S-5301 (See Model Y21K38)
Ch. WTS-5347E-05-IH IS
Model
12413M -H)
Ch. WTS-537 (See Model 24X1311
Ch.
WTS-5371
(Sea
Model
Y24K13B)

NEWCOMB

334-7
333-9

CO -100
CO -200

OLDSMOBILE

330-7

983334

OLYMPIC

1CÁ20

(Ch.

338-8
338-8

"CA")

I CB21
(Ch. "CB")
1C120U (Ch. "C1")
ICK21U (Ch. "C1(")
10117 (Ch. "CB")

336-12
336-12

10K17U

(Ch. "C1(")
IKA40 (Ch. "CA")
IKJ40U (Ch. "C1")
ITA10 (Ch. "CA")
17811 (Ch. "CB")
ITJ10U (Ch. "C1")
ITKI1U (Ch.
4CE15 (Ch. "CE")
4CNI5U (Ch. "CN")
147150 (Ch. "CT")
17TU51,
17TÚ52 (Ch.

"Cl')

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

"CA" IS..
"CB"
"CE"
"C1"
"C1("

"CN"
"CT"
"CU"

(See
(See
(See
(Sea
(See
(See
(See

338-8
336-12
338-8
336-12
338-8
338-8
336-12
336-12

338-8
336-12
337-13
337-13

Model 1CÁ20)
Model CB21)
Model 4CE15)
Model 1C120U)
Model 1CK21U1
Model 4CN15U)
Modal 147750)
Model 17T1151)
1

PACKARD
7267427 (4804871

336-13

PACKARD-BELL

17VT1,
21VT1,

-U (Ch. V8-1)
-U (Ch. V8-1) ..
332-9
Ch. V8-1 (See Model 17VTI )

PHILCO
D-579
D-590, D-591
D-717, D-719, D-726

328-8
328-8
328-8

D-1337, D-1339, D-1344, D-1346

E

333-10

-2002C (Ch. 7E10)

Folder
No.

Set

No.

PHILCO-Cent.

MOTOROLA -Cent.

MAGNAVOX-Cont.

...335-20-5

UE2002C (Ch. 7E10) ..335-20-5
22D4033G, L (Ch. TV -332, U)

335-12

22D4135, 2204137,

2204139,

L,

L

335-12
(Ch. TV -332, UI
22D4139UX, UXL (Ch. TV -330) (Sea
Model 1803120C-Sat 325-9)

22D4148, L (Ch. TV -440) .332-10
2204155, L (Ch. TV -332) (See
Modal 2204033G-Sef 335-12)
2204162, L, 2204163M, 2204164
332-10
(Ch. TV -440)
22D4171, L (Ch. TV -332) (See
Model 2204033G-9st 335-121
22D43211, M, T, W (Ch. TV -332,
335-12

U)

24061261,
24D6320C,

M (Ch. TV -444)
M (Ch. TV -444)

TV -332,

Ch.

330-8
330-8

Model

(See

U

22/3403301
Ch. TV -440 (Sea Model 22D41481
Ch. TV -444 (See Model 24D6126L)
Ch. 7E10 IS.. Mode( E2002C)

PILOT

330-9

AA -905

6EMP2A,

6EMP2B

RS -153)

(Ch.

338-9)

RS -1361
328-9
I (Ch. RS-152A) 332-12
6HF2
(Ch. RC -1154, A,
334-8
-147)
333-1t
6XY5A, B (Ch. RC -1152)
71T10K (Ch. RC -1156) .- 329-10
78X5F, HH, JJ (Ch. RC-1149) IS..
299-7)
Model 61X5-Set
71X10 (Ch. RC -11258) (See PCB

6EY2 ICh.

6EY3A,

6HFI,
RS

171-Set

Model

and

334-1

31)(671-Set 228-14)
7EMP2 (Ch. RS -153)
7HF3 (Ch. RC-1155 and
(See Modal 6HF3-Set

338-9
RS -151A)

323-11)

8P77030,

8P17032,
8PT7031,
8PT7034 (Ch. KC510081.336-14
1457052 (Ch. KCS1028 .334-14-S
1457070, 1457071, 1457074 (Ch.
334-143
KCS1028)
1756022K, KU (Ch. KCS94,A) IS..
PCB 171-Set 334-1 and Model

17P76962-Set 315-9)

17P16962-Set 315-9)

1756026K (Ch. KCS941 (See PCB
171-Set 334-I and Model
17P76962-Set 315-9)

I756027K,
PCB

IS..

KU (Ch. KCS94,A)

171-Set 334-1 and Model

1711"69625at 315-91

21057815,

21CS7817,

U,

(Ch.

U

(Ch.

U

328-14-S

CTC5, A)

2156055,

KCS95)

(See

2156052Set 322-11)

Model

2177112,

U,
KCS98A, C)

2177117,

2177113,
(Ch.

U

2117152,

U,
KCS98A, C)

U

.

(Ch

332-14-S

KCS98A,

C)

332-14-S

2117153,

U

(Ch.

332-14-S

2177157,

U

2117352,

U

(Ch.

KCS98E,

F(

2177355,

U

(Ch.

KCS98E,

F)

(Ch.

KCS98E,

FI

2117357,
U

(Ch.

U

2407295,

U,

SILVERTONE
PC -6100
(Ch. 456.38800,
456.38801, 456.43500) (See Model

5160-Set 325-12)
42001)

330-10)

PC -6106

KCS98A,

C)

332-14-S
332-14-S
332-14-S

332-143

2407296, U, 2457297,

(Ch. KC5103R, T(

336-16-5

U, 2407317,
336-16-5
KC5103R, T)
Ch. CTC5, A (See Modal 21CS7815)
Ch. KCS98A, C (See Modal 21771121
Modal
2177352)
Ch. KCS98E, F (See
Ch. KCS1001 (See Model 8PT7030)
Ch. KC51028 (See Model 1457052)
T
IS.. Model
KCSI03R,
Ch.
24137295)
Ch. RC -11258 -(See Model 78X101
Ch. RC -1152 (See Model 6XYSA1
Ch. RC -1154, A (See Model 6HF1)
Ch. RC -1156 (See Model 71710K)
Ch. 125-1361 (See Model 6EY2)
Ch. RS -147 (Sae Model 6HFI(
Ch. RS -150 (Sea Model 6HF3)
Ch. RS -151A (See Model 7HF3)
Ch. RS -152A (See Model 6EY3A)
Ch. RS -153 (See Model 6EMP2A)

24D7315,

U

RAULAND

(Ch.

39002,
Model

PC -6108

(TOK-FÖNE)

(Ch. Series 20-Codes 91, 93,
(see Photofact Service, Set

328)

171

(Ch. 20 Seri.. --Codes 91, 93,
94) (See Photofact Servicer Set

20C (Ch. Serie. 20-Codas 91,
941 (See Photofact Service,
3281
5201 (Ch. Series 20-Codes 91,
94) (See Photofact Servicer

93,
Set

93,
Set

328)

211120 ICh. Series 20-Codas 91,
93, 941 (sae Photofact Servicer
Set 328)

2420

94)

(Ch. Series 20-Code. 91, 93,
(See Photofact Servicer Sat

328)

334-9

11-1G
SCOTT (H. H.)
311-A

NOTE: PCB Denote. Production Change Bulletin.

(See

5161-Set 330-10)

5160-Set 325-12)

(Ch. 456.38200, 456.38204, 456.43700) (See Model

5160-Set 325-12)

PC -6112 (Ch. 456.43800)
Model 5160-Set 325-12)
PC -6113 (Ch. 456.42401,
424031

IS..

Model

(Sea

456.-

5161-Sat

PC -6114

(Ch. 456.38400, 456.38404, 456.43800) (Sae Model

5160-Set 325-12)

PC -6115

(Ch. 456.35606, 456.42400, 456.42401, 456.42403)
(See Model

PC-6116

5161-Se 330-10)

(Ch. 456.38400, 456.38404, 456.43800) IS
Modal
5160-Set 325-121
PC-61 17
(Ch. 456.35606, 456.42400, 456.42401, 456.42403)
(See Model

5161-Set 330-10(

456.38400, 456.465.43800) (See Model

PC-6118

(Ch.

38404,

5160-Set 325-12)
PC-6120

(Ch.

39101)

325-12)

PC -6121

(See

(Ch.

37901)

330-10)

PC -6122

39402)

456.39100,
Model

456.39400,

(See

Modal

(Ch.

456.39500)

329-13)
38404)

WK -6128A
43800)
PC -6129

Model

456.-

(Ch.

456.35606)

(See

456.35606,

456.-

5160-Set
5160-Sef

5161-Set 330-10)

PC -6129A

(Ch.
(sea

42400)

Model

330-10)

PC -6130

(Ch.

38404)

325-12)

PC -6130A

(see

456.-

5160-Sat
456.-

(Ch. 456.38404,

43800)

325-121
PC -6131

5160-Set

(see

Model

(Ch.

456.35606)

330-10)

(Ch.

456.-

456.38700,
(Sea

Model

(Ch. 456.38600,

456.-

456.44100)

38702,

6122-Set 329-131
PC -6133

42600,

456.426011

6122-Sat 329-13)

PC -6136

(Ch.

5160-Set 325-12)
PC -6160

Model

PC -6161

Model

PC -6164

Model

(See Model

456.-

456.38400,

456.43800)

38404,

(See

Modal

(Ch.

456.45500)

(See

(Ch.

456.45600)

(See

(Ch.

456.43800)

(See

6160-Set 330-10)
6160-Set 330-10)

51605.1 325-12)

456.(Ch. 456.42401,
42403) (See Model 5161-Set
330-101
(See
456.438001
PC -6166
Ch.
Model 5160-Set 325-12)
(Ch. 456.42401, 456.PC -6167
42403) (See Model 5161-Set
PC -6165

42501)

331-13

456.37700,
Modal

456.-

5160Set

(See

Model 350161-Set

(Ch.

456.44000)

(Ch.

456.42501(

330-10)

PC -6172

Model
PC -6173

Model
PC -6174

5160-Set 325-12)

(Sae
(See

5161-Set 330-10)
(Ch.

456.38500,

456.44200)

38503,

(See

456.Model

6122-Set 329-13)

PC -6175

(Ch. 456.38100, 456.42700, 456.42701) (See Model

6122-Set 329-13)

PC -6176

(Ch.

456.38500,

456.44200)

38503,

(See

456.Model

6122-Set 329-13)

(Ch. 456.38100, 456.42700, 456.42701) (sae Modal

PC -6177

6122-Set 329-13)

456.38500, 456.38503, 456.44200) (Sae Model
6122-Set 329-131
PC -6179 (Ch. 456.38100, 456.
42700) (See Modal 6122-Set
PC -6178

(Ch.

329-13)

PC -6184

456.38500, 456.38503, 456.44200) (See Model
(Ch.

6122-Set 329-13)
PC -6185

42700)

(Ch.
(See

456.38100,
Model

456.-

6122-Set

329-13)
456.38500, 456.38503, 456.44200) (See Model
6122-Set 329-131

PC -6186

Denotes Television Receiver.

(Ch.

44000) (See
32S-12)

S

330-10)

PC -6192

(Ch. 456.38400, 456.31404) IS.. Model 5160-Set
Modal 5160-Set 325-12)
PC -6192A (Ch.
456.45900) (See
Model 5160-Set 325-12)
PC -6193 (Ch. 456.35606) (See
Modal 5161-Set 330-10)
330-10
5161 (Ch. 528.39300)
330.10
5171 (Ch. 528.39300)
6025, 6026 (Ch. 528.40400)

6100 (Ch. 528.43502)
5161-Set 330-10)
6100 (Ch. 528.42900,

328-10

(See Model

528.43500,

330-10
528.43501)
(Ch. 528.38900, 528.38901,
528.528.38902, 528.42000,
.330.10
42001, 528.42002)
6104, 6105 (Ch. 549.20030, 549.20031, 549.20032, 549.20033,
333-12
549.20034)
6106 (Ch. 528.43000, 528.43600,
330-10
528.43601)
6106 (Ch. 528.43602) (See Model
6101

5161-Set 330-10)

528.35002,
528.528.35003, 528.42300,
330-10
42301, 528.42302)
6108 (Ch. 528.43000, 528.43600,
330-10
528.43601)
6108 (Ch. 528.43602) (See Model
6107 (Ch. 528.35001,

5161-Set 330-10)

330-10

(Ch. 528.35303, 528.35304,
528.42101, 528.528.42100,

330-10

42102)

5161-Set 330-10)

330-10

6113
6114

(Ch. 528.42400)
330-10
(Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Rodio Ch. 528.40300)

330-10

6115

(Ch. 528.35603, 528.35.304,
528.35606, 528.42400, 528.42401, 528.42402, 528.42403,
330-10
528.42404)
6115 (Ch. 528.424051 (See Model

5161-Set 330-10)

330-10
61151 (Ch. 528.35605)
(Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Rodio Ch. 528.40300)

6116

330-10

6117

(Ch. 528.35603, 528.35604,
528.42400, 528.528.35606,
42401, 528.42402, 528.42403,
330-10
528.42404)
6117 (Ch. 528.42405) (See Modal

5161-Set 330-10)

(See

Model 5161-Set 330-10)
PC -6131A (Ch. 456.35606, 456.42400) (See Model 51615eí
PC -6132

(Ch. 456.45900) (See
Model 5160 -See 325-12)
PC -6191 (Ch. 456.35606, 456.
42400) (See Modal 5161-Set

.

5161-Set

456.38400,
Model

5160-Set

Model

325-12)
PC-6190A

6112 (Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Radio Ch. 528.40300)

456.38404, 456.Model

(See

(See

456.-

(See

(Ch.
(See

325-12)

456.38100)

456.38400,

6111 (Ch. 528.42103) (see Model

456.38400,
Modal

38404)

(Ch.

456.-

6122-Set

(Ch.
(See

325-12)

(Ch.

6122-Set 329-13)

6111

Model 6122-Set 329-13)
PC -6124
(Ch. 456.39400, 456.39402) (See Model 6122-Set
PC -6128

Model

456.-

5161-Set

(Ch.

PC-6187

PC -6190

6109 (Ch. 528.35003, 528.42300,
528.42301, 528.42302) .330-10
6110 (Ch. 528.43700, 528.43701)

51605et

456.37900,

(see Model

No.

456.-

329-131

.PC -6171

328)

Model

(See

456.42301)

PC -6110

T-100-1, 7-100-2, T-100-3, T-100331-11
4, T-100-5 (Ch. 4ß71)
T-150-1, T-150-3, T-150-3, T-150-4,
335-13
T-150-5 (Ch. 6111)
329-11
(Ch.
7814)
72500
UM -2188,
UM -2187,
UM -2186,
331-12
UM -2189 (Ch. 21132)
Ch. 4871 (See Modal T-100-1)
Ch. 6ßT1 (See Model T-150-11
Ch. 7114 (See Model T2500)
Ch. 21732 (see Model UM -21861

94)

(Ch.

330-10)

RAYTHEON

REGAL

456.43600)

456.-

(Ch. 456.39000, 456.39002, 456.43600) (Sea Model

PC -6170

17C

456.39000,

5160-Sat 325-12)

PC -6107

332-13

HF355

(Ch. 456.38900.
456.(See Modal 5161-Sat
(Ch.

PC6123

1756025K, KU (Ch. KCS94,A) (See
PCB 171-Set 334-1 and Model

329-12

329-12
(Ch. C200)
Ch. C100 -Late (See Model P61)
Ch. C200 IS.. Model 611)

PC -6101

Folder
No.

Sat

SILVERTONE-Cont.

611

330-10)

RCA VICTOR

Folder
No.

Set

No.
SETCHELL-CARLSON
P61 (Ch. C100 -lase)

(Ch.

Denote. Schematic Coverage On y.

6120

(Ch. 528.43900, 528.43901)

330-10

6121

(Ch. 528.37900, 528.37901,
528.42200, 528.528.42103,
330-10
42201, 528.42202)
6122 (Ch. 528.39400, 528.39401,
528.44300, 528.528.39402,
329-13
44301)
6123 (Ch. 528.39500, 528.39501,
528.42800, 528.528.39502,
329-13
42801, 528.42802)
56124 (Ch. 528.39400, 528.39401,
528.44300, 528.528.39402,
329-13
44301)
56126 (Ch. 528.43700, 528.43701(

330-10

56127 (Ch. 528.35301, 528.35302,
528.42100, 528.528.35304,
330-10
42101. 528.42102(
6128 (Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
.

and Radio Ch. 538.40300)

330-10

6129

(Ch. 528.35305, 528.35601,
528.35604, 528.528.35602,
35606, 528.42400, 528.42402,
528.42403, 528.42404) .330-10
6129 (Ch. 528.42405) (Sae Modal

5161-Set 330-10)
330-10
6129A (Ch. 528.42400)
56130 (Ch. 528.35602, 528.35604,
528.43800, 528.43801 and Radio
330-10
Ch. 528.40300)
56131 (Ch. 528.35305, 528.35601,
528.35604, 528.528.35602,
35606, 528.42400, 528.42402,
528.42403, 5j8.42404) .330-10

6131

(Ch. 528.42405) (See Model

5161-Set 330-101

330-10
528.42400)
528.38700, 528.38701,
528.44100, 528.528.38702,
329-13
44101, 528.44200)
56133 (Ch. 528.38600, 528.38601,
528.42600, 528.528.38602,
329-13
42601, 528.42602)
6133 (Ch. 528.42603) (See Modal

6131A (Ch.
6132 (Ch.

6122-Set 329-13)

6160

(Ch. 528.45500, 528.45501,
528.45600, 528.45601) .330-10

6161 (Ch. 528.45601)
5161-Set 330-10)

(See Model

56164 (Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801

and Radio Ch. 528.40300)330-10

6165 (Ch. 528.42400, 528.42402,

528.42403, 528.42404) .330-10
56165 (Ch. 528.42405) (See Model
51605et 330-10)

6166

(Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Radio Ch. 528.40300)

330-10
56167 (Ch. 528.42403, 528.42404)

Set

No.

Folder
No.

SILVERTONE-Cont.

6167 (Ch. 528.42405)
5161-Set 330-10)
6170 (Ch. 528.44000,
6171 (Ch. 528.37300,

(See Model

528.44001)

330-10

528.37301,
528.42500, 528.42501,
528.
42502, 528.42503) ....330-10
6172 (Ch. 528.44000, 528.44001)

330.10

6173

(Ch. 528.42500, 528.42501,
528.42502, 528.42503) .330-10

6174 (Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501,
528.38502, 528.38503) 329-13
6174 (Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201,
528.44900, 528.44901,
528.45000, 528.45001, 528.45200,
528.45201)
330-10
6175 (Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101,
528.38102, 528.42700,
528.42701, 528.42702)
329-13
6176 (Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501,
528.38502, 528.38503) .329-13
6176 (Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201,
528.44900, 528.44901, 528.45000, 528.45001, 528.45200,
528.45201)

6177

330-10

(Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101,

528.38102, 528.42700,
528.42701, 528.42702)
.329-13

6184 (Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501,
528.38502, 528.38503) .329-13
6184 (Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201,
528.44900,
528.44901, 528.45000, 528.45001, 528.45200,
528.45201)
330-10
6185 (Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101,
528.38102, 528.42700,
528.42701, 528.42702) ....329-13
6186 (Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501,
528.38502, 528.38503) .329-13
6186 (Ch. 528:44200, 528.44201,
528.44900,
528.44901, 528.45000, 528.45001, 528.45200,
528.45201)
330-10
6187 (Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101,
528.38102,
528.42700, 528.42701, 528.42702) ... 329-13
6190A (Ch. 528.45900, 528.45901,
528.47600, 528.47700)

6191

Set

No.

Folder
No.

SILVERTONE-Cent.

330-10

(Ch. 528.35305, 528.35601,
528.35602,
528.35604, 528.35606, 528.42400)
.330-10
6191A (Ch. 528.45201) (See Model

5161-Set 330-10)

6192

(Ch. 528.35602, 528.35604,
528.43800, 528.43801 and Rodio
Ch. 528.40300)
330-10
6192A (Ch. 528.45900, 528.45901,
528.47600, 528.47700) .330-10
7106 (Ch. 528.47600) (See Model

6190A-Set 330-10)

67108 (Ch. 528.47600) (See Model

6190A-Set 330-10)

7212, 7213 (Ch. 528.33300) (See
Model 6217-Set 303-13)
Ch. 132.40500 (See Model 2014)
Ch. 456.35606 (See Mode PC -6115)
Ch. 456.37300 (See Mode PC.6171)
Ch. 456.37700 (See Mode PC -6170)
Ch. 456.37900 (See Mode PC+6121)
Ch. 456.37901 (See Mode PC.6121)
Ch. 456.38100 (See Mode PC -6175)

Ch. 456.38200 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38204 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38400 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38404 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38500 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38503 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38600 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38700 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38702 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38800 (See Mode
Ch. 456.38801 (See Mode

456.38900
456.39000
456.39002
456.39100
Ch.456.39101
Ch. 456.39400
Ch. 456.39402
Ch. 456.39500
Ch. 456.42001
Ch. 456.42301
Ch. 456.42400
Ch. 456.42401
Ch. 456.42403
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

Ch. 456.42501

(See
(See
(See
(See
(See
(See
(See
(See

(see
(See
(See
(See
(See
(See
(See
(See
(See
(See
(See
(See
(See
(See

Motile

Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Model
Mode
Mode
Mode

PC -61101
PC -6110)
PC -6114)
PC -6114)
PC -6174)
PC -6174)
PC -6133)
PC -6132)
PC-6132)
PC -6100)
PC -6100)
PC -6101)
PC -6106)
PC -6106)
PC -6120)

PC -6120)
PC -6122)
PC -6122)
PC -6123)
PC -6101)
PC -6107)
PC -6115)
PC -6115)
PC -6115)
PC -6171)
PC -6133)

456.42600
PC -6133)
456.42601
PC -6175)
456.42700
Mode °C-61751
456.42701
Mode °C-6110)
456.43500
PC -6106)
Mode
456.43600
Mode PC -6110)
456.43700
Mode PC -6114)
456.43800
456.44000 (see Mode PC -6170)
456.44100 (See Mode PC -6132)
456.44200 (See Mode PC -6174)
456.45900 (See Model PC 6190A)
Ch. 456.45600 (See Model PC -6161)
Ch. 456.45500 (See Model PC -6160)
Ch. 528.35001, 528.35002, 528.Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

35003 (See Model 61071
Ch.

528.35301, 528.35302

(See

Model 6127)
Ch. 528.35303, 528.35304 (See
Model 6111)
Ch. 528.35305 (See Model 6129)
Ch. 528.35601, 528.35602 (5ee
Model 6129)
Ch. 528.35603, 528.35604, 528.35605, 528.35606 (See Model
61151
Ch. 528.37300, 528.37301 (See

Model 6171)
Ch. 528.37900, 528.37901 (See
Model 6121)
Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101, 528.38102 (See Model 6175)
Ch. 528.38500,

38502,
6174)

528.38501, 528.-

528.38503

(See

Model

Ch. 528.38600, 528.38601, 528.38602 (See Model 6133)

Ch. 528.38700, 528.38701, 528.38702 (See Model 6132)
Ch. 538.38900, 528.3890
528.38902 (See Model 61011
Ch. 528.39300 (See Model 5161)
Ch.

528.39400, 528.39401, 528.-

Ch.

528.39500, 528.39501, 528.-

39402 (See Model 6122)

39502 (See Model 6123)
Ch. 528.40400 (See Model 6025)
Ch. 528.42000, 528.42001, 528.42002 (See Model 61011
Ch. 528.42100, 528.42101, 528.42102 (See Model 6111)
Ch. 528.42103 (See Model 6121)
Ch. 528.42200, 528.42201, 528.42202 (See Model 6121)
Ch. 528.42300, 528.42301, 528.42302 (See Model 6107)
Ch. 528.42400 (See Model 6131)
Ch. 528.42401, 528.42402, 528.42403, 528.42404 (See Model
-

6115)
528.42405 (See Model

Ch.
Ch.

6115)

528.42500, 528.4250', 528.
42502, 528.42503 (See Model
6171)

Ch.

528.42600, 528.42601, 528.-

42602 (See Model 6133).
Ch. 528.42603 (See Model 6133)
Ch. 528.42700, 528.4270E, 528.42702 (See Model 6175)
Ch. 528.42800, 528.42801, 528.42802 (See Model 6123)
Ch. 528.42900 (See Model 6100)
Ch. 528.43000 (See Model 6106)
Ch. 528.43500, 528.43501 (See
Model 6100)
Ch.
Ch.

528.43502 (See Model 6100)
528.43600, 528.43601 (See

Model 6106)

528.43602 (See Model 6106)
528.43700, 528.43701 (See
Model 6110)
(See
Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
Ch.
Ch.

Model 6130)
Ch.

528.43900,

528.43901

(See

528.44001

(See

Model 61201
Ch.

528.44000,

Model 6170)

Folder
No.

Set

No.

SILVERTONE-Cont.
528.44100,
Model 6132)

Ch.

Set

No.

Folder
No.

TRUETONE-Cent.

528.44101

(See

Ch. 528.44200 (See Model 6132)
Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201
(See

Model 6174)

528.44300, 528.44301 (See
Model 6122)
528.44900, 528.44901 (5ee
Model 6174)
Ch. 528.45000, 528.45001 (See
Model 6174)
Ch. 528.45200, 528.45201 (See
Model 6174)
Ch. 528.45500, 528.45501
(See
Model 6160)
Ch. 528.45600, 528.45601 (See
Model 6160)
Ch. 528.45900, 528.45901 (See
Model 6190A)
Ch. 528.47600 (See Model 6190A)
Ch. 528.47700 (See Model 6190A)
Ch. 549.20030, 549.20031, 549.20032, 549.20033, 549.20034
(See Model 6104)
Ch.

Ch.

2D15228

-Set
-Set

(Ch. 21131) (See PCB 165
328-1 and Model 2D1520 -A

316-15)
2D15306, B, 201532A,
2131633Á

2D2530A,
2D2530C

B

(See
Set 328-12)

328-12
328-12
328-12
Model 21315308-

331-15
336-15
331-15
329-16

Y2247E,

WEICOR
1655, 1656
1658
)659, 1660, 1662
1691

WESTINGHOUSE
(Ch. V-23431 (See PCB

169-Set 332-1 end
934121-Set 313-14)

Model

H-

(Ch. V-2353) (See PCB
332-1 and Model H -

H-52314-Set 301-14)

tolact Service, Set 336)
20313 (Ch. 240213) (See
Photofact Servicer Set 334)
21322, 21324 (Ch. 240213) (See
Photofact Servicer Set 334)
Ch. 200202 (See Model 5290)
Ch. 240213 (See Model 20312)
Ch. 2550202 (See Model 5290)

STEELMAN
3RP4

333-13

STUDEBAKER
AC 2745, AC -2747

333-14

SYLVANIA
21C401, 21C403 Series (Ch. 1-532328-11

-1, -2)

1217101, 211102,
(Ch. 1-532-1, -2)
Series (Ch.

241101

211104

Series

328 -II

1-532-1, -2)

328-11
329-14

919 (Ch. 1-609)
969 (Ch. 1-609)
329-14
Ch. 1-609 (See Model 919)

H -783X21,
H -784K21,
(Ch. V-2247-1) (See
Photofact Servicer Set 330)
H -788C21,
H -789C21,
H -790C21
late, V-2249-4)
(Ch. V-2249-1
See Photofact
Servicer Set
(TV
only)
H -791K21, H -792X21 (Ch. V-22471) (See Photofact Servicer Set

330)

H -794C21

(Ch. V-2249-1 late, V2249-4) (TV Ch. only) (See Photo fact Servicer Set 334)
H-916T17A (Ch. V-2340-15, -25)

311-18

H -934121A

(Ch. V-2342) (See PCB
332-I and Model H-

169-Set
934121-Set 313-14)

H -93411/21A
(Ch. V-2352) (See
169-Set 332-1 and Model

TRAV-LER
112 (Ch. 52085, 520805)
517.107 (Ch.

517-106,

333-15
52005)

517-106,

517-107

(Ch.

330-11
52065)

521-111,

521-112

(Ch.

52005(

521-111,

521-112

338-10

330-11
52065)
(Ch.

338-10
617-33, 617-34 (Ch. 62766) 337-14
335-14
617-73 (Ch. 627-16)

621-20,

621-21, 621-22, 621-25,
334-10
621-26 (Ch. 412M6)
621-20U, 621-21U, 621-22U, 621421E5,
(Ch.
255, 621-26U
331-14
42105, 421M6)
621-30, 621-31, 621-32 1Ch.
337-14
62766)
337-14
621-R40 (Ch. 62766)
621-74, 621-75, 621-76 (Ch. 627-

335-14

16)
Ch. 412M6 (See Model 621-20)
Ch. 421E5, 42105, 421M6 (See

Model 621-20U)
Ch. 52065 (See Model 517-106)
Ch. 52085, 52013D5 (See Model
517-106)
Ch. 627-16 (See Model 617-73)
Ch. 52005 (See Model 517-106)
Ch. 62766 (See Model 617-33)

TRUETONE

329-15
D2665A, D2666A
333-16
D5606A, D5609A
335-15
2D14I1C (See PCB 172-Set 335-1
end Model 2D141IA-Set 287D2372

16)

H.

934121-Set 313-14)

H -935121A

(Ch. V-2342) (See PCB

169-Set 332-1 and Model H934121-Set 313-14)
H.935TU21A (Ch. V-2352) (See PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Model H934121-Set 313-14)

H -941X216
169-Set

(Ch. V-2342) (See PCB
332-1 and Model H

934121-Set 313-14)
H-941KU21A (Ch. V-2352) (See
169-Set 332-1 and Model
934121-Set 313-14)
H-942K21A (Ch. V-2342) (See
169-Set 332-1 and Model
934121 --Set 313-14)

PCB

HPCB

H-

H-942KU21A (Ch. V-2352) (See

PCB

Model

H-

169-Set 332-1 and
934121-Set 313-14)

517-106, 517-107, 521-111, 521-

PCB

H-950T24A (Ch. V-2343) (See PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Model H-

934121-Set 313-14)
H-9501U24A (Ch. V-2353) (See PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Model H934121-Set 313-141
(Ch. V-2343) (See PCB
H -951124A
169-Set 332-1 and Model H.

934121-Set 313-14)
H-951TU24A (Ch. V-2353) (See
169-Set 332-1 and Model
934121-Set 313-14)
H-954K24A (Ch. V-2343) (See

PCB

169-Set 332-1 and Model
934121-Set 313-14)
H-954KU24A ICh. V-23531 (See
169-Set 332-1 and Model
934T21-Set 313-14)

PCB

H-955K24A (Ch. V-2343) (See

PCB

169-Set 332-1 and Model
934121-Set 313-14)
H-955KU24A (Ch. V-2353) (See
169-Set 332-1 end Model
934121-Set 313-14)
H-956K24A (Ch. V-2343) (See
169-Set 332-1 end Model
934121-Set 313-14)
H -956K1.1246

H-

H-

HPCB

PCB
H-

169-Set
934121-Set 313-14)

Ch. 9-2239-3 (See Model H-57414)
Ch. V-2247-1 (See Model H -782X21)
Ch. V-2249-1 late, V-2249-4 (See

Model H-788C21I

ZENITH

329-17
R (Ch. 3102( . HFX1284E (Ch. 12X21)....334-12
HFX1290R (Ch. 12X21)....334-12
M2251EZ1 (Ch. 19128) (See Model
12229E-Set 223-14)

17X231

338-12

R,

Y,

RU,

17920,

YU (Ch.

U)

335-19

RU, Y2230E, EU, R, RU
334-13
(Ch. 19922, U)
Y2232E, EU, R, RU (Ch. 17922, U)

335-19

EU, R, RU, Y2250E, EU, R,
335-19
RU, U (Ch. 17922, U)
12254M, MU, Y2256E, EU, R, RU
334-13
(Ch. 19122, U)
92258E, EU, H, HU, R, RU, U (Ch.
335-19
17922, U)
9226311, RU (Ch. 19922, UI 334-13
12281E, EU, R, RU, U (Ch. 17922,
335-19
U)
92636EUZ, EZ, RUZ, RZ (Ch.

338-12

17X23)

Y2670EUZ,

EZ,

RUZ,

(Ch.

RZ

338-12

17X231

12671R,

(Ch.
RU,
Y2672E,
330-12
22921, U)
Z519PD, RD, VD, WD (Ch. 5X07)
(See Model X519F-Ser 316-17)
EU

Y (Ch. 16220) 330-13-S
E, R, Z1B18C, E, R (Ch.
330-13-S
16221)
6Z2220R1), YD (Ch. 17920) (See
Model 12220R-Set 335-19)
Z2222C, E, R, Y (Ch. 17221)

Z1814R,
Z1816C,

331-16-S

Z2229130, Z2230ED,RD(Ch.19122)
(See Model Y2229R-Set 334-13)
6Z2232E, R (Ch. 17922) (See Model
12232E-Set 335-19)

Z2247E,

H,

R

(Ch. 17222)

331-16-S

Z2248E,

H, R, 22250, E, R (Ch.
17122) (See Model 92232E-Set

335-19)

Z2255E,

Z2257E,

R,

M,

19Z22)

Z2258E,

Z2282E,
Z2636YZ

H,
R

R

R

(Ch.

331-16-S

(Ch. 17222)

331-16-S
(Ch. 17222) 331-16-5
17%23) (See Model

(Ch.

X2636E-Set 338-12)

23000E,

23004E, R, 23006E,
Z3008E, R (Ch. 172220)

R,

Z3010E,

R,

331-16-S

H,

R,

Y

(Ch

192220)

331 -I6 -S

Ch. 3902 (See Model HFY17E)
Ch. 5901 (See Model Y513F)
Ch. 7902 (See Model 172401

Ch. 7904 (See Model 1723G)
Ch. 12X21 (See Model HFX1284E(
Ch. 16920, U (See Model 118149)
Ch. 16Z20 (See Model 21814R)
Ch. 16221 (See Model Z1816C)
Ch. 17X23 (See Model X2636E)
Ch. 17920, U (See Model Y2220R)
Ch. 17922, U (See Model 92232E)
Ch. 17221 (See Model 022220)
Ch. 17Z22 (See Model Z2247E)
Ch. 172220 (See Model Z3000E)
Ch. 19122, U (See Model 92229R)
Ch. 19Z22 (See Model Z2255E)
Ch. 192220 (See Model Z3010E)
Ch. 22921, U (See Model 12671R)
RECORD CHANGERS

CHRYSLER
Highway Hi Fi

GARRARD
RC88,

RC98

335-3
338-5

MIRACORD

337-12

XA-100

MIRAPHON
XM110, XM110A

335-11

RECORDERS

H-

(Ch. V-2353) (See PCB
332-1 and Model H.

09117E,

R,

PCB

H-

17X23)

338-12

91814Y, Y0'Y1816C, CU, E, EU,
R, RU (Ch. 16120, U)..-333-17
12220R, RU, 92222C, CU, E, EU,
1222911,

H -782K21,
H -785X21

20312,

R,

W (Ch. 5101) 335-18
9723G, R, W (Ch. 79041..338-11
1724G, R, W (Ch. 79021.-338-11

335-17

H -24K130

EU,

Y513F, G,

1285-B, 1285-M

9341U21 in Set 313-14)

5296, 5297 (Ch. 2500202
and Power Ch. 250202) (See Pho-

(Ch.

335-16
334-11

(See
H-526156 (Ch. V -2259-I)
Model H-54115-Set 318-14)
H-57414, H-57514, H-57614, H57714 (Ch. V-2239-3) (See Model

SPARTON

(Ch.

RU

110
155

H -24K1.1130
169-Set

5290,

RU

X2670E,

B

ULTRATONE

Folder
No.

Set

No.

ZENITH-Cont.
X2636E, EU, R,

AMPRO
745

"Career"

BELL
RT

-75

333-3
329-4

PENTRON
T-90

331-10

RCA
SRT-401, 081.402

332-11

SILVERTONE
6072A (Ch. 567.34003 and Arno.
Ch. 567.35009) (See Model 4072

-Set 297-8)
W EBCOR
2611, 2612
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PHOTOFACT Folders give you the world's finest Service
data on TV and radio models just as soon as they hit
the market. Now-with the new INDEX SYSTEM to

you locate the latest PHOTOFACT coverage immediately.
If you're a Service Technician, you can get the new
Sams Index FREE. Here's how it keeps you up-to-date
on receiver coverage: The Master Index (36 pagesissued twice yearly) is the complete reference to all
PHOTOFACT Folders produced up to the date of its
issue. In addition, you get an Index Supplement each
month covering that month's releases of PHOTOFACT
Folders. Thus, the Master Index plus the supplements keep you right up with current PHOTOFACT
coverage. (The Index Supplements also appear each
month in "PF Reporter" Magazine.)
It's easy to get your complete Index service to
PHOTOFACT at NO COST TO YOU. If you're a Service
Technician, just fill in the coupon and mail to us
today. It will bring the Master Index direct to your
shop, and monthly supplements will be mailed to you
regularly thereafter. YOU'LL KEEP RIGHT UP-TO-THEMINUTE ON PHOTOFACT COVERAGE-you'll be able to
locate the data you need on over 30,000 models, as
PHOTOFACT,
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well as on CURRENT MODEL RELEASES.
Mail coupon today for your free subscription
to the Sams Photofact Index

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana

]

Send me your FREE Master Index to PHOTOFACT Folders (twice yearly),
and put me on your mailing list to receive all Index Supplements. My letterhead and/or business card is attached.
1

TAKE THE RIGHT STEP TO TIME -SAVING
PROFIT -BUILDING BUSINESS: Sign up with
your Parts Distributor to get PHOTOFACT
Folder Sets automatically each month.

DO IT NOW!

ri

I

am a Service Technician:

My Distributor

full time;

E

part time.

is:

Shop Name

Attn:
Address
City

Zone

State

t tt
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engineering

and precision-`
manufacture
build

r,

into RCA

A receiving tube

that delivers, and keeps on delivering at maximum performance levels

doesn't just happen- it has to be made to happen!
Stringent quality control checks govern each part and each process in the manufacture of
all RCA Receiving Tubes. Take the RCA-6AU6, for instance: The control grid is silverdsrw"
potential; careplated to minimize grid emission and to give low contact
interface; the
fully processed cathode materials minimize leakage and
t r o d e leak,oaL`'
mica support is specially treated to insure low inter-eleceach tube
age; result-Long Life! To insure noise -free performanceon RCA.
is "receiver -tested." Avoid costly callbacks standardize
only.
Tell your distributor to fill your tube order with RCA Tubes

-

RECEIVING TUBES
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

WHAT'S
IN A
FUSE?
Only

a

fuse element, glass & caps?

No! Every fuse carries
with it the skill and quality of its manufacturer.
You can't reach out and touch or taste this,
you can't even be sure it will do
its job when needed except
by purchasing from a company
that has the know how of 25 years
of manufacturing fine fuses.

Or
03

LITTELFUSE
1865 Miner Street

Des Plaines, Illinois

